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efExpo which was held in April 2018
provided excellent opportunities for Indian
and Overseas industries involved in defense
equipment manufacture to network and plan for
strategic partnership in R&D as well as manufacture
as per the ‘Make in India’ mission for meeting both
India’s growing requirements and also share global
market with greater profitability. Defense Minister
has exhorted Indian industries not to look at only
India’s requirements but also at the global market
and enhance India’s export of aeronautical and
defense equipments and services. Indian offset
partner industries must look at the opportunities
made available under the offset scheme and also proactive provisions for defense
procurement with emphasis on ‘Make in India’ and plan for long term relationship for
sustainable mutually beneficial partnerships. Indian SMEs have a great role to play.
Foreign OEMs have already advised their Tier-1 and Tier-2 suppliers to become aware
of Indian SMEs capabilities and build partnerships. GIFAS had recently brought a team
of sixty Tier-1 and Tier-2 companies and held B to B meetings in Bangalore, Delhi,
Hyderabad and Mumbai. Recent Berlin airshow and exhibition focussed on supplier
conclave. SIATI participated at the Berlin airshow and there are invitations from
aerospace clusters of Germany and of France for Indian delegates to visit for discussion
on strategic partnership and collaborations. Russia, who has been India’s traditional
partner and a major supplier / collaborator for defense equipments did not have any
offset agreements in the past. A number of Russian organisations have shown special
interest in collaborating with SIATI members for building mutually beneficial long
term relations.
Our study and interaction with SME organisations in Europe revealed that their
success has been mainly due to developing co-operative consortium among
themselves to become reliable and cost effective supply chain. In India, we have a
number of aerospace and defense manufacturing SME clusters in various regions.
Our experiments so far with formation of consortium have met with both success
and some failures. Failures resulted to a large extend due to lack of legally binding
agreements and lack of trust. Learning from this lesson, we need to go forward to
form consortiums on strong foundations of mutual trust and co-operation with
legally binding agreements to become global players and to be part of the global
supply chain. India’s major aerospace public sector and private sector industries and
quality assurance and regulatory agencies such as CEMILAC, DGAQA, DGCA as well
as National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) and Ministry of MSMEs are looking
forward to extending support to such efforts on the part of SMEs, to be excellent and
reliable cost effective supply chain for Indian industries as well as for global aerospace
and defense majors.
SIATI and AEROMAG Asia wish continued success and growth to Indian and overseas
collaboration through partnership.

Dr C G Krishnadas Nair
Honorary President, SIATI
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Tejas – Inching Closer to FOC
E

ver since its first flight, India’s
indigenously
designed
and
developed Light Combat Aircraft
(LCA) Tejas has been proving its mettle to
be a combat-proven asset to the armed
forces. In July 2016, it has been inducted
into the Air Force by forming a separate
Squadron ‘Flying Daggers’ with an aim of
eventually replacing the ageing fleet of
Mig-21 aircraft. Tejas will play a prime role
in the ongoing modernization drive of the
armed forces which aims at gearing them
up with the most modern systems and
equipment. Though there have been some
initial issues, the IAF has validated the
performance of Tejas. During the recent
Gagan Shakti 2018 exercise, Tejas has once
again reaffirmed its air superiority and
the IAF has called for the fast
production of aircraft to
meet its

requirements. In this scenario, achieving
the Final Operational Clearance (FOC), is
one of the prime tasks for the LCA and
according to the latest reports, Tejas is
inching closer to FOC by turning major
hurdles into achievements.
The Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL)
and Aeronautical Development Agency
(ADA), the nodal agencies for design and
development of the fighter aircraft, have
been speeding up the FOC procedures of
Tejas. Recently, Tejas has achieved another
milestone towards Final Operational
Clearance (FOC) as it successfully fired
Derby Air-to-Air Beyond Visual Range
Missile to expand the firing envelope. It
has demonstrated safe
operation of the
aircraft

during
missile
plume
ingestion into
engine under
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the aircraft
worst case

scenarios. The missile has been launched
from LCA Tejas on 27 April 2018 from
the firing range off the Goa coast after
exhaustive study of the missile separation
characteristics and plume envelope.
Integration of Derby, a BVR class missile
is one of the major objectives of Final
Operational Clearance (FOC) of Tejas.
Based on the successful integration
and demonstration, Regional Centre for
Military Airworthiness (RCMA), a unit of
DRDO has cleared the series production
aircraft of Squadron 45, to be equipped
with Derby operational capability. Tejas
has successfully completed a series of
captive flight trials to clear Derby for the
full operational capability in the entire FOC
envelope. In the past, Tejas has
qualified for the armaments
and missile release related
trials.
During the Gagan Shakti 2018, the
largest ever exercise by the IAF, LCA Tejas
has proven its battle-readiness. The 14day exercise has witnessed the extensive
testing of the newly-inducted Tejas
supersonic fighter jets of the IAF. Being
deployed at forward bases, the operational
efficiency and mission worthiness of the
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DRDO Awards Presented

T

aircraft have been put to test in a real-time
intense exercise environment. A milestone
towards ‘Make in India’, LCA has employed
Close Combat and Beyond Visual Range Air
to Air missiles in a simulated scenario apart
from Air to Ground weapons.
IAF has done trials and validation of
operational efficiency of LCA Tejas and
has been able to generate six sorties per
platform per day. For Tejas, this is a good
development as the IAF usually sticks to
around three sorties per day on every Tejas.
With the satisfactory performance of Tejas,
the IAF now pushes for fast production of
the aircraft.
The fighter is getting considerable
upgradations
and
technological
improvements in the wake of FOC
procedures. HAL and ADA are constantly
improving the systems and capabilities of
the fighter. The latest updates from ADA
tell that Tejas is all set to commence its Airto-Air Refuelling (AAR) flight trials. ADA has
been carrying out various tests regarding
the AAR for the past few months which
have been successful. All the simulated
ground tests have been successfully
completed as Tejas was refuelled by
placing it at various attitudes. The technical
integration for AAR has been completed
and the trials were commenced on the
ground. Tejas is expected to be ready for
air-to-air refuelling by the end of May.
The IAF plans to induct a total of 123
Tejas Mark-IA, next to 40 Mark-I Tejas LCAs.
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HAL is currently increasing the production
capacity from eight to 16 aircraft per
year. A total 20 IOC (initial operational
configuration) aircraft including 16 fighters
and four trainers have been delivered by
HAL to IAF till date according to the defence
ministry. The production of remaining 15
IOC aircrafts (11 fighters + four trainers)
are taken up at HAL. The production of 20
more Tejas LCA in the FOC configuration
will begin following FOC clearance.
Dr. S Christopher, Secretary Defence R&D
and Chairman, DRDO has recently said
that the home-grown fighter has emerged
among the best in class aircraft, providing
flight stability even under extreme
unstable conditions. Confirming Tejas’ air
superiority, the Defence Minister Nirmala

Sitharaman has said that the government
preferred induction of Tejas over foreignmade aircraft for the Indian Air Force. She
has further said that the production rate
of Tejas will be increased to meet the IAF
requirements.
Balance activities towards FOC, which will
further enhance the operational capability
of the aircraft are in progress currently.
These include enhancement in the ‘g’ load
capability, Air to Air Refuelling, additional
weapon integration and gun integration.
Dr. Girish S Deodhare, Programme
Director (Combat Aircraft) and Director,
Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA),
has said that the LCA Tejas is expected to
achieve FOC by July 2018.

he Defence Minister, Nirmala
Sitharaman, has presented the
DRDO Awards- 2016 & 2017
to various DRDO scientists for their
outstanding
contributions,
while
commemorating the National Technology
Day.
Some of the prominent scientists, who
have received the award, include former
Secretary Department of Defence R&D,
Scientific Advisor to Defence Minister and
Director General, DRDO Dr. VK Saraswat
for DRDO Lifetime Achievement Award
– 2017, former Secretary Department of
Defence R&D, Scientific Advisor to Raksha
Mantri and Director General, DRDO Dr
Vasudev Kalkunte Aatre for DRDO Lifetime
Achievement Award – 2016, the Scientific
Advisor to Defence Minister, Distinguished
Scientist & Director General (Missiles &
Strategic Systems) Dr G Satheesh Reddy for
Technology Leadership Award – 2016, etc.
Speaking on the occasion, Sitharaman
has said that India being one of the
largest procurer of defence equipment,
the emphasis on indigenisation has to be
reiterated, which has happened in the last
four years. She has stated that if India were
to be a manufacturing hub for Defence
products, indigenisation has got to be on
the top of the agenda. She has said that
manufacturing cannot be continuously
and constantly with borrowed technology
and hence that is where DRDO’s Research
& Development plays a very critical role.

The Minister for Defence, Nirmala Sitharaman presenting the DRDO Lifetime
Achievement Award - 2016 to the former Secretary Department of Defence R&D, Scientific
Advisor to Defence Minister and Director General, DRDO, Dr. Vasudev Kalkunte Aatre.
Chairman DRDO and Secretary Department of Defence R&D, Dr. S. Christopher is also
seen.

The Union Minister for Defence, Nirmala Sitharaman presenting
the Agni Award for Excellence in Self-Reliance 2017 to P Jayapal,
Chief Executive (Airworthiness), Centre for Military Airworthiness
and Certification (CEMILAC).

Dr. V.K.
Saraswat.
former Secretary
Department
of Defence
R&D, Scientific
Advisor to
Defence Minister
and Director
General, DRDO,
receiving the
DRDO Lifetime
Achievement
Award - 2017.

The Union Minister for Defence, Nirmala Sitharaman giving away
the Technology Leadership Award - 2016 to the Scientific Advisor
to Defence Minister, Distinguished Scientist & Director General
(Missiles & Strategic Systems), Dr. G. Satheesh Reddy in New Delhi.
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Reminiscence of the Birth of Tejas

Dr. Kota Harinarayana

Meet Dr. Kota Harinarayana, the man
who played a major role in realising
India’s dream of an indigenously
developed Light Combat Aircraft (LCA)
Tejas. It was under Dr. Harinarayana’s
guidance as the Programme Director
and Chief Designer of LCA, the project
has been led to flight testing and
clearance for limited series production.
In an interview with Aeromag on the
occasion of his 75th birthday on May
14, Dr Harinarayana recollects the
birth of Tejas, on which he and his
team have worked for more than one
and a half decades before the first
Technology Demonstrator successfully
completed its test flight in January 2001.
A few excerpts from the interview.
10

In 2001, a team headed by you,
as Programme Director and Chief
Designer of LCA, successfully
tested the first flight of their
LCA Technology Demonstrator,
overcoming
all
adversities
including the US Sanctions. Could
you recollect the historic moments
of the first test flight?
It was an extraordinary moment
for not just us but all the aviation
groups around the world who have
watched the test-flight. We had
to overcome several challenges
including financial constraints
before the flight. Above all, merely
two weeks before the test-flight
there was an article in a U.S.
magazine which made an analysis
of the LCA programme and stated
that India would not succeed in
it. They have cited several reasons
including the U.S. sanctions,
lack of prior experience in any of
the technologies involved and
the inability to develop a safety
critical software. Thought it has
led to several apprehensions at
the governmental level, they were
not ready to give up. Moreover,
then Defence Minister, George
Fernandes, who was passionate
about doing things indigenously
had given us all support to go
ahead. Finally, on 4 January 2001,
the LCA Technology Demonstrator,
indigenously developed by India,
has successfully completed its first
test-flight.
It was perhaps one of the most
flawless first-flights ever done
anywhere in the world. The entire
team have worked for around one
and a half decade. Especially after

the sanctions, we have worked
hard round the clock in three shifts
to make the system reliable and
error-free. Though the test flight
took place only for 20 minutes, it
was the realisation of our decadelong efforts. After the flight, the
pilot, Wing Commander Rajiv
Kothiyal, has called it a “beautiful
flight” without any error warnings.
It was both joy and relief for the
entire team. And for people outside
the team, it was unbelievable as
a demonstrator, fully designed,
developed, and tested by Indians
became successful in its very first
flight. It was really a dream-cometrue moment for me.
Back then, no single organisation
had the capability to develop such
an aircraft by itself. Hence, the only
way for the LCA programme to
succeed was to start from scratch.
Could you talk about various
challenges faced during that
period?
There was a huge gap of around
40 years between the previous
flight and the first LCA test-flight.
There was hardly any technology
developed. Our main challenge
was to build together a team
comprising people from the
industry, R&D, and the academia.
Around 300 industries, from
sectors like automobiles, general
engineering, who have never
worked for aviation, were brought
into the programme. Our greatest
achievement has been that we were
able to identify the right industry
and R&D and bring them together.
All the work centres have had the

Dr Kota Harinarayana and Team Tejas with then Defence Minister, George Fernandes after the first flight of the LCA on 4 January 2001,
Bangalore. HAL Chairman, Dr C G Krishnadas Nair, Air Chief Marshal AY Tipnis, Air Marshal Philip Rajkumar, Scientific Advisor to Defence
Minister and Director General, DRDO, Dr. V K Aatre, first-flight pilot Wg. Cdr. Rajiv Kothiyal are also seen.
confidence that they could approach us
for any support they needed. For example,
the head-up displays in the cockpit, which
was very crucial in the programme, has
been developed by our CSIR laboratory
in Chandigarh. The display developed by
them was not effective enough as it broke
when used. Finally, ADA has helped them
in rectifying the problem and it came out
well meeting all the safety requirements.
The pilots were happy to see what they
wanted to be implemented and the cost
was only one-fourth of the imported ones.
We have taken much time to overcome all
the challenges, but we made sure that we
overcame them and achieved the aim.
Not having the software for designing
and analysing composite materials, ADA
developed one for itself, which it later
marketed extensively — Airbus was a
customer, buying it for the A380 and other
aircrafts. Could you shed more light onto it?
When we have started the LCA project,
our minds were clear that unless we make
the airframe with advanced composites,
we will not be able to achieve the weight
target. Then we have realised that the
CAD software with which we could do the
conceptual design, preliminary design,
detailed design, manufacturing design,

quality control etc. was not available in
India. So, we have formed a team and
networked extensively with academic
institutions to create a new software. In
about nine months we came out with a
software which saved a lot of time in our
work, in fact one-fourth of that what would
have taken if done it manually.
We have never thought what we did
was something great as we believed that
almost every other country has it already.
Later, a team from Warwick University led
by its Director Professor Bhattacharya, who
was also a board member of Airbus, has
visited ADA and observed what we did.
He has said that it was the same software
Airbus had been looking for and asked us
if we were ready to sell it to them. As we
developed a software for fighter aircraft,
we had to make some modifications to
turn it viable for transport aircraft to meet
Airbus’s requirements. Airbus has become
our largest customer by making it the
main software for their A380 and A350.
The Russians and Boeing were also our
customers and made a few million dollars
for the country.
Interestingly, it was largely bought by
racing car manufacturers for its ability to
reduce weight of the cars with accurate
design.

LCA Tejas has been inducted into IAF
2016. How did you feel when Tejas became
a part of the IAF after 15 years since its first
flight?
I was very happy and above all proud to
see that LCA, on which we have spent most
part of our careers, finally secured its spot
among the mighty fighters of IAF, though
I felt that it could have been inducted five
years earlier. Now, the IAF is quite happy
with the performance of Tejas so far. In
fact, Tejas is the most intelligent and
pilot-friendly aircraft India has ever flown
as it was the first to be made by Indian
engineers for Indian pilots. Moreover, we
have inculcated the inputs and suggestions
by pilots even from the design stage.
That’s the most advantageous feature of
indigenous projects as user inputs play
a major role in the effectiveness of the
product.
Over these years Tejas has been marking
several achievements. How do you assess
the present state of the LCA programme?
The LCA programme is progressing fast.
ADA is also working on the Mk II version
of LCA, which they like to be called as a
Medium Weight Combat Aircraft as it will
weigh around 17.5 tonnes which is 4 tonnes
heavier than the LCA. After listening to the
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features and technologies of the aircraft,
I believe it would have far superior range
and capabilities than the Mirage 2000.
Also, there is a lot of support for the fifthgeneration stealth fighter called AMCA
and IAF has offered support to develop a
technology demonstrator.
I don’t think the FOC has much
significance. it is a mere upgradation
process by integrating new weapons
systems and technologies. When we built
Tejas it had R-60 missile only. Now, there
are Python and Derby missiles and more
advanced missiles will come in future. So,
it is just a lifelong process.
What HAL must do now is increasing
the production rate of Tejas. This year
they will produce 12 aircrafts and next
year onwards it will be 18 aircrafts as
the there are two production lines now.
Moreover, they have identified private
players who could play a major role in the
production. I think it is very important to
involve private players in the production,
because if an OEM alone does it all it
won’t increase production capacity. With
companies which can produce the parts
like front, centre and rear fuselages and
wings, the production rate be increased
largely. This will help to meet not only
IAF’s requirements, but also other air
forces in the world. I hope that India will
be able to export Tejas soon.
What are the challenges you see before
LCA Tejas in its roadmap ahead?
If there is one aircraft in which
India could achieve high-level of
indigenisation, it is Tejas. I think there is
a great need to create an ecosystem in
the country for production and testing.
There are several small and medium
scale firms which can contribute to the
indigenisation in aerospace and defence.
But, they lack enough facilities for testing
and processing.
We need to create more such facilities
in all parts of the country. Secondly,
the startup culture emerged recently
is highly promising. The startups will
convert the technology of a laboratory to
a project. They need to be supported by
the developmental funds.
Also, the importance of unmanned
aircrafts is increasing now. I feel that
ADA should work on developing an
unmanned combat aircraft. I would call it
‘zenith of combat aircraft development.
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Navy a Potential Tool for
Military Diplomacy: Def Min

YOUR WORK IN GOOD HANDS
Process monitoring
Documentation

MRO Tools
The Minister for Defence, Nirmala Sitharaman interacting with the media, during the
Naval Commanders’ Conference, in New Delhi on May 08, 2018. The Minister of State for
Defence, Dr. Subhash Bhamre and the Chief of Naval Staff, Admiral Sunil Lanba are also
seen.

T

he Defence Minister, Nirmala
Sitharaman, has said that apart from
being the primary instrument and
manifestation of nation’s maritime power,
the Indian Navy has also established itself
as a potential tool for military diplomacy.
“The Navy has been playing an important
role in furthering our national and
foreign policy objectives through active
cooperation and engagement with not just
IOR littorals, but maritime nations across
the globe,” she said while inaugurating
the first edition of Naval Commanders’
Conference in New Delhi.
The minister has expressed satisfaction
with which the Indian Navy has continued
to maintain a high operational tempo
through regular deployment of ships,
submarines, and aircraft in the Areas of
Responsibility (AOR). “I am confident that
Navy’s Maritime Domain Awareness in our
Areas of Interests will enable it to respond
effectively to the various contingencies,
such as Search and Rescue, Humanitarian
Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) and
anti-piracy.
I am glad that the efforts have already
started showing results, with the Indian
Navy responding proactively to numerous
crisis situations around the Indian Ocean
Region (IOR) in the last few months,” she
said.
Sitharaman has also said that India
and the Indian Navy have emerged as
the first port of call and a dependable

partner for IOR littoral navies, to address
their maritime security needs. Stressing
on indigenisation and self-reliance, she
has said that shipbuilding projects worth
over Rs 32,000 crore have been tendered
and were progressing towards contract
conclusion.
“Projects worth Rs 760 crore for
construction of yard crafts are also being
targeted for early conclusion through
private and small shipyards, to bolster
the ‘Make in India’ initiative and provide
the necessary impetus to the Indian
shipbuilding industry.
Programme ‘Samudrika’, which will result
in achieving 100 percent indigenisation
of the Electronic Warfare fit onboard
Indian Naval Platforms, is also reflective of
Indian Navy’s continued efforts towards
indigenisation,” she added.
The biennial conference has reviewed the
Navy’s new Mission-Based Deployments
philosophy aimed at ensuring peace
and stability in the region. The new
deployment philosophy, in furtherance of
the Prime Minister’s vision of Security and
Growth for All in the Region (SAGAR), aims
at sustained, peaceful, and yet responsive
presence of Indian Naval ships in critical
areas and choke points.
The Commanders have deliberated on
the optimal utilisation of the Navy’s share
of the defence budget through prioritising
capital acquisitions and modernisation
plans to bridge critical capability gaps.
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Tryst with Glory
As India’s premier defence
technology powerhouse
and industry behemoth
Defence Research and
Development Organisation
(DRDO) celebrates its Diamond
Jubilee, Dr S Christopher,
Chairman DRDO and Secretary
Department of Defence
R&D, shares with us some
highlights of its magnificent
saga and futuristic vision

Dr S Christopher
Chairman, DRDO and Secretary,
Department of Defence R&D
DRDO is celebrating sixty years of its
formation, six decades of excellence
in defence research and development.
On this occasion, could you share your
thoughts on how successful DRDO has
been in achieving its aims?
Six decades of achievements in the
service of nation is a major milestone
for any organisation. We move ahead
keeping the aspirations of our country
and our defence forces in sight and try
to give our best at par with the world
standards. Today, I can proudly say that
each and every member of DRDO family is
committed to exploit the best to offer the
latest technology.
The last four years in particular have seen
a change in people’s perception towards
our organisation, which gives a boost to
the morale of our scientists. Being a true
technology powerhouse of the country,
DRDO’s work in myriad fields ranging from
submarine to satellite has been helping to
fulfil the nation’s dream of self-reliance in
defence.
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We have been working on a slew of
futuristic, cutting-edge technologies for
the armed forces and the paramilitary
services. DRDO is fully committed to
fulfil its vision of making India selfreliant in defence systems, technology
and manufacturing. The policies of the
government in terms of ‘Make-in-India’
and the thrust of the Defence Acquisition
Council in this direction would be a game
changer in the time to come.
Could you give us an overview of DRDO’s
recent major achievements?
The Organisation has set its sights on
making India self-sufficient in producing
Defence
equipment
ranging
from
missiles, combat aircraft, submarines
and engineering systems, surveillance
and recce systems, among others. DRDO
is also looking at providing state-ofthe-art communication radars, sonars,
electronic warfare (EW) systems, electrooptics and communications equipments.
Each of these has been developed using
indigenous manufacturing and testing

facilities to maximum extent. All this
has been achieved with a committed
workforce of approximately 7,500 scientists
supported by about 10,000 technical staff,
who have worked tirelessly to overcome
the challenges of developing cutting edge
technologies and systems. Some recent
major achievements include:
AEW&C aircraft was handed over
to Indian Air Force in IOC configuration in
February 2017. AEW&C aircraft flew for the
first time in the Republic Day Parade 2017.
DRDO
successfully
flew
its indigenous UAV Rustom-2 at its
Aeronautical Test Range (ATR) at Chalakere,
Chitradurga in Karnataka, in February 2018.
This was the first flight in user configuration
with higher power engine.
Firing demonstration of 155 mm
X 52 calibre ATAGS, the fully indigenous
towed artillery gun system, was given to
DG Arty and to Hon’ble Raksha Mantri. First
prototype of Arjun Armoured Recovery
and Repair Vehicle (ARRV) was handed over
during the visit of Hon’ble Raksha Mantri to
CVRDE in October 2017. In September 2017,

the Trawl System crossed a major milestone
with successful completion of blast trials
which demonstrated the survivability of the
equipment when subjected to successive
series of blast directly underneath it. This
was an important step towards achieving
self-reliance in area of critical military
equipment under ‘Make in India’ initiative
and would result in saving of precious
foreign exchange for the country.
USHUS-2,
submarine
sonar
developed by NPOL, Kochi, was handed
over to the Indian Navy in March 2017.
Major successful tests and trials include:
Anti-Tank Guided Missiles (ATGM)
Nag, one of the five missile systems
developed indigenously by DRDO under
integrated guided missile development
programme (IGMDP), has been successfully
test-fired in desert conditions against two
tank targets at different ranges and timings.
Derby beyond visual range air-to-air missile
in radar guided mode was fired from Tejas
aircraft (LSP4) in May 2017, wherein the
missile achieved a direct hit. Nirbhay, the
long range subsonic cruise missile was
successfully flight tested in November
2017. Beyond Visual Range Air-to-Air Missile
‘Astra’ possessing high single shot kill
probability is being developed by DRDO to
engage and destroy highly manoeuvring
supersonic aerial targets. Seven Astra
missiles were successfully launched from
Su-30 MKI aircraft in September 2017.
Nirbhay, the long range subsonic cruise
missile developed by ADE Bangaluru, is
India’s first indigenously designed and
developed cruise missile having 1,000 km
range and capable of carrying up to 300
kg warheads. A successful flight trial of the
missile was carried out in November 2017.

Operational Flight Tests (OFTs) for LRSAM
having a range of 70 km were conducted
from INS Kochi in May 2017.
Enhancing the UAV of India,
Rustom-2 has completed its first successful
test-flight last February.
In the missile field, the first
night trial of surface-to-surface shortrange ballistic missile Prithvi-II has been
successfully completed. The missile has
been equipped with state-of-the-art
guidance system and was fired in realtime situation. It will boost the night-time
combat capabilities of the forces.
All the three tests of the light
weight glide bomb Smart Anti-Airfield
Weapon (SAAW) have been successful. The
bomb fired from an Indian Air Force aircraft
and guided through precision navigation
system, hit the target at 70 km range
accurately.
DRDO is promoting India’s defence
production with advanced technologies
and thereby reducing the defence imports.
Recently, the Defence Ministry has
approved the Rs 490 Crore procurement
of 260 number of Software Defined Radios
(SDRs), developed by DRDO for ramping
up Indian Navy’s communication and
surveillance on high seas.
BrahMos is completing 20 years.
Could you speak on DRDO’s role in the
development of the missile? What is the
future roadmap for BrahMos?
BrahMos supersonic missile is the result
of the joint efforts by DRDO and Russia’s
NPOM since 1998. The success of BrahMos
has emerged due to the sharing of the
technological strength of both partners.
DRDO has played a pivotal role in the

birth of this unique world-class product by
developing its crucial systems like inertial
navigation systems, mission software,
mobile launchers etc. Currently, DRDO’s
HEMRL (High Energy Materials Research
Laboratory) is developing a special solid
propellant to be used as fuel by BrahMos
supersonic cruise missiles.
BrahMos created history when it was
successfully test-fired from an airborne
Su-30 MKI fighter aircraft. BrahMos-armed
Su-30 MKI will be a lethal asset for the
Indian Air Force. Now the missile could
be launched from land, ship, aircraft
and submarine, making it a formidable
weapon. The supersonic cruise missile with
indigenous Seeker was successfully flight
tested recently on March 22, 2018 from
the Pokhran test range in Rajasthan. The
flight test was conducted by the scientists
of DRDO and BrahMos along with the
Indian Army. A high level team led by me
was present during the flight trial. The
supersonic cruise missile and the Seeker
have been developed jointly by DRDO
and BrahMos Aerospace. BrahMos is also
working on the hypersonic version of the
missile with a scramjet engine that allows
a speed above 4 mach. It can harness
immense destructive power from kinetic
energy and hit deep buried targets.
Could you talk about the role of DRDO
in the ongoing modernization drive of the
armed forces?
Modernization of armed forces is one of
the top priorities of the government and
DRDO has been offering its full support
to the process. We are dedicated to the
mission of progressive enhancement
of self-reliance in defence systems and
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state-of-the-art defence technologies.
DRDO has developed a large number of
defence systems and equipment as per the
requirements of the armed forces.
Bullet proof jackets and helmets, Hand
held thermal imagers (HHTIs), Anti-tank
Guided Missiles (ATGMs), Night vision
devices, Radio sets, BrahMos cruise
missiles, Pinaka rocket system, Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), Weapon Locating
Radar (WLR), SWATHI, NBC Recce vehicle
and NBC Drugs were handed over to the
Army last year. The NBC Recce Vehicle Mk-I
is developed by Vehicles Research and
Development Establishment (VRDE) for
carrying out post event recce of Nuclear,
Biological and Chemical Contaminated
areas. Weapon Locating Radar (WLR)
SWATHI, developed by DRDO’s Electronics
and Radar Development Establishment
(LRDE), provides fast, automatic and
accurate location of all enemy weapons
like mortars, shells and rockets. DRDO is
also working on projects to develop new
technologies for more accurate prediction
of avalanches.
DRDO’s indigenous systems have come
to be recognized as world-class and their
export potential is on an upward trend.
The Artillery Gun System (ATAGS), Pinaka
MBRL, AEW&C India, LCA Tejas, Akash
Missile, BrahMos Cruise Missile, Sonars,
Underwater Acoustic Communication
system, Torpedoes, and BFS Radar are
good examples proving the point. With
all these DRDO plays a decisive role in the
modernization of armed forces.
DRDO undertook the design and
development of Trawl System for the
minefield area in the battle zone to
meet the operational requirements of
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Indian Army. In September 2017, Trawl
System crossed a major milestone with
successful completion of blast trials, which
demonstrated the survivability of the
equipment when subjected to successive
series of blast directly underneath it. This
was an important step towards achieving
self-reliance in area of critical military
equipment under ‘Make in India’ initiative
and would result in saving of precious
foreign exchange for the country.
Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC)
kit integrated to the existing Pinaka Mk-II
rockets makes the free flight Pinaka rocket
to a guided Pinaka. This conversion has
considerably enhanced the range and
accuracy of Pinaka.
Please share with us the updates on
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Rustom-2
Recently, DRDO successfully flew its
Rustom-2 from its Aeronautical Test
Range (ATR) at Chitradurga in Karnataka.
This assumes significance as the first
flight in user configuration with higher
power engine. The medium-altitude longendurance unmanned aerial vehicle has
met all the objectives and the parameters
have been normal. Rustom-2 is being
developed to carry out surveillance and
reconnaissance (ISR) roles for the armed
forces with an endurance of 24 hours. It is
capable of carrying different combinations
of payloads like synthetic aperture radar,
electronic intelligence systems and
situational awareness payloads. It can
carry payloads for electronic and signal
intelligence missions.
We are working on improving the
capabilities of the UAV and hope to make
Rustom-2 production-ready soon. Once

Rustom-2 is fully ready for operation, it will
reduce the import of expensive precision
attack drones.
Could you talk about the latest updates
on Advanced Towed Artillery Gun System
(ATAGS) and its induction into army?
DRDO has developed the155mm
52-calibre Advanced Towed Artillery Gun
System (ATAGS) in mission mode as a part
of the Army’s artillery modernization
programme. ATAGS has set a record during
trials in Rajasthan’s Pokhran in September,
firing shells to a range of 48 km, against
army’s requirement of 40 km. The feat
was achieved by ATAGS with special
ammunition “high explosive - base bleed”
(HE - BB). ATAGS has also performed well in
its winter trials held in Sikkim.
The ATAGS will be a viable alternative
for the ageing Bofors gun of the army.
ATAGS has an all-electric drive which gives
advantage over traditional hydraulic drives
which exist in other towed guns. The
electric drives of the ATAGS gives controls
in handling ammunition, opening and
closing the breech mech and ramming the
round into firing chamber.
The MoD has given the permission to
move the proposal for procurement and
get the production rolling. We expect the
ATAGS to be inducted into the army soon.
There is great need for modern battle
tanks and armoured vehicles in the army.
With regard to this, could you talk about
the Arjun-II of DRDO?
Arjun Mark II is being developed by DRDO
to address the Army’s need of replacing
its old tank fleet. Necessary modifications
have been made to the advanced version
of the indigenous Arjun Mark II main battle
tank as recommended by the Army. It will
meet the requirements of army and play
a vital role in modernising its ageing tank
fleet.
The Arjun Mark II is an advanced third
generation tank. It is a state-of-the-art tank
with superior firepower, high mobility, and
excellent protection. It can fire missiles,
has advanced explosive reactive armour
panels, mine plough, automatic target
tracking, advanced land navigation system,
digital control harness and advanced
commander panoramic sight among other
features. The Army has shown confidence
in the performance of Arjun MK 2, and
will acquire more of them as they become

available.

manufacturers can play a major role in
indigenization. With the impetus from the
government’s ‘Make in India’ initiative we
are going ahead with transfer of technology
and interface with private institutions
much more easily and transparently. The
only way to meet indigenization target
is by joining hands with private industry.
DRDO has brought out a well-defined
procedure for ToT to private companies.
With that in place, we are able to deal
with the development of many of our
projects and further production much
more easily. In the coming years more and
more collaboration between DRDO and
the private firms for manufacturing various
defence equipments and products can be
expected.

expansion with the Derby BVR missiles, the
software fine tuning for complete carefree
manoeuvring etc are also progressing.
LCA Tejas has successfully completed the
hot-refuelling recently. Works on achieving
Air-to-Air Refuelling are also progressing
and are expected to be completed by
the end of April. ADA is also focusing on
developing the Mk2 version of LCA.

The
government
is
promoting
indigenization in defence production
by involving more private partners and
boosting the Make-in-India initiative. How
does DRDO contribute to this?
India aims to achieve 75 per cent
indigenisation in defence production
within a decade and DRDO has been
supporting the government in achieving
Could you elaborate on DRDO’s future
this. We have to shed the tag of being a
priorities and programmes in promoting
big importer of military hardware and
the defence sector and bolstering national
software. We have proved our competence
security?
in designing and developing sophisticated,
DRDO stands steadfastly committed to
cutting edge technologies and systems for
support the government’s objective of
defence applications.
promoting the defence manufacturing in
We are going a big way in indigenisation
India and thereby diminishing the country’s
of unmanned systems and are working
need for defence imports. DRDO will strive
on enhancing the rate of production of
Could you share with us the latest to fulfil its mission of building on our core
LCA to meet the requirements of the IAF. updates on the LCA project?
competence for indigenous development
India also expects to have in 10 years
The Light Combat Aircraft Tejas of state-of-the-art weapon systems,
its own platform for medium combat programme is moving ahead at robust pace platforms and allied equipment for our
aircraft and Aeronautical Development and HAL is currently focusing on increasing Defence Services, providing technological
Agency is working on it. DRDO has also the production rate of the aircraft. Trials solutions to optimise combat effectiveness
been striving for self-reliance in artillery for the Final Operational clearance are and promoting well-being of the troops.
ammunition, tank ammunition, grenades underway now. It will provide the aircraft
We also intend to play a leading role in
and other areas and working out a strategy the Air superiority capability with Air to the indigenization of the defence sector
to make it totally import-free area. It is Air refuelling and Beyond Visual Range by promoting a policy of wider inclusion,
noteworthy that the development of missiles apart from multirole capability. roping in more private partners into
UAV immensely contributes towards the Most of the tasks for the FOC are in the research and production. The spinoff
Make-in-India initiative as many critical final stage and the rest will be completed benefits for the society at large will
systems such as airframe, landing gear, soon. The completion of integration of all be substantial and this will be a great
flight control and avionics sub-systems are FOC weapons including flight envelope contribution to nation building.
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Towards
“Tranquillity
and Peace”
along LAC

T

Anantha Narayanan K

he ice of confrontation along the
Himalayan borders is expected to
melt as both India and China signal
to respect each other’s “core concerns” and
work for “tranquillity and peace” along the
frontier, following the two-day informal
summit between Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Chinese President Xi Jinping in
the Chinese city of Wuhan recently. The
summit, which is a first-of-its-kind, was
undoubtedly a testament to the resolve
and flexibility of India’s China policy and
define a pathway that could transform the
bilateral ties into a major force for tackling
global problems. Moreover, it assumes
significance as many analysts viewed the
meeting as a fresh, virtuous cycle in IndoChina relations.
The summit, aimed at forging consensus
to resolve the issues with follow-up
actions by officials than announcing any
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The Prime Minister, Narendra Modi meeting the President of the
People’s Republic of China, Xi Jinping, in Wuhan, China.
agreements, was something the leaders of
the two countries have never tried so far.
With both leaders met informally at a city
far from the national capitals and spent
time together to exchanging views on
overarching issues of bilateral and global
importance, a critical bilateral relationship,
which has been troubled by festering
irritants along the border over the past
few months, seems to be cemented. The
warm shake hands and talks over dining
table between the two leaders have cooled
down the rising heat between the majors
of the Asian continent that has been a hot
topic globally in the recent past.
Last year, India and China were locked
in their most serious border crisis in the

last three decades at Dokalam region
over a road construction by the Chinese
army, following which both nations have
engaged in verbal confrontations. Ever
since then, both India and China have
beefed up their military presence along
the region. The diplomatic ties have been
seriously affected and has further reflected
in many other scenarios including India’s
Nuclear Supplier Group (NSG) bid, calls
for branding Pakistan a terror-sponsoring
nation at UN, India’s opposition towards
China’s One Belt One Road (OBOR) Initiative
etc. when the voices of both the nations
did not synchronise mutually.
At Wuhan, both leaders have issued a
strategic guidance to their respective

militaries to reduce the heat on their
disputed borderline. A limited jointpatrolling concept that has been
successfully piloted at two sensitive points
at the border is likely to be extended
to other areas along the Line of Actual
Control (LAC). The tension that both sides
had mounded along the boundary over
the past few years and culminated in the
Doklam stand-off is expected to gradually
ease. Both the leaders have stressed on
the fact that the simultaneous emergence
of India and China as two large economies
and major powers with strategic and
decisional autonomy, has implications of
regional and global significance.
Prime Minister Modi and President Xi
have reviewed developments in IndiaChina relations from the strategic and
long-term perspective. They agreed to
significantly enhance efforts to build
on the convergences through the
established mechanisms to create the
broadest possible platform for the future
relationship. Having agreed that both
sides have the maturity and wisdom to
handle the differences through peaceful
discussion bearing in mind the importance
of respecting each other’s sensitivities,
concerns and aspirations, the Himalayan
ice is tended to melt slowly.
The two leaders have expressed their
support for the work of the Special
Representatives on the India China
Boundary Question and urged them

to intensify their efforts to seek a fair,
reasonable and mutually acceptable
settlement. To this end, they have issued
strategic guidance to their respective
militaries to strengthen communication to
build trust and mutual understanding in
the management of border affairs.
Modi and Xi have also recognized the
common threat posed by terrorism and
reiterated their resolute opposition to
terrorism in all its forms and manifestations.
They have committed themselves to

cooperate on counter-terrorism, which
is yet to be witnessed, especially when
Pakistan becomes a topic of discussion at
the UN.
The two leaders have highly assessed the
opportunity for direct, free, and candid
exchange of views offered by the Informal
Summit and agreed on the utility of holding
more such dialogues in the future. “I will be
happy, if in 2019, we can have such informal
summit in India,” said Narendra Modi. “We
have the responsibility to work for 40% of
the world population, this means trying
to successfully get the world rid of many
problems. To work together towards this is
a big opportunity for us,” he added.
According to China’s ambassador to India
Luo Zhaohui, to pursue their personal
chemistry that strengthened during the
Wuhan Summit, both leaders will have at
least three opportunities to meet in 2018 Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO)
summit to be held in June in Qingdao,
China, the BRICS Summit in Johannesburg,
South Africa and the next G20 Summit in
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
If the meet at Wuhan has helped both
India and China in forging a common
understanding of the future direction of
bilateral ties built upon mutual respect for
each other’s developmental aspirations,
many more similar “Informal Heart-toHeart Summits” will be appreciable for the
sake of regional stability in South Asia.

The Prime Minister, Narendra Modi and the President of the People’s Republic of China,
Xi Jinping visit Exhibition at Hubei Provincial Museum, in Wuhan, China on April 27.
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India Reinforces Defence
Ties with Russia

T

he Defence Minster Nirmala
Sitharaman, who visited Russia
to attend Seventh Moscow
Conference on International Security
from 03 to 05 April 2018, has met her
counterpart General Sergey Shoygu as
part of strengthening the bilateral ties
and technical cooperation in defence. The
ministers have discussed issues of bilateral
importance, especially Military-to-Military
Cooperation and other regional issues in
a delegation level talk. She has also met
the Minister of Industry and Trade of the

T

Russian Federation Mr Denis Manturov
and discussed improving bilateral ties with
the country. The visit has also marked the
closing of the year-long celebrations of the
70th Anniversary of India-Russia diplomatic
relations.
The meeting included a review of the
roadmap of military cooperation involving
exercises, training, exchange of visits,
and India’s participation in International
Army Games to be held in Russia later
this year. Both the leaders have reviewed
ongoing military technical cooperation
projects between the two countries,
including measures to promote IndiaRussia joint industrial activities under the
‘Make in India’ programme with respect
to defence production, especially for aftersales support. They have also discussed
participation of Russian companies in
DefExpo 2018.
Russia and India have decided to expedite
negotiations for various military platforms
soon and agreed to further ramp up
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Navy Commissions Third LCU
Vessel Built by GRSE

he third ship of the Landing Craft Utility (LCU) Mk-IV project
has been inducted into the Indian Navy at Port Blair. The
ship has been commissioned as INLCU L53 by Vice Admiral
Bimal Verma, AVSM, ADC, Commander-in-Chief A&N Command.
Designed and built by Garden Reach Shipbuilders and Engineers
(GRSE), Kolkata, the ship showcases the potential of the country’s
indigenous ship building capability and is in consonance with the
national goal of ‘Make in India’.
LCU MK-IV ship is an amphibious ship with a displacement of
830 Tons and is capable of transporting combat equipment such
as Main Battle Tanks Arjun, T72 and other Armoured Vehicles.
The ship is fitted with state-of-the-art equipment and advanced
systems such as the Integrated Bridge System (IBS) and the
Integrated Platform Management System (IPMS). The indigenous
CRN 91 Gun with Stabilised Optronic Pedestal provides the ship
the requisite offensive capability for undertaking patrolling in
addition.
The ship, commanded by Lt Cdr Vikas Anand, has a complement
of five officers and 45 sailors. Capable of carrying 160 troops in
addition, the ships would be based in the Andaman and Nicobar
Command bolstering the Command’s capability in undertaking
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bilateral defence cooperation.
Russia has been one of India’s key
suppliers of arms and ammunition. The
two countries are yet to finalise a nearly
Rs 40,000-crore deal to procure S-400
Triumf air defence missile systems for
the Indian armed forces. The meeting
has discussed India’s long-term demand
to Russia regarding the adoption of a
liberal approach in sharing technology for
components of major defence platforms as
it was critical to keep them in operational
readiness.
The official Twitter handle of the Defence
Minister has tweeted “In order to reinforce
defence cooperation between India and
Russia with a focus on military technical
cooperation, Smt @nsitharaman meets H
E Army General Sergei Shoigu, Minister of
Defence, Russia in Moscow,”. The discussion
has also focused on enhancing defence
production cooperation and creating
synergy between the defence industries of
the two countries.
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Time is Ripe for Private Defence
Firms to Prove Mettle

T

he defence manufacturing sector
in India is witnessing a high-level
indigenisation as the government
is focusing on transforming India into
a defence manufacturing hub. Being
the third largest armed forces and sixth
biggest defence spender in the world, India
is striving to become self-reliant in defence
by reducing its image of a major defence
importer. Various policies are being taken
by the Defence Ministry to attract more
private players into the sector to promote
indigenous manufacturing and to ensure
that an eco-system of suppliers is built
domestically. Moreover, the tri-services
Army, Navy, and Air Force, as well as the
defence PSUs are promoting indigenisation
with separate roadmaps for the years
ahead. Hence, it is the ideal time for private
companies in the sector to prove their
mettle by supporting the indigenisation
drive in defence sector.
The opening of the defence sector for
private sector participation is helping
foreign original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) enter into strategic partnerships
with Indian companies and leverage
opportunities in the domestic as well as
global markets. The Defence Acquisition
Council (DAC) has cleared defence
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deals worth more than Rs.82000 Crores
under ‘Buy and Make (Indian)’ and ‘Buy
Indian’ category. The domestic defence
manufacturers are provided with a great
opportunity to take advantage of the
policies in the sector to prosper their
defence manufacturing business.
Self-Reliance in Defence Production
The government is pushing hard
to achieve self-reliance in defence
production, which is a major cornerstone
on which the military capability of any
nation rests. The Defence Production
Policy promulgated by the Government
aims at creating conditions conducive for
private industry to play an active role in
this endeavour; enhancing potential of
SMEs in indigenisation and broadening the
defence R&D base of the country. Under
‘Make in India’ initiative of the Government,
several measures have been taken to
promote indigenous design, development,
and manufacture of defence equipment in
the country by harnessing the capabilities
of the public and private sector. These
measures include according preference to
procurement from Indian vendors under
the Defence Procurement Procedure
(DPP), simplification of Make procedure,

introduction of simplified procedure for
Make II sub-category, liberalization of the
licensing regime etc.
With the objective of achieving selfreliance in defence production, the
Ordnance Factories and DPSUs have been
outsourcing many of their requirements
and have over the years developed a
wide vendor base which includes many
medium and small-scale enterprises apart
from large scale industries. In addition, the
DPSUs and OFB are also striving to increase
the indigenous content in equipment and
products, manufactured by them.
Armed Forces Indigenisation
Giving enough priority to indigenisation,
all three forces are foraying into a new
phase of self-reliance by manufacturing
technologically advanced equipment
within India. The Indian Army holds
a sizeable number of equipment of
import origin and most of them need
upgradation, which makes it inevitable to
procure new ones through indigenisation.
To keep equipment battle-ready, the
Army Indigenisation programme has
been instituted which is basically aimed
at developing major systems and sub
systems, such as propulsion plants, prime-

movers for power generation, hydraulic
systems, auxiliary system, electrical and
electronic systems, weapon system etc.
The Indian Naval Indigenisation Plan
(INIP) 2015-2030 has formulated the
requirements of Indian Navy and lists out
the equipment which can be taken up for
indigenisation in the coming years. Navy
has further synergised its relationship
with the industry and encouraged all
sectors including MSMEs to become the
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stakeholders of the plan and bring the
Navy’s concepts and proposed capability
to fructification in the form of world class
defence hardware. In the ‘FIGHT’ category
the Navy has achieved only less than
50% indigenisation. Some of the major
equipment where there has not been
satisfactory progress are the weapons &
sensors, propulsion systems (especially Gas
Turbines), Marine Diesel Engines for main
propulsion and Gear Boxes under ‘MOVE’

category, which are imported presently
and holds much scope for indigenisation.
The Indian Air Force has a wellestablished indigenisation organisation in
place with the Directorate of Indigenisation
as the nodal agency for all aspects
related to indigenisation. IAF constantly
endeavours to modernise for effectively
addressing emerging threat perceptions.
Indigenisation and self-reliance has
remained a Key Result Area (KRA) of IAF
for the last few decades. Indigenisation is
typically attempted at three distinct levels
of complexity viz. System level, subsystem
level and MRO spares.
IAF now focuses on the indigenisation of
complex and high-end spares to achieve
the desired serviceability of various
weapon platforms and systems. There is a
huge potential in Indian private industry
that needs to be tapped for meeting the
indigenisation requirements of IAF with an
aim to reduce the dependence on foreign
OEMs.
If both the private and public sector join
hands in defence production, India’s dream
of achieving self-reliance and become
a defence exporter will not be a distant
dream.
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Union Minister of State for
Defence, Dr. Subhash Bhamre
releasing the 5th edition of
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BEL Sets Three-Year Target
of Rs. 15K Cr Turnover

HELD UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF HIS EXCELLENCY, PRESIDENT ABDEL FATTAH EL-SISI
THE PRESIDENT OF THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT, THE SUPREME COMMANDER OF THE EGYPTIAN ARMED FORCES

Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) has
achieved a landmark turnover mark
of around Rs. 10,000 Crores for FY
2017-18. BEL has been able to sustain
double digit growth in revenues Y-o-Y.
Based on comprehensive analysis
of the next five-year plan, proactive
new business initiatives, new order
acquisition and future business
trends, the company is confident of
reaching a turnover of Rs. 15,000
Crore in the next three to four years,
says M V Gowtama, Chairman &
Managing Director, BEL. He speaks
with Aeromag about BEL’s objectives
and priorities for the years ahead.

3-5 DECEMBER 2018
EGYPT INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION CENTRE

M V Gowtama
CMD, BEL
Could you talk about how successful
BEL has been in attaining technological
leadership in defence electronics? Please
share the details about the recent major
achievements?
BEL, with a vision of making India selfreliant, has been India’s foremost Defence
Electronics Company since 1954. BEL is
steadily increasing its portfolio in defence
Defence electronics. It has been the most
trusted partner of DRDO and spends 8 to 9%
of its turnover on R&D. It has strengthened
the armed forces (Indian Navy, Indian Air
Force as well as Indian Army) with many
indigenous defence systems in the field of
Radars, Communication systems, Electronic
Warfare systems, Weapon systems, night
vision devices, etc.
Some of the systems already delivered
include the various surveillance and
weapon locating radars, Akash Missile
System, IFF radars, Air Defence Control
& Reporting System (ADC&RS), Combat
Management Systems (CMS) and Sonars
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for ships & submarines, ship-borne and
land based EW Systems, Communication
equipment for Navy and Army, Digital
Flight Control Computer (DFCC) & Avionics
for Light Combat Aircraft (LCA), Night
Vision devices, etc.
How does BEL contribute to the
modernization of armed forces? What
are the latest products in defence and
aerospace category?
Modernization of Armed forces happens
through induction of state-of-the-art
equipment and upgrading sensors &
weapons on existing platforms. BEL is
contributing in both these areas. Today
BEL is working on many new products
such as AESA-based modern Multi-Mode
Radars, Next Generation Electronic Warfare
suites for fighter aircraft, Integrated EW
systems for various terrains / ships, Tactical
Communication
Systems,
Battlefield
Management Systems, Passive Night Vision
Devices, Multi-sensor Stabilisation Systems

with sensors, and new gun program
with target acquisition and fire control
capabilities. Also, BEL is providing upgrade
solutions for Schilka and L70 guns.
Could you talk about the revenue
expectations in FY18? Also, please talk
about the order book position of BEL?
Revenue Expectations: BEL has achieved
a landmark turnover mark of around
Rs. 10,000 Crores for FY 2017-18. The
company has been able to sustain double
digit growth in revenues Y-o-Y. Based
on comprehensive analysis of the next
five-year plan, proactive new business
initiatives, new order acquisition and future
business trends, the company is confident
of reaching a turnover of Rs. 15,000 Crore in
the next three to four years.
Order Book: The order book of the
Company as on February 2018 is around Rs.
40,350 Crores. The order book comprises
of major programs like Integrated Air
Command & Control Systems (IACCS),
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Akash-Missile-System
Long Range Surface to Air Missile System
(LRSAM) and Battlefield Surveillance
System (BSS). Then we have various Radar,
Sonar and Communication equipment
for new class ships, night vision devices,
Radars, EW and Gun upgrades for Army,
and Electronic Voting Machines with Voter
Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) for
Election Commission of India.
The Company has an export order book
of around US$ 93 Million as on February
2018, including offset order book of US$ 19
Million.
To give thrust to exports is one of the
objectives of BEL. Could you give an
overview of your export business?
BEL has a dedicated International
Marketing Division for providing an
increased thrust for harnessing the export

potential of defence electronics products
and systems, which represent its core area
of business.
BEL has been exporting various products
and systems to friendly countries of
India. Apart from this, BEL is interacting
with Election Commissions of various
democratic countries to market Electronic
Voting Machines. Having established a
Coastal Surveillance Radar System for few
neighbouring countries, BEL is interacting
with Government on a regular basis for
supply of the system to other friendly
countries of India.
BEL has been visiting customers on
a periodic basis to understand their
requirements, acquisition process and to
establish long-term customer relationship
for enhancing export business. BEL is
starting new overseas marketing offices in

Weapon Locating Radar-new
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four countries in the coming months. These
countries are strategically located in South
Asia, South East Asia and Middle East with a
focussed approach towards enhancement
of export.
BEL is the only organization in the
country which is fully geared up to meet
the expectations of Make in India program
in the field of Professional defence
electronics
equipment
development
and manufacturing with a focus on
exports. With this, BEL is focusing on the
opportunities in the areas of helping
OEMs to meet their offset obligations in
various RFPs of MOD, on account of the
Offset policy incorporated in Defence
Procurement Procedure (DPP). In this
regard BEL is closely working with various
major foreign Aerospace and Defence
companies.
BEL
participates
in
International
Exhibitions to showcase its products
and capabilities and for creating brand
awareness
among
global
supply
chain partners. BEL publishes periodic
advertisements in international / defence
magazines / periodicals / journals to
enhance the visibility of BEL.
BEL is currently exporting Communication
equipment, Radars, Coastal Surveillance
System, Cable Looms and Mechanical Parts
etc to various countries – mainly Sri Lanka,
Myanmar, Maldives, Mauritius, Seychelles,
Vietnam, Indonesia, Israel, Switzerland,
Germany, Sweden and USA.
Could you talk about BEL’s business in
non-defence category? Also, please talk
about the latest products and major clients.
BEL
is
continuously
exploring
opportunities in non-defence areas
for enhanced growth by leveraging its
strengths and capabilities acquired in the
Defence electronics domain. BEL intends to
use its knowledge and experience acquired
in Defence by offering spin-off technology
products for civilian applications. The
main areas of focus and the products
associated with the identified areas for the
non-defence include Homeland Security,
Smart City elements, Solar Power, Space
and satellite integration business, Modern
Communication Systems for Police and
Paramilitary Networks, in addition to EVMs,
Smart Card, Communication equipment
and Electro Optic Devices
Some of the clients in non-defence are
Election Commission of India, Central

HHTI with LRF

3D ASR Radar
USHUS
Software Defined Radio-Manpack

Radar Warning Receiver for Fighter Aircraft
Paramilitary forces, MHA, Government
agencies, State Municipal Corporation,
Public sectors, State Police.
Please talk about the indigenization
efforts of BEL in line with the ‘Make in India’
programmes?
In line with the Government’s Make
in India policy, BEL has taken several
initiatives towards indigenization to
achieve self-reliance through In-house R&D,
Import Substitution, Outsourcing from
Indian Private industries, Public Private
Partnerships, Joint Ventures, Capacity
expansion, Infrastructure Development
/ Modernization and Collaborative R&D.
Around 87% of BEL’s turnover is generated
through
indigenously
developed
products / systems. As part of our efforts
to enhance indigenization, BEL has
created an exclusive web link on Make in
India in the BEL website (www.bel-india.
com), listing the Items for Indigenization,
Items for Procurement from MSMEs, Test

Facilities for use by Indian Private Vendors,
Collaborative R&D, Nodal Officers.
Could you shed some light about your
vision and priorities for BEL to achieve its
objectives?
Defence segment continues to be BEL’s
main business and provides about 85%
of revenues. BEL’s vision is to be a worldclass enterprise in professional electronics.
In keeping with the Modernization plans
of the Indian Defence forces, BEL aims to
grow at a rate of 12 to 15% in the coming
years.
Segments
like
Network
Centric
Warfare, Radars, Weapon systems,
Electronic Warfare & Avionics, Military
Communications and Electro Optics are
likely to largely drive the Company’s
growth in the future.
Some of the new areas of focus in defence
segment include Electronic Ammunition
Fuzes, Inertial Navigation Systems and the
non-defence segment includes homeland

Combat Net Radio Mk II
security and smart city solutions. BEL is
also working with ISRO to address growing
needs in satellites and space applications.
the Indian Defence market is undergoing
several fundamental changes with the
Government setting a firm platform for
the private sector to play a major role
in the Indian Defence industry. BEL is
poised to face increased challenges due
to competition from the private sector.
BEL is working closely with platform
manufacturers like HAL and OFB to become
a preferred Electronics Systems Supplier for
their programs. BEL has been continuously
carrying out changes in its organizational
structure, business processes and systems
to adapt to the changing business
requirements. BEL is planning to invest
substantially in R&D and also for expansion
and modernisation of facilities especially in
areas of Radars, Missile systems, Advanced
Electro-optics, Antennas manufacturing,
RF & Microwave components and
Homeland Security solutions.
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Exciting Foray into Space Segment
Col. H S Sankar, CMD, Alpha Design
Technologies, that specializes in R&D,
manufacture, assembly, testing,
qualification, integration and installation
of Defence Electronics, Avionics and
Space Satellites systems, tells us how they
are now focussing more on Exports
of it from Exports.

Col. H S Sankar
CMD, Alpha Design Technologies
Could you talk about the recent major achievements
of Alpha Design Technologies?
We may begin with the stress that we have given on
exports orientation to our activities. I am happy to state
that in the just concluded Financial Year, we have 80 per
cent Exports as part of our turnover, probably highest
for any Defence oriented R&D and Manufacturing
organisation. Secondly, our foray into Space Segment
– in all three major areas, i.e., Assembly/Integration/
Testing; Ground Satellite Receiving Terminals/
Networking, and thirdly, Critical Technology Products,
such as Navic Receiver, Indian GPC Receiver, Navic
Messaging Receiver, has made significant progress.
With the defence manufacturing industry witnessing
a huge growth, what prospects does Alpha Design
Technologies see in the market? Also, could you talk
about your order book position?
We expect our own Sales turnover both for National
and International markets (Exports) to go up two to
three fold in next two years and stabilise around Rs
1,000.00 Cr in next three years. We have a healthy order
book for next five years for Rs 1,500.00 Cr; 50 per cent
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Could you share the details about
your latest products in OptoElectronics and Electronic Warfare
Systems?
Yes, we have full expertise in
developing our own Opto-Electronic
products for infantry, Armoured
Corps and the Army/Services.
As Offset Partners to the world
renowned Elbit, Israel, we have
manufactured on Build to Print
basis 1,000 numbers Thermal Imager
based Fire Control Systems for T-72
Tanks and 969 numbers Thermal
Image Standalone Kits for BMP2. In Electronic Warfare systems,
our speciality is in manufacture of
Missile Launch Detection Systems
(MILDS) for all types of Helicopters,
and Electronic Warfare sub-systems
for ESM & ECM systems.
Recently you have announced the
plans to sell shares of the company
to public as part of widening the
business. Could you elaborate on
the expansion activities?
We have not made any formal
announcement yet, but we are
working towards IPO by end this
year.
The government is pushing for
indigenization in defence industry
and calls for strategic partnerships
with private players. How does
Alpha Design Technologies take
advantage of this?
We already have a strong R&D with
more than 475 young engineers

(all in the age group of 21 to 28
years) and technicians working on
advanced technology products/
projects such as Software Define
Radio, Missile RF Seekers, IFF,
Microwave Electronic Warfare subunits, Optronics products, etc. We
already have strong relationship
on R&D and Proto development
with DRDO/PSUs/Private Sector
units as also from aboard. This will
add in newer indigenous products
development and securing orders/
contracts both in India and aboard.
The
consortium
of
private
companies led by Alpha Design
Technologies is working on the
satellite project for ISRO. Could you
share the latest updates?
Due to confidentiality reasons,
we are not in a position to further
elaborate on these projects without
clearance from ISRO.
Could you shed more light onto
Alpha Design’s JVCs and Technical
Collaborations?
ADTL has recently signed on the
side-lines of Hon’ble Prime Minister’s
visit to Israel, a JVC with Elbit Security
Systems (49 per cent Elbit & 51
per cent ADTL) to co-develop/comanufacture and supply different
types of ultra-modern OptoElectronics products and systems,
Mini UAVs and other projects for
national and international markets.
In addition, we have quite a few
technical collaborative projects
with OEMs all over the world for
co-development/co-manufacture
products/systems.
040218_IDEX 2019_AEROMAG 20.5x28cm.indd 1
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Tawazun Industrial Park

Widening Horizons

A Destination of Choice in the Middle East

Offering the Middle East’s
most advanced industrial
zone for aerospace and
defence sectors, Tawazun
Industrial Park (TIP) now
bids investment from
those who are looking for
a vibrant business future
and enhanced quality
of life in the region.

L

ocated between Abu Dhabi and
Dubai, Tawazun Industrial Park
(TIP) is becoming an epicentre
of advanced precision industries and
strategic manufacture. Part of Tawazun
Holding, TIP plays a decisive role in the
economic diversification of the United Arab
Emirates as a world class destination for
strategic manufacturing sectors, with an
aim of creating a more sustainable future.
Offering the Middle East’s most advanced
industrial zone for aerospace and defence
sectors, TIP now bids investment from
those who are looking for a bright business
future in the region.
Faiz Saleh Al Nahddy, CEO, Tawazun
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Industrial Park, said that TIP, started in
2012, focuses on enabling the security
and defence manufacturing capabilities of
the United Arab Emirates. “We will strive
to achieve this by offering a supportive
environment to our partners through
the creation of mutually beneficial
opportunities, allowing them to capitalize
on advanced and unique infrastructure,
sharing of key services, access to skilled
personnel, key customer proximity and
supply chain optimization,” he said.
TIP provides real estate solutions to
manufacturers with safety and security as
parameters. Currently in the Phase One with
9.7 Sq. Kms. of land, TIP provides worldclass infrastructure and nurturing ground
to prosper business. So far, 19 companies
including local and international, have
established their facilities in the park. “We
are the only ammunition zone in the region
with strict adherence to The International
Ammunition Technical Guidelines (IATG).
At TIP, we are also developing a friendly
community of the staffs by providing an
enhanced quality of life to all employees
in TIP. We have gyms, cafes, playgrounds,
supermarkets, clinics, pools, movie halls
etc.,” Al Nahddy said.
TIP’s focus sectors include Defence related
manufacturing, Metal Basic Industries,
Precision manufacturing, Aerospace, Oil,
gas support & service industry etc. TIP
serves regional and international defence
as well as civilian manufacturing firms.
The park carries the mandate to support
its investors in all aspects of their business
establishment and operations including

regulatory support, project management,
round-the-clock facility maintenance,
procurement and logistics, IT, prototyping,
testing, and training facilities.
To ensure hassle-free investment, TIP has
a one-stop-shop, Amer. “It is a single point
of contact for all the investors to facilitate all
their business requirements from the very
establishment to operations. Assistance
is offered with various licenses, visas, all
governmental coordination, logistics,
mail, visitor support, various permits and
approvals etc.,” said Al Nahddy.
In terms of logistics, TIP offers attractive
solutions as the park is situated near to
the army zone of Abu Dhabi. Companies
locating in TIP benefit from operational
efficiencies through a complete solution
for all real estate needs in one location. The
location provides excellent connectivity
to principle air, sea and road transport
links as TIP is only at less than or around
50 Kms from all major transportation and
logistics hubs in the region including the
Khalifa Port, Abu Dhabi Airport, Jebel
Ali Port etc, and less than 100 Kms from
Dubai International Airport and Sharjah, Al
Nahddy added.

V Udaya Bhaskar
CMD , BDL

V Udaya Bhaskar,
CMD - Bharat
Dynamics Limited
(BDL), Hyderabad,
gives us his
perspectives on the
growth of BDL as
the lead integrator
of weapon systems
for different class
of missiles and its
vision to emerge
as a global leader
in aerospace
and under
water weapons
manufacturing
industry

Recently BDL has opened its
IPO for subscription as part of
Government’s disinvestment
plans. Could you talk more
about it?
We had good response
for our IPO. Overall, Issue
was subscribed by 1.3 times
wherein Qualified Institutional
Buyer (QIB) was subscribed by
1.5 times and subscription by
retail investors was 1.4 times.
We have great potential for
growth in the years to come
and as seen from our past
record we have been doing well
consistently. We have identified
our thrust areas and focus areas
especially exports where there
is immense potential.
As part of the expansion
plans, BDL is setting up two
more facilities at Amaravathi
and Ibrahimpatnam. Could you
share the latest updates?
We have three manufacturing

units
which
are
now
operational. Two Units in
Telangana and one in Andhra
Pradesh. Apart from these,
two new units are coming up,
one at Ibrahimpatnam (Ranga
Reddy District) in Telangana,
and the other at Amaravathi in
Maharashtra.
In Maharashtra we have
acquired 553.85 acres of land
from Maharashtra Industrial
Developmental
Corporation
(MIDC), at Amaravathi. We
have earmarked VSHORADS
Project for this Unit. BDL is the
nominated Production Agency
for VSHORAD missiles and also
the Lead Integrator for the
system. Presently, CNC is in
progress for the Project.
Second Unit is coming up
at Ibrahimpatnam, which is
in close vicinity of Hyderabad
in
Telangana.
BDL
has
acquired a land bank of 632
acres, of which 200 acres are
earmarked for establishment
of
manufacturing
facility
including Seeker, and MRSAM
for Indian Air Force and Indian
Army. Rocket Motor Test Facility
and Explosive Storage Facilities
have been already completed
as part of Phase-I activity.
Under Phase-II, construction
of Production and Test
Facilities for MRSAM are being
constructed. Hon’ble Raksha
Mantri has laid the Foundation
in August 2017 for Phase-II.
We will be making this Unit
operational by 2019-20.
Please share details of BDL’s
Order Book position
With firm orders of Konkurs-M,
Invar ATGM and Akash Weapon
System on hand, our Order Book
is healthy. We have projects like
VSHORADS, MRSAM, additional
orders for Akash which are in
advanced stage of finalization.
In addition, there are some

prospective orders for export
which are being positively
progressed and monitored by
us to add to our kitty.
Could you talk about the
various projects in LRSAM and
MRSAM category? Also, please
elaborate on collaboration
with foreign companies in this
regard
LRSAM and MRSAM are
basically same missiles but
for different Forces. LRSAM is
for Indian Navy and MRSAM
is for Indian Army and Air
Force. MRSAM (Army) is a
development and production
contract between RCI and
IAI, Israel. BDL has signed a
contract with RCI in November
2017 for production, delivery
and product support of MRSAM
missile for Indian Army.
BDL has acquired a land
bank of 632 acres near
Ibrahimpatnam,
close
to
Hyderabad, exclusively for
production of this stateof-the-art weapon system.
Rocket Motor Test Facility and
Explosive Storage Facilities
have been already established
as part of Phase-I activity.
Under Phase-II, construction of
Production and Test Facilities
for MRSAM is in progress.
Hon’ble Raksha Mantri has laid
the Foundation in August 2017
for Phase-II.
Project is closely following the
development of LRSAM (Indian
Navy) and MRSAM (Air Force)
variants. Development trials of
MRSAM (Air Force) with defined
work share on Indian side are
planned for last quarter of FY
2018-19.
Procurement of sub-systems
and raw materials has already
started and we will be able
to
deliver
the
required
number of initially first for the
development trials. The project
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would meet the timelines as
envisaged in the main contract
between RCI and IAI, Israel.
Recently the Army has
announced the need for nightcapable ATGMs. What are BDL’s
initiatives in this regard? Are
there any plans to upgrade
the existing Milan2T and
Konkurs-M ATGMs?
Basically, ATGMs can be
used in operations at night
also, provided the missile
launcher has a night vision.
Army has procured Launchers
enabled with night vision for
all ATGMs supplied by BDL
which technically makes them
capable for night fighting too.
So, Milan 2T and Konkurs-M
ATGMs would not require
any upgrades to make them
night capable. However, BDL is
developing AMOGHA series of
ATGMs with range advantage
and
advance
guidance
capabilities to the Army. We
succeeded in this attempt by
successfully firing AMOGHA-I &
II in the presence of Army.
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Could you shed more light
on the ongoing Very Short Air
Defence Missile and Surface to
Air Defence Projects?
Very
Short
Range
Air
Defence System (VSHORADS)
is accorded with ‘Acceptance
of Necessity’ (AoN) by MoD,
as part of modernization
programme of Indian Armed
Forces. VSHORADS Project was
approved under ‘Buy & Make’
category with ‘Transfer of
Technology’ for which Bharat
Dynamics Limited (BDL) is
nominated as ‘Lead Integrator’.
BDL is the Production Agency
for missiles and also the
Lead Integrator. We have
acquired land at Amaravathi
in Maharashtra for this Project,
which has an estimated Capital
Investment of over Rs 500.0
Crore. We have obtained
various statutory clearances
required from Government of
Maharashtra. With regard to
present status of project, CNC
is in progress and to be shortly
concluded. We are closely
following the progress as it is
a prestigious project and we
have to operationalize our
new Unit at Amaravathi at the
earliest.
BDL’s Rapid Indigenisation

and Engineering Team (RIET)
has been formed to focus on
‘Make in India’. What are the
various activities of RIET to
promote indigenisation?
In the current running ATGM
projects we have achieved
indigenisation to the extent
of 71per cent in Milan 2T,
90 per cent in Konkurs-M
and 78 per cent in Invar, as
against target of 71per cent,
63 per cent, and 63 per cent,
respectively. Lot of efforts have
gone into our indigenization
programme as the technology
was not available within
the country. We literally
developed and supported
the local manufacturers in
these programmes. OEMs
have been reluctant to part
with technologies beyond the
contract agreement. RIET is one
of the initiatives of Government
to identify technology for
indigenisation. We have our
Director (Technical) as the
Nodal Officer for RIET. We have
identified items from various
projects and displayed their
specifications on our website
to draw attention of local
manufacturers who are willing
to work on indigenising them.
We are open to sharing our
Test facilities with interested

LCA Tejas to be Fully
Operational with AAR Soon

vendors.
What are your priorities and
vision for BDL to emerge as
a global leader in aerospace
and under water weapons
manufacturing industry?
We
have
tremendous
opportunities lying ahead of
us coupled with challenges.
I am confident that we can
overcome these challenges
to achieve our targets. We
have been able to time and
again reaffirm to Indian Armed
Forces, our User, on our ability
to
deliver
commitments
with
utmost
consistency.
Competition is going to get
fierce and imposing as we
grow. It is now imperative to
expand beyond our boundaries
and spread our horizon and
establish our capability to be
one of the best in international
standards. Some of our focus
areas would be Exports, R&D,
ensuring timely execution
of projects on hand and last
but not the least, striving
to
ensure
Sustainability
and implementation of CSR
activities for the benefit of
society. I am confident that
we will achieve our goals
furthering growth and setting
high standards of performance
in the years to come.

Dr. Girish S Deodhare
Director, ADA

The Light Combat Aircraft Tejas is all set
to commence its Air-to-Air Refuelling (AAR)
flight trials. Aeronautical Development
Agency has been carrying out various
tests regarding the AAR for the past few
months which have been successful. But,
the process is a challenging one, and
hence, it is very much important to make it
flawless. All the simulated ground tests have
been successfully completed as Tejas was
refuelled by placing it at various attitudes.
The technical integration for AAR has been
completed and the trials were commenced on
the ground. We expect to make Tejas ready
for air-to-air refuelling by the end of April.
Once Tejas achieves the operational aerial
refuelling capability, it will help the fighter
to extend its flight duration considerably,
says Dr. Girish S Deodhare, Programme
Director (Combat Aircraft) and Director,
Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA).
Dr. Deodhare speaks with Aeromag about
the latest updates on the LCA programme.

Dr. Girish S. Deodhare is the Programme Director
(Combat Aircraft) and Director, Aeronautical
Development Agency (ADA), the nodal agency for
the design & development of LCA. He did his B. Tech
in Electrical Engineering (1984), M. Tech in Controls
and Instrumentation (1986) both from IIT Bombay
and Ph.D. (1990) in Control Theory from University
of Waterloo, Canada. He has started his career in
DRDO as Scientist in Centre for AI and Robotics
(CAIR), Bangalore from 1990 till 2007. In March
2007, he has joined the Aeronautical Development
Agency as Scientist ‘G’. He has been elevated
to Outstanding Scientist/Sc ‘H’ in July 2012.
He is a Lead Member of the National Control
Law (CLAW) team for LCA and is Project Director
(CLAW) since 2016. In 2013, he has taken over as
the Technology Director (Integrated Flight Control
Systems), ADA and held additional charge of
Associate Programme Director (New Programmes
and Systems Engineering) from 2015. On April
28, 2017 he has taken over as the Programme
Director (Combat Aircraft) and Director, ADA.
Could you share the latest
developments on the LCA Tejas
programme?
The LCA Tejas programme is
having a very fast progression.
Currently, we are focusing on
increasing the flying rate of the
Mk1 aircraft to 60 flights every
month. We expect to get the
Final Operational Clearance (FOC)
for the Mk 1 by June-July 2018.
Most of the tasks for the FOC are
in the final stage and the rest
will be completed soon. Some
of the tasks under focus are the
completion of integration of all
FOC weapons including flight
envelope expansion with the
Derby BVR missiles. The software
fine tuning for complete carefree
manoeuvring is also in progress.
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL) and ADA are working
together to speed up the FOC
activities. The experienced IAF/IN

pilots of National Flight Test Centre
(NFTC), who have been involved in
flight testing the aircraft from day
one, are continuously improving
the flight capabilities with their
inputs and suggestions.
Another important task we are
working on now is the Air-to-Air
Refuelling (AAR) of Tejas. We have
been carrying out various tests
regarding the AAR for the past few
months and have been successful.
But, the process is a challenging
one, and hence, it is important
to make it flawless. The technical
integration for AAR has been
completed and the trials have
been commenced on the ground
after initial carriage flight trials.
All the simulated ground tests
have been successfully completed
as Tejas was refuelled by placing it
at various attitudes on the ground.
This was to monitor the pressure
at which the fuel is pumped into
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the aircraft. The aerial refuelling must be
done without taking much time. We are
very much careful about even minute
things that should be considered during
the process. We expect to make Tejas ready
for air-to-air refuelling by the end of April.
Once Tejas achieves the operational aerial
refuelling capability, it will help the fighter
to extend its flight duration and endurance
considerably.
Last year in December, HAL has
confirmed the order of 83 aircrafts of
Mk 1A configuration in addition to the
earlier 40 aircrafts. From the 124th aircraft
onwards, LCA Mk II will enter service. It will
be a bigger aircraft with a higher capacity
engine, higher range and payload capacity,
improved aerodynamics etc. The Mk II
project is in the detail design stage.
We have received the approval to prove
unmanned technologies like auto take-off
and landing on LCA for future uses. The
unmanned version will sport Flush Air Data
Systems technology for stealth feature. The
design of the front also will be modified.
The project will begin immediately after
receiving the FOC for Mark 1.
Could you elaborate on the plans to
upgrade the weapons capability and
advanced technologies of LCA Tejas? What
is the future roadmap for LCA Tejas?
We are planning to enhance the combat
capabilities of the Mk 1A by integrating
new weapons. Tejas has already completed
precision bombing with laser-guided
1,000lb bombs and unguided bombs. The
integration of Rafael’s Derby fire-and-forget
missile will be completed soon, and it will
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serve as the Tejas’ initial medium range airto-air armament. The integration of Active
Electronically Scanning Array (AESA) radar
is underway, and it is expected to be done
soon. The AESA radar will improve air-toair superiority and strike missions and to
achieve long detection ranges and multitarget tracking capabilities.
The Mk II is being designed to sport an
array of upgraded weapons system along
with all sensors and will be capable of
carrying all futuristic indigenous weapons.
The major thrust of the aircraft will be
its ability to carry missiles like Astra and
BrahMos. It will have Software Defined
Radios (SDR) and all equipment to wage
electronic warfare. The Mark II will be much
superior in terms of its combat capabilities
and will belong to the Medium weight
class.
Kindly share your thoughts on increasing
the annual production of LCA Tejas to meet
the requirements of IAF.
ADA is helping HAL in every possible way
to increase the production of LCA Tejas. In
fact, we conduct coordination meetings
every day to discuss on accelerating the
project and secure the FOC at the earliest.
Meetings are also held with members of
LCA Squadron to get suggestions from
them regarding what should be improved
in terms of design. HAL has opened its new
assembly line and it will increase the rate of
production.
In the case of MK II, it will be easier for
HAL to manufacture it as ADA is making a
production-friendly design for the aircraft.
We are leveraging the experience got from
the Mk 1 and Mk 1A. Now, the designers are

familiar with the production processes and
they know its challenges. Hence, we are
focusing on a design for manufacture for
the Mk II. Also, it will make the maintenance
process easy.
Are there any further plans to promote
the Make in India programme of the
Central Government through the absolute
indigenisation of more vital components of
Tejas?
The indigenisation of the components
of LCA Tejas is one the major thrusts at
present. The production of Tejas is closely
on the line of promoting the government’s
Make in India programme. Initially, the idea
was to develop a new light combat aircraft
indigenously to prove the technology.
Hence, in the beginning we had to rely
mostly on proven imported components.
But now, more than 60% of the LRUs of
Tejas are indigenously made. We are also
aggressively encouraging the vendors/
developers who are ready to take up the
development of the components. For the
Mk II, we will provide completely upgraded
Flight Control Systems, avionics, sensors
etc. of which the indigenous development
has already started.
Tejas is acclaimed as the lightest and
smallest multi-role supersonic fighter
aircraft. How does Tejas outweigh its rivals
in this segment?
LCA Tejas is the smallest and lightest
Multi-Role Supersonic Fighter Aircraft of
its class. This highly manoeuvrable combat
aircraft is designed for specific roles. Tejas
is often compared to JAS 39 Gripen of
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Sweden, Pakistan’s JF-17 Thunder etc. Every
aircraft is built for a specific purpose. Hence,
it is not easy to compare them with each
other and reach on a conclusion on the
better one. But, taking into consideration
Tejas’s far superiority in terms of avionics,
digital flight control systems, advanced
digital cockpit and manoeuvrability, it is
competitive enough to lock horns with any
of the multirole aircrafts in its class.
During the recent visit to India,
Singapore’s defence minister Ng Eng Hen
has flown Light Combat Aircraft Tejas and

called it an “impressive flight”. How do you
assess this achievement of Tejas regarding
its export plans?
It was a prestigious moment for LCA Tejas.
Ng Eng, The Defence Minister of Singapore,
who took a half-an-hour flight in the rear
cockpit of fighter in the skies of Kalaikunda
airbase in West Bengal, has become the
first civilian foreigner to fly Tejas. Two Tejas
aircrafts were flown in from Bengaluru to
Kalaikunda airbase for displaying them to
the Singapore Defence Minister and he was
ready to go on a sortie in Tejas. The IAF was
completely confident about Tejas’ safety
and capabilities, and it has promoted
Tejas’s image.
Many countries like Singapore, Sri Lanka,
Turkmenistan have shown interest in Tejas.
Singapore has come forward to show
interest in the trainer version of Tejas for
training purpose of air force personnel.
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The Naval Version of LCA for operation
from Aircraft Carriers has successfully
completed its test flight. What are the latest
updates on this project?
The naval version of Tejas has completely
mastered the ski jump, take-off from
aircraft carriers, even at night time also. But,
the arrested landing of the aircraft is still
a challenge to be overcome. The hook for
the arrested landing has been integrated
and we are now progressing towards
demonstration of arrested landing. We
expect to prove Carrier Compatibility of
Tejas by the end of the year.

term as the Director? What are the new
initiatives?
These are exciting times for aerospace
industry. ADA is fully confident about
developing the optimal design for aircrafts
that will bolster the Indian defence sector.
When we started the LCA programme the
most often heard question was “Can you
make an aircraft?”. But, we have proved
the capabilities by presenting a fully
operational LCA Tejas.
Now the question is “How long will it take
to make an aircraft?”. We are backing the
HAL in the production of Tejas by providing

Kindly shed more light onto the Advanced
Medium Combat Aircraft project of ADA.
The Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft
(AMCA) is a 5th generation fighter concept.
The feasibility study of the AMCA has been
completed and a feasible configuration
has been evolved. The design of AMCA will
meet the requirements specified by the
IAF. The AMCA will feature a twin-engine
and single-seat layout. It will have inherent
stealth mode and will be able to carry
advanced weapons. Initially it is planned
to build two Next Generation Technology
Demonstrators (NGTD). These will leverage
the existing technology of the LCA to
achieve the target of first flight within five
years.

design-friendly design and essential
upgradations. Our focus is currently on
the LCA Mark II, along with giving equal
importance to the production of Mark 1A.
The development of AMCA is another
priority. A lot of youngsters have joined
ADA’s design team. We are focusing on
transferring the rich experience of our
senior designers to the younger generation
to make them capable to take up the
projects efficiently in future.
ADA is also promoting the involvement
of women scientists and more than
40% of the designers are women. The
government policies are giving a huge
impetus to aerospace industry in India.
With the support of the government, we
are confident to take the industry to further
heights.

What are the vision, goals and priorities
you have set for the Aeronautical
Development Agency (ADA) during your
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GRSE Aims at Marking
Global Footprints
Recently GRSE has launched the Second Water Jet Propelled Fast
Patrol Boat for Indian Coast Guard. Could you shed more light onto
the FPV project?
GRSE is building five Fast Patrol Vessels (FPV) Class Ships for Indian
Coast Guard. The entire design of these ships has been developed
in-house by GRSE as per requirements specified by Indian Coast
Guard. The vessels are indigenously designed having a tonnage of
about 300 Tons.
These FPV are cost effective platforms suited for marine
surveillance and rescue operation. These vessels allow its user
to equip the vessels with armaments for use in combat, and
this is suited for interception of fast moving surface craft and
performs anti-smuggling, fishery protection and search and rescue
operations.

Rear Admiral V K Saxena, IN (Retd.)
CMD, GRSE

Garden Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers
Limited (GRSE) is playing a key role in defence
preparedness to produce the most modern
warships through indigenization for the country
aimed at self-reliance. GRSE has achieved more
than 90% indigenous content on four Landing
Craft Utility (LCU) Vessels for the Indian Navy
with achievement of delivering them with Zero
Shipbuilder’s Liability and Weapon & Sensors
Trial completed thus setting a new benchmark
in the Indian Warship Building. GRSE actively
promotes participation of SMEs in outsourcing
programs as a part of outsourcing policy. The
contribution by SME vendors is measured in
terms of financial values and it is approximately
36% of total value of non-core products
procured by the yard annually, says Rear Admiral
V K Saxena, IN (Retd.), CMD, Garden Reach
Shipbuilders and Engineers Limited (GRSE).
He speaks with Aeromag about the efforts by
GRSE to promote defence indigenization and
to become a global player in shipbuilding.
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The construction of eight Landing Craft Utility Vehicles (LCUs) for
the Indian Navy is one of the major projects of GRSE. What are the
latest updates?
We have an order of eight landing craft utility vessels from the
Indian Navy, out of which we have delivered four and the remaining
are under different stages of construction. These LCUs being
built by GRSE are fully designed in house as per the requirements
specified by Indian Navy. The balance four are under construction.
GRSE has once again achieved the distinction of achieving more
than 90% indigenous content on these ships with achievement of
delivering them with Zero Shipbuilder’s Liability and Weapon &
Sensors Trial completed thus setting a new benchmark in the Indian
Warship Building.
How does GRSE contribute to the maritime security of India? What
are the major ongoing projects for Indian Navy and Coast Guard?
GRSE since 1960, has built and delivered 97 warships of various
size & capabilities, starting from state of the art Corvettes,
Multipurpose Frigates to Fast Patrol Vessels. GRSE has thus played
a very important role in the defence preparedness of the country
and always rose to the occasion. In addition to warships, GRSE has
also built & supplied 770 various types of vessels, to carry men and
materials, as well as for surveillance purpose at the Coast Line by the
police forces of different states and union territories.
A few mentions, include the following: • “INS AJAY”, the first warship made in the country after
independence was built and delivered by GRSE in 1961.
• GRSE is building the first four Anti-Submarine Warfare Corvettes
(ASWCs) for the country as designed by the Indian Navy’s Directorate
of Naval Design. Three ships of the Kamorta Class ASWCs namely INS
Kamorta, INS Kadmatt and INS Kiltan had already been delivered to
the Indian Navy and commissioned. The fourth ship of the Kamorta
class, INS Kavaratti is yet to be commissioned.
• The First Fleet Replenishment Tanker, “INS ADITYA” for Indian
Navy was built by GRSE.
• Landing Ship Tanks INS Magar, INS Gharial, INS Shardul, INS Kesari

and Airavat are indigenously designed amphibious ships having a
tonnage of 5,650 tonnes, were supplied by GRSE.
• GRSE has delivered the first ever warship built in India for
Export, Offshore Patrol Vessel CGS Barracuda to the Republic of
Government of Mauritius. CGS Barracuda was commissioned on
12 Mar 15 at Port Louis, Mauritius in the august presence of Prime
Ministers of both the countries.
• GRSE has supplied six (6) survey vessels capable of all types of
Oceanographic Research and Hydrographic Survey to the Indian
Navy named as INS Sandhyak, INS Nirdeshak, INS Nirupak, INS
Investigator, INS Jamuna and INS Sutlej.
• First Indian Shipyard to have built Hovercrafts for Indian Coast
Guard.
• The 08 Landing Craft Utilities being built by GRSE are fully
designed in-house as per requirements specified by Indian Navy.
These are biggest & fastest Landing Craft Utility Vessels worldwide
in its category. Three ships have been delivered so far and balance
five are under construction. GRSE has achieved the distinction
of achieving more than 90% indigenous content on these ships
with achievement of Zero Shipbuilder’s Liability and Weapons &
Sensors Trial completed prior their delivery.
With reference to ongoing projects, GRSE is constructing ships
which are under various stages of construction under 4 Projects for
Indian Navy & Indian Coast Guard: ASW Corvette Project (P-28) (04 Ships)- The first three of the
series of four ships – INS Kamorta, INS Kadmatt & INS Kiltan have
already been delivered to Indian Navy. The fourth and last ship of
the series, INS Kavaratti is in advanced stage of construction.
Landing Craft Utility (LCUs) Project (08 Ships) – The first four
of the series of eight ships viz. L-51, L-52, L-53, L-54 have already
been delivered to Indian Navy and serving the fleet in Andaman
& Nicobar Islands. The remaining 04 ships are in advanced stages
of construction.
Stealth Frigate Project: P-17A (03 Ships) - The ships are at preproduction stage. Orders have been placed for all pre-launch
equipment/ items. The Ordering of post-launch items is in
progress. The Hull fabrication of the first ship is in progress.
Recently, GRSE has been declared successful bidder for Indian
Navy’s eight Anti-Submarine Warfare Shallow Water Crafts & four
Survey Vessels for Hydrographic branch of the Indian Navy in
competitive bidding process. In the emerging competitive scenario
wherein orders on nomination have almost come to a close,
with private players now in the fray for warships construction, it
was a huge morale boost for team GRSE, a Defence Public Sector
Undertaking to win these competitive price bids.
Could you talk about GRSE’s production capabilities and
infrastructure? What are the expansion plans?
GRSE has been taking steps to ensure streamline & improve
upon the processes and procedures, adopt modern practice and
technology, enhance capacity and modernize infrastructure and
improve on governance, in line with Government’s commitment
for strong and effective Public Sector whose social objectives are
met by its commercial functions.
GRSE had completed huge modernization programme in
its main works that allows us to use modular construction for
building warships, which enable us to reduce the shipbuilding
period, improve quality through the implementation of integrated

construction technology, and to construct ships in line with the
global practices in the shipbuilding industry.
GRSE has enhanced its shipbuilding capacity by modernizing
the infrastructure facilities. The new facility provides Modular and
Integrated Construction of warships. In addition, revitalization of
facilities at Raja Bagan Dockyard (i.e. refurbishment of Dry Dock
No. 1 for pre-launch work of ships) is underway. With the above
modernization and revitalization, our facilities will have capacity to
build 18 ships (06 large & 12 small) simultaneously. The company
is a pioneer in manufacturing Portable /Prefab/ Suspension Steel
Bridges in India. The company has manufactured & supplied
approx. 5100 bridges to the Indian Army, BRO and various State
Governments.
What are the various activities of GRSE’s ‘Make in India Cell’ to
support the government programme?
GRSE has analysed complete production activity and identified
core and strategic operations. Accordingly, comprehensive
mapping of non-core activities has been carried out and a longterm outsourcing and vendor development strategy has been
framed in line with the outsourcing and vendor development
guidelines forwarded by Ministry of Defence. The yard has also
identified outsourcing avenues/ products/ processes and a major
part of the non-core activities are undertaken through outsourcing
to domestic vendors.
Further, most of the Equipment/ Fittings/ Systems/ Yard Materials
that are used on board warships built by GRSE are outsourced
through indigenous sources. Only those Equipment/ Systems are
procured from abroad, wherein the specifications provided by
the customer (Indian Navy/ Indian Coast Guard) specify foreign
suppliers. GRSE has no control over such imported equipment
specified by the customer in Build Specification that are part of the
contract.
The items which are low in cost, generic in nature, and less
technology intensive are outsourced by the shipyard to Private
Vendors/ SMEs. GRSE actively promotes participation of SMEs
in outsourcing programs as a part of outsourcing policy. The
contribution by SME vendors is measured in terms of financial
values and it is approximately 36% of total value of non-core
products procured by the yard annually.
Presently the production activities are being carried out through
capable outsourced vendors developed for this purpose as longterm measure and the yard has planned to increase the same every
year.
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Deterring India’s Maritime Threats
Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Limited (MDL) stands committed to
all its customers to deliver the best quality warships within the
stipulated timelines and cost-lines with the introduction of the
latest modular concept of manufacturing technique. MDL has so
far successfully delivered 850 plus vessels to domestic as well as
international customers in the past. To further boost and strengthen
the indigenisation efforts and give impetus to Make-in-India, MDL
has also drawn-up a clear Road Map for Indigenisation which is a part
of MDL’s Long-Term Perspective Plan that charts the course of the
Shipyard over the next 15 years, and it is in sync with the Navy’s 15
Year Indigenisation Plan (2008-22), says Commodore Rakesh Anand,
(IN Retd), CMD, MDL. While speaking with Aeromag, Cmde Anand
sheds light onto MDL’s latest operations and indigenization efforts.
Commodore Rakesh Anand, (IN Retd)
CMD, MDL
Could you talk briefly about how does
MDL, being India’s leading shipyard,
contribute to strengthening the nation’s
maritime capabilities?
MDL has built two SSK (Hunter Killer)
Submarines & Medium Refit cum Upgradation of four SSK Submarines for Indian
Navy. MDL is the only shipyard in India
which constructs conventional submarines.
MDL delivered Kalvari, the 1st Boat of
Scorpene class on 21 Sep ’17 which was
successfully commissioned on 14 Dec ’17.
Boat 2 ‘Khanderi’ was launched on 12 Jan
’17 & currently sea trials are in progress
and will be delivered to Indian Navy post
completion of extensive trials. Boat 3
‘Karanj’ was also successfully launched on
31 Jan ’18 & trials are in progress. Boat 4, 5 &
6 are at various stages of outfitting.
All these submarines will boost the
maritime capability of Indian Navy & deter
the threat from adversaries.
Recently MDL has launched the third
Scorpene submarine, Karanj, built for
Indian Navy. Could you talk more about the
updates on Scorpene project?
• Boat 3 ‘Karanj’ was successfully
launched on 31 Jan ’18 & currently Harbour
Acceptance Trials are in progress.
• Boat 4, 5 & 6 are at advance stages of
outfitting & all efforts are being made to
deliver submarines with a gap of one year
between boats.
• Pressure hull fabrication of 06 Boats of
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Scorpene project has been completed &
these facilities are lying idle since Dec ’12
due to lack of further submarine orders.
• Further, outfitting activities of balance
Boats is also nearing completion and hence
associated facilities are underutilized.
• MDL has augmented infrastructure Viz.
New Wet basin, Cradle Assembly Shop
(CAS) and Submarine Section Assembly
(SSA) workshop with an investment of
approx. Rs 1000 Cr. in anticipation of future
submarine orders including P 75-I project.
• With rich experience of skilled & trained
manpower for conventional submarine
building and ready availability of
infrastructure, MDL is looking forward for
construction of additional submarines of
Project-75 as well as P 75-I project.
Could you provide some details about
the frigates, corvettes and destroyers now
being built at the shipyard for the Indian
Navy?
Present the following platforms are being
built at MDL:
• 4 Missile Guided Stealth Destroyers
(P15B)
P15B-Missile Destroyers are warships
with latest weapons & sensor package.
Under this project, MDL will build four
Destroyers and deliveries are expected to
be between 2020 to 2024. First ship of the
class is launched on 20 April 2015 and the
second on 17 Sep 2016. P15B ships have
displacement of 7300 T and maximum
speed of 31-32 knots. The vessel is

equipped with Surface to Surface Missiles,
Surface to Air Missiles, Anti-Submarine
launchers. This vessel is also fitted with
Multi-Mission Radar for surveillance along
with medium range Air/surface surveillance
radar and other advanced electronic
warfare and decoys.
• 4 Sleek Stealth Frigates (P17A)
Project P17A differs in the very concept
of shipbuilding by way of adoption of
the modern technology of ‘Integrated
Construction (IC) Concept’. The IC concept,
which is based on innovative build strategy
and respective build plans for each ship,
primarily focuses to reduce the overall
build period. The IC concept involves
construction of pre-outfitted modules/
blocks with equipment, systems, piping,
vent trunking, etc installed in required
place inside the well-defined fabricated
hull & structural blocks, in workshops itself
and thereafter integration/ buttoning up at
the slipway or dry-dock, as the case may be.
The IC concept also provides flexibility in
outsourcing of various modules/blocks for
parallel fabrication/construction elsewhere
besides being done in the single/ same
shipbuilding yard.
P17A has a design deep displacement of
6400 tonnes and cruising speed of 18 knots
and maximum speed of 30 knots. The
new design ships are planned to be built
using modern technology of ‘integrated
construction’, which involves extensive
pre-outfitting of about 60-70% at the block
stage itself to reduce build periods and for

enhancing quality of workmanship.
• 6 Scorpene Class Stealth SubmarinesThe Scorpene class submarines are
being built in collaboration with NAVAL
GROUP, NG (earlier DCNS) France.
These incorporate the very latest in
naval technology. At the heart of the
submarine is the SUBTICS integrated
combat system, a highly computerized
central management system, which
orchestrates the use of the submarine
sensors and weapons. Submarine building
facilities are augmented to meet the
punishing schedules and stringent quality
specifications of these boats. Construction
of the first of six boats commenced on
14th December 2006, and the following
boats taken up in quick succession ND are
being simultaneously constructed with the
guidance from NG, the French collaborator.
The first three boats ‘Kalvari’, ‘Khanderi’,
and ‘Karanj’ have been launched. Kalvari
is commissioned in Dec 2017. Khanderi
is undergoing rigorous trials and tests to
certify each system to its fullest capacity.
The same would eventually lead to
commissioning of the boat into the Indian
Navy by end 2018.
What are the indigenisation efforts taken
by MDL in line with the government’s
‘Make in India’ programme?
To further boost and strengthen
the indigenisation effort to provide
focused impetus to the Hon’ble Prime

Minister’s vision of “Make-in-India, MDL
has also drawn-up a clear Road Map
for Indigenisation which is a part of
MDL’s Long-Term Perspective Plan that
charts the course of the Shipyard over
the next 15 years. The Indigenisation
Road Map which is in sync with the
Navy’s 15 Year Indigenisation Plan (200822) spells out in detail MDL’s efforts to
encourage indigenisation, provides a
flow chart depicting the entire process
of indigenisation and includes a list of
Systems/Equipment/Items along with
necessary technical details that MDL
intends to indigenise in future.
MDL has set-up a dedicated Department
of Indigenization in Oct 2015, with duties
and responsibility as under: (a)
Develop Indigenous Vendors
for Items/Equipment that continue to be
Imported
(b)
Develop Additional Vendors for
items/Equipment where there is only one
source OR performance is not up to the
mark.
(c)
Explore Import Substitute for
critical items.
MDL has also created a separate “Makein-India” Webpage in MDL website that is
linked to MoD’s makeinindiadefence.com
website and has the details of various items/
equipment required to be indigenized,
their SOTRs, indigenization process and
the contact details of nodal officer were
uploaded. This resulted in several firms

approaching MDL to undertake indigenous
development of items listed in the Website.
At present a total of 42 items have been
listed for Indigenization in MDL Website
under MDL Make-in-India Webpage.
Plan
•
Expand MDL’s Role in Process of
Indigenisation of warships.
•
Indigenisation Team formed to
coordinate with IHQ-MoD(N).
•
Assist Navy in Identification of
Equipment to be Indigenised for
submarines.
•
Progressive Planned Increase of
Indigenous Content of submarines.
•
Strategy
•
Acquire Critical Technologies.
•
Entering into Joint Ventures (JVs).
•
Improvement
InTechnology
Received through ToT.
MDL is also involved in building rigs
and other offshore platforms as well as
passenger and merchant ships. Could
you shed more light onto the latest
developments in this regard?
MDL has built majority of the offshore
oil exploration platforms such as jackets,
rigs, process platforms and Multi Support
vessels for ONGC. But presently, MDL’s
focus is on fulfilment of Indian Navy’s
requirement.
Hence, no such projects are currently
taken up. However, export orders in
different segments are being considered.
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Defence Corridors are
Engines of Growth: PM

Kalyani Group to Double
Defence Business in 3 Years
Kalyani group is one of the bests in metallurgy
globally and its rich experience in metallurgy gives
Kalyani an upper and in defence manufacture. “We
have a team of best engineers in the world and
our research facilities are top-of-the-grade. Hence,
applying it to defence industry is quite easy. Today,
our revenue from defence business is about 10% of
total revenue and we aim to double it in three years,”
says Baba N Kalyani, Chairman, Kalyani Group.

Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, visiting
the pavilions, at the inauguration ceremony
of the DefExpo 2018, Chennai.

P

rime Minister Narendra Modi has
said that the defence corridors to
be set up in Tamil Nadu and Uttar
Pradesh would be the engines of growth
in the defence manufacturing sector.
“The nation is set to witness a boom in
defence production and the government is
actively supporting Make in India Defence
through industrial friendly policies. The
defence corridors will foster the existing
manufacturing ecosystem and realise the
dream of making India a manufacturing
hub,” he said while inaugurating DefExpo
2018 at Chennai.
The government is conducting extensive
consultations with vendors in all states to
invoke active participation by the private
companies in manufacturing. “With the
DefExpo 2018, the government intends
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not to merely discuss India’s requirements,
but also to promote defence production
here. There will not be any discussions
with positive outcomes and there are
no shortcuts to achieve our Make in
India goals. The government along with
the defence PSUs are spearheading the
production and we together will transform
India,” Modi said.
Modi has called DefExpo an opportunity
like none other, not only to discuss
India’s defence requirements, but also to
showcase, for the first time ever, India’s
own defence manufacturing capabilities
to the world. “Armed Forces, the world
over knows the importance of supply
chains. But, it is not just on the battlefields,
but also on the factory floors of defence
manufacturing enterprises, that strategic

decisions are made. Today, we live in an
inter-connected world. The efficiency
of supply chains is a key factor in any
manufacturing enterprise. Therefore, the
strategic imperative to Make in India, to
Make for India, and to Supply to the World
from India is stronger than ever before,” he
said.
At the function, Modi has launched
the ‘Innovation for Defence Excellence’
scheme to set up Defence Innovation
Hubs throughout the country to provide
necessary incubation and infrastructure
support to the start-ups in defence area.
He has said that private venture capital
into the defence sector, especially for
start-ups would be encouraged. “New
and emerging technologies like Artificial
Intelligence and Robotics are perhaps the
most important determinants/ of defensive
and offensive capabilities for any defence
force in the future. India, with its leadership
in Information Technology domain, would
strive to use this technology tilt to its
advantage,” he said.
The Prime Minister has also talked about
the participation of MSMEs in defence
manufacture. “Procurement from Micro
and Small Enterprises by the Defence
Public Sector Undertakings and Ordnance
Factories has gone up from about Rs. 3300
crores in 2014-15 to over Rs. 4250 crores in
2016-17. This is an increase of close to 30
percent. It is heartening to note that the
contribution of small and medium scale
sector to defence production has grown
by 200 percent in the last 4 years. And, they
are increasingly also becoming part/ of the
global supply chains,” he said.

Baba N Kalyani
Chairman, Kalyani Group.

K

alyani Group, one of the leading
industrial houses in India, is
working on doubling its defence
business. This has been said by Baba N
Kalyani, Chairman, Kalyani Group, while
addressing a press briefing at DefExpo
2018, Chennai. “Today, our revenue from
defence business is about 10% of total
revenue and we aim to double it in three
years. There are a lot of opportunities
in defence export business, but the
companies should have strong track record
as it is challenging. We export a lot of
products including ammunitions, spares
for Russian equipment like tanks etc. Our
export business is around Rs.100 Crores in
defence. We are planning on increasing our
defence exports too,” he said.
Metallurgy is fundamental to the defence
industry as almost all defence weapons,
electronics, equipment are made from
strong metals only. Baba Kalyani has
said that the group is leveraging its rich
experience in metallurgy to conquering
greater heights in defence manufacturing.
“Kalyani group is one of the bests in
metallurgy globally. Our rich experience
in metallurgy gives us an upper and in
defence manufacture. We have a team

of best engineers in the world and our
research facilities are top-of-the-grade.
Hence, applying it to defence industry
is quite easy. If you look into history, all
major defence manufacturers have started
as metallurgical firms. Hence, we are
completely leveraging our expertise to
make the best defence products,” he said.
Recently the Advanced Towed Artillery
Gun System (ATAGS), jointly developed
by DRDO and Kalyani Group, has created
record by achieving a range of 48
kilometres during a firing trial. Talking
about the ATAGS, Baba N Kalyani has said
that it would meet the requirements of the
Army. For the last 30 to 35 years, there was
no new artillery gun developed in India
and the need for advanced guns has been
a concern. As a landmark event, DRDO
has developed the ATAGS to address the
lack of artillery guns in the forces. DRDO
has designed the gun and Kalyani Group
manufactured it.
“What makes this gun different is that it
is fully electric. It will avoid maintenance
problems like hydraulic or oil leakage.
Moreover, it is built with a larger chamber
of 27 litres which can take more propellant
charges. So, the projectile can be detonated

at a higher velocity. The result was pretty
impressive as our gun achieved a range of
48 Kilometres which is 8kms longer than
that of normal 155mm 52 Calibre guns. It
fired to 48Kms consistently which would
be major advantage in the battlefield.
The entire process has been completed in
just 18 months which is a record time for
artillery platform,” he said.
ATAGS has completed its summer
and winter trials in Pokhran and Sikkim
respectively. Now the accuracy and
consistency trials are about to begin,
following which the gun will be given to
army for user trials. Kalyani Group hopes to
complete all processes in three months, he
added. While talking about Kalyani Rafael
Advanced Systems Pvt. Ltd. (KRAS), Kalyani
Group’s joint venture with Israel’s Rafael,
Baba Kalyani has said that KRAS has highly
sophisticated infrastructure facilities and
capabilities to produce advanced weapons
and is production-ready. “KRAS located
in Hyderabad, is for producing Anti-Tank
Guided Missiles (ATGM), Advanced Air
Defence Systems etc. As soon as we get
some orders, we will start producing
weapons. The facility has been set up also
for export purposes,” Kalyani said.
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Gagan Shakti 2018
Display of IAF Might

T

he Indian Air Force has once again proven its might and
combat-readiness in Gagan Shakti 2018, which could
be called the largest exercise by the IAF ever. The panIndian exercise for practising war-time drills has witnessed the
IAF pushing the limits of its every fighter aircraft, including the
Tejas, which entailed conducting six sorties per day on all of them,
totalling to about 9,000 sorties.
The aims of the exercise have been real-time coordination,
deployment and employment of air power in a short and intense
battle scenario. During Gagan Shakti-2018, lAF has exercised its
entire war fighting machinery to validate its concept of operations
and war waging capability. During the exercise, more than 11000
sorties have been flown, which include approx. 9000 sorties by
fighter aircraft.
The exercise has been conducted in two phases so that all
Commands get adequate opportunity to test the efficacy of
their preparedness. Phase-I of the exercise involved activation
of Western, South Western and Southern Air Commands, with
affiliated Army and Naval components. Phase-II of the exercise
involved activation of Western, Central, Eastern and Southern Air
Commands.
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During the exercise, all types of combat missions, encompassing
all air campaigns, have been conducted. Fighter aircraft has
undertaken surge operations i.e. generating maximum number
of sorties in a 24 hours cycle. These included long range missions
with concentrated live and simulated weapon releases across all
air to ground ranges in India, creation of Air Defence umbrella to
facilitate operation of ground forces and Counter Surface Force
Operations in support of Army in various sectors.
The efficacy and integration of indigenous LCA aircraft and
Akash Missile system in the operational matrix of the IAF has been
checked out. In addition, capabilities of upgraded Mirage-2000
and MiG-29 aircraft have been tested for the first time in an
operational environment. All types of aerial weapons, including
standoff and precision weapons have been employed to validate
their use in the Air Operations Matrix.
The exercise has also enabled the IAF to validate operational
efficacy of new platforms and refine existing Standard Operating
Procedures. Joint operations with Army and Navy, conducted
during the exercise, would help in achieving better operational
synergy between the three services, in application of combat
power.
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ADMS from
Aug 9

T

he fifth edition of Aerospace and
Defence Manufacturing Show
(ADMS) will be held during
August 9-10 at HAL Convention Center,
Bangalore with an aim to support the
indigenisation drive in defence and
aerospace sector. The event, organised
by Aeromag Asia in association with
SIATI, will be a window to witness the
strategic-manufacturing capability of
Indian companies and impart latest
technologies.
ADMS is a yearly event started in 2014
and is supported by major Defence
Industries including HAL, BEL, BDL,
Armed Forces, DRDO Labs, Government
of Karnataka, Industry bodies, ISRO,
Academic institutions etc. There will be
an exhibition, seminar and various B2B
meetings as part of the ADMS 2018.
ADMS is a lift-off for the aerospace
and defence manufacturing industry
by being an ideal platform for the
suppliers to interact and showcase their
products and capabilities to the buyers
represented by Original Equipment
Manufacturers,
Defence
Public
Sector Undertakings, and Research &
Development organisations.
Representatives from Defence PSUs,
Defence and Civil Aviation Ministry,
DRDO, Private Industry, certifying
authorities and Armed Forces will
attend the event envisioned for taking
the pulsating manufacturing industry in
the country to next level.
The event will also offer a platform
to create new business opportunities,
identify potential partners in private
sector and build a strong supplier base
for Indigenisation.
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SAARC Cases

Keeping Weapons Battle-Ready

D

India, Ukraine Expand
Defence Cooperation

efExpo-2018 has become an
effective platform for Ukraine
to expand military-technical
cooperation with India. The State Concern
“Ukroboronprom”, together with SFTE
“SpetsTechnoExport”, have presented
Ukraine’s interests and focused on
the conversion of the potential of the
Ukrainian-Indian MTC to real bilateral
projects.
The First Deputy Secretary of the
National Security and Defense Council
Oleg Gladkovsky, head of the Ukrainian
delegation, has said that the agreements
concern, in particular, on transfer of
defence technologies under the “Make
in India” programme, as well as joint
participation in the modernization of
armoured vehicles and air defence systems
in India.
A number of negotiations with high
representatives of the Ministry of
Defence of India, Chief of Armed Forces,
Commander of the Army, Chief of Naval
Staff, Deputy Commander of the Air Force
and Defence Secretary have been held
during the exhibition. “During negotiations
we discussed the continuation of supplies
and the joint development of gas turbine
engines, servicing Ukrainian specialists
of the aircraft carrier “Vikramadiya”, the
projects of complex modernization of T-72,
BMP-2 tanks and air defence systems, the
production of engines for Indian tanks ,
as well as other promising projects under
the program “Make in India”, - added
Pavlo Bukin, General Director of the State
Concern “Ukroboronprom”.

Ukrainian delegation has also held a
productive meeting with Dr. S Christopher,
Chairman,
Defence
Research
and
Development Organisation (DRDO), and
agreed to start cooperation in the field of
the creation of precision missiles and cruise
missiles. Previously, SpetsTechnoExport
started working with DRDO on projects for
the creation of high-tech munitions, hydroacoustic systems and underwater vehicles.
A part of contracts signed with DRDO has
already been successfully implemented by
SpetsTechnoExport.
At the expo, SpetsTechnoExport has
concluded new contracts with India worth
a total $18 million, won new tenders and
signed 10 memorandums of cooperation
and further intentions to enter into
contracts. SpetsTechnoExport has signed
an agreement of cooperation with the
Bharat Electronics Limited. Pavlo Barbul,
Director of SFTE SpetsTechnoExport
has said that the agreement defines
cooperation between the parties in
the framework of modernization and
production localization of components
for armoured vehicles. BEL is planning to
engage Ukrainian specialists in creating a
new tank, modernization of radar and air
defence system complexes, manufactured
by the USSR; joint R&D projects, in particular
in hydro-acoustic and radar areas. Should
be noted, that during the DefExpo 2018,
SpetsTechnoExport presented to the Indian
market specimens and models of armored
vehicles, in particular BTR-3E1, the combat
modules “Shkval”, “Castet”, “Stylet”, air-toair missiles etc.

“Saarc Cases has become
established and proven
specialists in manufacturing
Roto Moulded Military
Grade Cases in India,
developed through
Indigenous technology and
continual R&D. We offer
absolute protection to the
weapons and equipment
of forces. The cases go
through a multitude of tests
– rain, fire, drop, thermal
and fluid tests - before
they are approved for final
production. Our cases
are used by the armed
forces in the most extreme
weather conditions –
from the icy heights of
Kargil to the scorching
deserts of Rajasthan,”
said P Murugesan, MD,
SAARC Tool Tech Pvt. Ltd.

W

hen P Murugesan, MD, SAARC
Tool Tech Pvt. Ltd. started his
novice company’s operations
in a small cowshed at Malumi – Champatti
near Coimbatore in the 90s, that was the
beginning of a journey towards becoming
a key supplier of containers and cases that
shield the country’s advanced weapon
systems used by the defence forces. The
company, which started to supply small
machines and pressing components
to Bharat Electronics Limited, has now
become established and proven specialists
in manufacturing Roto Moulded Military
Grade Cases in India, developed through
Indigenous technology and continual R&D.
From being a small – time supplier of
containers to battlefield surveillance
radars, Saarc Cases now makes 100 models
of military grade polyethylene cases used
by the defence forces. Containers shielding
sophisticated defence equipment – from
one tonne bombs and torpedoes to
missiles – are made at Saarc Cases used to
offer protection to the best weaponry and
equipment.
Murugesan has said that the weapons
used by the forces should not be
contaminated by dust, moisture and
water because even a minor scratch could
affect their battle-readiness. “Saarc Cases
offers absolute protection to the weapons
and equipment of forces. The cases go
through a multitude of tests – rain, fire,

drop, thermal and fluid tests - before
getting approval for final production. Our
cases are used by the armed forces in the
most extreme situations – from the icy
mountains of Himalayas to the scorching
deserts of Rajasthan,” he said.
Murugesan has faced a lot of hardships
for establishing his company. He has
struggled to get the financial support in the
beginning and the necessary certification
for supplying the products took a lot of
time. But, by overcoming all challenges
Murugesan saw huge opportunities in a
segment that is dominated by imports.
“The defence forces buy over 1 million
cases a year for securing weapons, mainly
through imports. We want to meet the
defence requirements locally by fulfilling
‘Make in India’ programme,” he said.
Saarc Cases produces 70,000 military
grade containers a year. To ensure the
quality of the products, the company has
complete control over production and
does not outsource the production work.
We now focus on the potential
replacement of containers made from
wood, steel and fibre reinforced plastic,
which do not conform to international
standards.
Saarc Cases, which employs nearly 150
people, aims to have a much higher share
in this segment and intends to be a leading
manufacturer of cases for the defence
forces in the country.
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LMW – Building up Aerospace
Manufacturing Industry
LMW directly entered the Aerospace segment in
2010 with the Advanced Technology Centre (ATC)
evolving it into a full spectrum mechanical systems
solution provider to the Aerospace industry. We intend
to mature in our aerospace manufacturing culture
thereby becoming a reliable supplier of qualified
systems and assemblies that will support the aerospace
industry. We are poised to double our output in
each of the next two years, says Soundhar Rajhan K,
Director – Operations, LMW. He speaks about LMW’s
operations and future plans in aerospace segment.
Soundhar Rajhan K
Director – Operations, LMW
With decades-long expertise in machine
manufacturing, LMW has forayed into
aerospace and defence sectors. What
role could LMW play in catering to the
requirements of Indian defence and
aerospace industry?
LMW has a rich and proven legacy of
manufacture of precision mechanical
system for state of art Textile machines,
Multi Axis CNC Machine Tools and their upstream manufacturing facilities including
the Foundry Division.
The promoters of LMW steered their
sister concern Lakshmi Technology and
Engineering Industries Limited (LTE) into
Aerospace segment in the year 2004
for indigenous manufacture of electromechanical parts.
LMW directly entered the Aerospace
segment in 2010 with the Advanced
Technology Centre (ATC) evolving it into a
full spectrum mechanical systems solution
provider to the Aerospace industry. In
terms of infrastructure and capability, ATC
has world class manufacturing facilities
and its Quality Assurance standards are
aligned to AS9100 D certification and
NADCAP for special process viz Chemical
Process, NDT, Welding and Heat treatment
totalling more than 25 special processes.
ATC will soon commission its integral
Aerospace Composite Division (ACD) to
produce composite products for the needs
of aerospace structures and systems.
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ATC and LTE shall enlarge their
collaboration with DRDO, ISRO and
indigenous Aerospace industry majors to
meet the manufacturing capability and
capacity challenges arising due to the
rapidly emerging indigenous defence and
space systems as well as the demands of
the civil aerospace sector.
Could you talk about various products by
LMW in the aerospace and defence sector?
Also, please talk about major clients and
collaborations.
LTE manufactures a variety of indigenous
DC Torque Motors, Actuators, Pressure
sensors, Control Valves and Solenoids for
aerospace application.
ATC is manufacturing Aero structure
Components like Wing, Panels, Brackets,
Stiffeners, Ribs, fuselage, Frames including
assemblies and sub-assemblies as well
as Dome assembly for AWACS
and
integration with aircraft. The items
manufactured for Helicopters include Tail
Boom, A Frame and structural parts.
The Aero engine Components of Casing,
Shaft, Housing, NGV, Turbine Blades,
Impellers, and Compressor Discs including
assemblies and sub-assemblies are being
supplied to international Aero engine
manufacturers including DRDO and Indian
majors.
The Sheet Metal fabrication capability
of ATC addresses structural components,

seal segment, rings, heat shield and cover
plate. The comprehensive facility for
Special Processes at ATC enables delivery
of parts ready for production assembly.
All major Indian aerospace industries in
public and private sector are the esteemed
customers of ATC.
The central government has decided to
create a new defence corridor in Tamil
Nadu with an aim of boosting defence
production and make the state a
defence manufacturing hub. How does
LMW plan to leverage this opportunity?
Defence Quad (Corridor) connecting
Chennai- Tiruchirappalli- CoimbatoreSalem- Hosur – Bengaluru has been
announced by the Government. In this
Quad particularly Coimbatore needs to be
developed as a major hub. The proposed
Defence Quad spanning road distance of
nearly 1260 Kms covers one of the most
industrialized zones of this region. This
Quad is well connected by train and road
as also by air.
Coimbatore has always been an
entrepreneur friendly city. The industries
at Coimbatore have consistently deployed
most modern machines and technology
with matching skilled human resources.
Hence the quality of the product sourced
from this region is high meeting exacting
demands of Aerospace, defence and
Precision Engineering sectors.

Engineering industries have developed
in this region because of the sustainable
eco-system prevalent. The Engineering
Colleges, Poly Techniques and the
Apprentice training institutions in his
region are known for their innovative
systems of teaching and quality of
deployable industrial training. Active
Industry associations have invested
in technology and skill development
significantly.
The
fountainhead
of
Precision
engineering and Machine Tools for
enabling engineering enterprises across
the country is at Coimbatore.
Coimbatore can support Clusters for
Aerospace Industry, Precision Engineering
Industry and Technical Textiles industry.
In this environment, the indigenous
defence industrial base can immediately
leverage the potential of the Coimbatore
hub as there are major Defence Public
Sector Units – HAL, BEL, BEML – in this
region which need to augment their
capacity for production. Coimbatore
has potential to boost their capacity by
providing qualified systems and subsystems for final integration on a cluster
sourcing approach. Particularly, HAL can
leverage the geographical advantage by
supporting an Aerospace Industry cluster
connecting Bengaluru and Coimbatore
for qualified systems and sub-systems for
ALH, LCA etc., in which LMW can also play
its role.
The government calls for Strategic
Partnerships in defence production to

support Make in India programme. What
are the various initiatives by LMW in this
respect?
The Strategic Partnership (SP) is a long
term relationship between the MoD and
the chosen Indian Strategic Partners on
a Platform basis. The long term Strategic
Partners will have to set up their tiered
supply chain network on a similar strategic
relationship for sourcing and be a system
of systems integrator for the Strategic
Segments. LMW will join the tiered supply
chains of chosen SPs appropriately as the
realisation of the Strategic Partnership
model matures.
What is the future roadmap for LMW’s
aerospace and defence divisions?
Could you talk about the expansion plan in
terms of investment, infrastructure etc?
As enunciated earlier, LMW Group and
its sister concerns have been pro-actively
investing in building up the aerospace
manufacturing industry. As of now
significant investments on manufacture
of Composites are being made. The future
expansion will be evolutionary based on
the traction the Government announced
Defence industrial corridor gets in the near
future. LMW will continue to be optimistic
about capex and future new investments
in this arena.
Could you shed more fight onto the
operations of LMW’s Machine Tool
Division?
LMW’s
Machine
Tools
Division

(MTD) has the rich history of technical
collaboration with world leaders in design
and manufacture of precision machine
tools. While the MTD manufactured
Machine Tools are the favorites of Indian
manufacturers, we have considerably
fulfilled the manufacturing needs of Indian
Ordnance Factories. Our LH 55 (Horizontal
Machining Center), Rigi15 S (Turning
Center) & LL 20 TM L5 (Turnmill Center),
JV 55 & 65 (Vertical Machining Center),
LH45 S (Horizontal Machining Center) are
deployed at different Ordnance Factories
for manufacturing critical systems for
the defence. We have the capability to
engineer a complete production line to
meet the needs of manufacturing with
quality, precision and speed. The R&D
of MTD is constantly innovating to place
indigenous multi-Axis Machine Tools for
general & custom purposes as a pragmatic
choice for defence and precision
manufacturers in India and abroad.
Please share with us your vision and
priorities for LMW. What are the major
objectives to be achieved in the coming
years?
We intend to mature in our aerospace
manufacturing culture thereby becoming
a reliable supplier of qualified systems and
assemblies that will support the aerospace
industry. Particularly, we are looking
forward to growth in our contributions in
manufacture of mechanical, composites
and hybrid parts and assemblies in this
sector. We are poised to double our output
in each of the next two years.

MoD Delegation Visits Russian
Companies to Strengthen Ties

I

n a bid to improve ties with Russia in defence sector, the
delegation of India’s Ministry of Defence (MoD), led by
Apurva Chandra, Director General Acquisition of the Ministry
of Defence, has visited the industrial site of Russian weapon
manufacturer Kalashnikov Group, Rostec’s member. The delegates
have been given a tour of the production facility, demonstrating

the modern manufacture of Kalashnikov assault rifles of various
modifications. Besides, they were given the opportunity to test
numerous Kalashnikov’s weapons on a range.
Apurva Chandra has said that India’s military, like the rest of the
world, knew Kalashnikow’s legendary designs perfectly well. “We
got an opportunity to see the entire production cycle and test
assault rifles ourselves.
What we have witnessed proves the plant’s capacity to provide
uninterrupted production of hi-tech equipment in quantity. While
assembly of the latest AKs has already gone in full swing, we saw
good potential for future growth and transition to production of
state-of-the-art designs in the future,” he said. Being consistent
with all requirements, the AKs exported today are the most
advanced production modifications of the AKs. Apart from
supply of end products, Rosoboronexport assists in starting their
licensed manufacturing at foreign customers’ sites.
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Dassault Aviation
Reaffirms Commitment
to Make in India

BEML Unveils 4X4
Bulletproof Vehicle

D. K. Hota, CMD, BEML unveils the MBPV 4X4 at the DefExpo 2018
in the presence of other officials.

A

fter a four-day visit of a major industrial mission of more
than 60 French companies to Delhi, Bangalore, Mumbai
and Hyderabad, the GIFAS, the French aerospace
industries association, is to further strengthen French Indian
aerospace cooperation. Eric Trappier, Chairman of the GIFAS and
Chairman and CEO of Dassault Aviation has held Dassault Aviation
Executive committee in New Delhi in order to highlight the key
importance of India in the Company’s vision and dedication
towards the success of the “Make in India” implementation.
The top level meeting, organised for the first time outside
the company’s headquarters in Saint Cloud, France, comes as a
conclusion of several visits from each director and team to main
industrial partners all around India, Delhi, Bangalore, Pune and in
Nagpur, to reinforce the existing links and to finalize the roadmap
for the establishment of concrete methods and processes to
ensure the efficiency and competitiveness of Dassault Aviation
setting up in India.
In addition to the creation of the joint venture Dassault Reliance
Aerospace Limited in April 2015 and the laying of the foundation
stone of its manufacturing facility in Mihan Nagpur end of October
2017, the gathering of the Committee illustrates the company’s
commitment to pave the way towards building up an Indian
aero-defence manufacturing eco-system, matching the highest
standards in this field and positioning India as an international
supplier reference in the global aerospace market.
It comes after numerous industrial seminars held both in France
and India to promote Business to Business interactions and to
highlight existing and future synergies between the French and
Indian entrepreneurs.
“Dassault Aviation Executive Committee rallies around the huge
challenge to highly contribute to the Make in India and Skill India
policies that will lead to India’s self-sufficiency in the aerospace
domain. Each of them, in its own field of expertise, takes the
engagement to set up all the necessary measures to meet the
requirement of such an ambitious vision. Dassault Aviation is
dedicated to make a success of its establishment in India and to
be part of the future the biggest Republic of the world.” said Eric
Trappier.
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The Minister for Defence, Nirmala Sitharaman, being received,
on her arrival in Beijing, China on April 23, 2018 to attend the 15th
SCO Defence Ministers’ meeting.

Def. Minister Calls for Zero
Tolerance Towards Terrorism
The Defence Minister, Nirmala Sitharaman, has urged the
Eurasian nations to closely coordinate and adopt a policy of zero
tolerance towards terrorism and pursue defence cooperation in
the Eurasian region. She was addressing the 15th SCO Defence
Ministers’ Meeting held in Beijing on April 24. At the meeting,
India has sought to further enhance and deepen cooperation with
all the member countries of SCO for mutual benefit.
“International terrorism is today the most serious threat
to our peaceful societies. Terrorism threatens to derail our
developmental aspirations and create sustained instability both
within our countries and across national borders. Arguments of
political convenience to provide an alibi for terrorist groups or
organisations that support terrorism through material support or
otherwise are no longer tolerable. Indeed, as the world has now
realized, there are no good terrorists. India will continue to engage
strongly with the SCO-Regional Anti-Terrorism Structure based in
Tashkent in this regard,” she said.
Sitharaman has also stated that in the days ahead, India would
work with the SCO partners to energize and revitalize the age-old
ties of affinity with the countries in the region. She has urged SCO
members to work towards enhancing greater communication
among member countries within the region as well as in the
broader international context. “This is essential for progressive
trends towards stability and peace to reassert itself and to arrest
the current drift in ties between major powers,” she added.
Since defence cooperation, especially enhanced linkages
between armed forces, is an important dimension of SCO,
Sitharaman has stated that India was keen to explore the full
potentialities of this engagement. “India will engage with a positive
approach and an open mind on all issues related to defence
cooperation within the SCO framework and will participate in the
SCO’s Peace Mission joint military exercises being held in Russia
later this year,” she said.

B

EML Limited has launched Medium Bulletproof 4x4
Vehicle (MBPV 4x4) at DefExpo 2018, Chennai. The highly
advanced MBPV has been launched by Deepak Kumar
Hota, Chairman & Managing Director, BEML. The BEML MBPV 4x4,
is a 4x4 Wheel RH Drive heavy duty all weather off-road mobility
vehicle, specially designed for easy manoeuvrability, operability
and maintainability.
This advanced blast-protected and bulletproof vehicle shields
the security personnel from small arms fire, hand grenades and
fragment-simulated projectiles. With survivability as the major
objective, the MBPV 4x4 has a carrying capacity of 10+2 persons.
This vehicle will be in use by the security forces for its counterinsurgency operations in a hostile environment.
D.K. Hota has said that the MBPV 4x4, built on an indigenously
developed 4X4 chassis, showcased BEML’s commitment towards
realising the mission of ‘Make in India’ through own R&D and
delivering world class products for the defence sector.
At DefExpo BEML has showcased its defence equipment like
Armoured Recovery & Repair Vehicle (ARRV), BEML Tatra 8x8 VP13S
vehicle platform with super structure, Trawl equipment for T-72
Tank, Aircraft Towing Tractor (ATT B10), Command Post Vehicle
and live demonstration of Bulldozer and Motor Grader and other
Defence Aggregates.

MBPV 4X4 (Medium Bulletproof Vehicle) 4X4

Shekhar Mital, Chairman & Managing Director of GSL (left), and
Praveen Mohan, Director & CEO of MTU India, after signing the
agreement at DefExpo.

GSL and Rolls-Royce to
Manufacture MTU Engines

R

olls-Royce and Goa Shipyard Limited (GSL), have agreed to
cooperate in the local manufacturing of technologicallyadvanced MTU Series 8000 engines in India. Under the
agreement, signed at DefExpo, the companies will assemble the
16-cylinder and 20-cylinder MTU Series 8000 engines at GSL’s new
facility in Goa. The MTU brand is a worldwide leader in large diesel
and gas engines and complete propulsion systems and part of
Rolls-Royce Power Systems.
The agreement includes transfer of MTU technology related
to localising of engine components, engine assembly, testing,
painting and major overhauls. MTU Series 8000 engines are the
largest and most powerful MTU diesel engines with a power
output of up to 10 MW. They are fitted onboard all Offshore Patrol
Vessels (OPV) recently constructed or currently under construction
in India. This includes eleven Coast Guard OPVs by GSL (six
completed and five under construction), five Naval OPVs under
construction at Reliance Defence Engineering and seven Coast
Guard OPVs by L&T.
RAdm (Retd) Shekhar Mital, NM, Chairman & Managing Director
of GSL has said that GSL had been on the forefront for increasing
the indigenous content onboard vessels constructed at the
shipyard in line with the thrust on indigenization and ‘Make in
India’ initiative. “The collaboration will aid to significantly increase
the indigenous content onboard ships constructed in India. It will
also provide a strategic edge to Indian Defence Sector as knowhow and infrastructure for such niche technology will now be
available with a PSU Shipyard, which can be gainfully utilised by
the Indian Navy and Indian Coast Guard,” he said.
Praveen Mohan, Director & CEO, MTU India, said that the
agreement with GSL to manufacture MTU’s most-advanced Series
8000 engines in India was a significant milestone and further
reinforces the company’s commitment to Make in India.
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IAI Wins Contracts for Tac4G System

I

srael Aerospace Industries (IAI) has
won new contracts for Tac4G, a tactical
communication system. Concurrently,
IAI has announced several new capabilities
have been added, including Tac4G’s
integration in tactical UAVs and additional
platforms. The unique communication
system has been developed by ELTA,
IAI’s Intelligence and reconnaissance
Division. Tac4G’s first global exposure has
been made during Mobile Deployment
Communications
2018
Show
and
Conference in Warsaw, Poland.
Tac4G is an LTE (Long term Evolution),
broadband
tactical
communication
systems designated for armies, law
enforcement, border control and paramilitary applications. It provides robust and
secured communication independently of
local operators. In addition, it is capable

T

M

ajor

General
Annakutty
Babu has
assumed the
charge of
Additional
Director General, Military Nursing Service
(MNS). She has taken over the reins from
her predecessor Major General Elizabeth
John who retired. She hails from an
agricultural family at Koothattukulam
in Ernakulum district of Kerala. Before
taking over this appointment, she
was serving as Principal Matron, Army
Hospital Research & Referral –an apex
quaternary care hospital of the Armed
Forces. With her extensive expertise,
positive leadership, and vision, she is
able to instil a guiding philosophy of
excellence for raising the calibre of
patient care. On the occasion, ADG,
MNS has said that the Nursing Service
officers play a pivotal role in care of sick
and injured soldiers and their families
along with medical corps in Tri-Services.

The Prime Minister, Narendra Modi,
with the Prime Minister of United
Kingdom, Theresa May, at 10 Downing
Street, in London on April 18, 2018.

R

einforcing defence ties with
the United Kingdom, the Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has said

that the UK and India will continue to
strengthen their defence and security
relationship, working closer together than
ever before to tackle terrorism and threats
to cyber security. Modi was on a visit to
London on April 18 where he has met his
counterpart Theresa May and held wideranging and constructive discussions
and underlined the strategic partnership
between the two nations.
The meeting between the two leaders has
reflected on the progress made on bilateral
defence and security cooperation since
Theresa May’s visit to India in 2016 and the
agreement to several Defence Capability
Partnerships in key strategic areas. They
have agreed to continue working together
closely to combat terrorism, radicalisation,
and online extremism. Modi has also held
discussions on chemical weapons attacks
in Salisbury and Syria, legal matters,
Chennai six, etc.
In a joint statement, both the leaders
have said that the UK and India have a
natural ambition to reinforce their Strategic
Partnership, based on shared values,

Russian industry have participated in the
conference.
Deliberations during the conference
have been aimed to focus on needs for
improvement of after-sales support of
Russian origin defence platforms being
exploited by Indian defence forces and
to facilitate domestic manufacturing of
some of the identified spare parts through
collaborations between Indian vendors
and Russian OEMs.
Towards the ‘Make in India’ initiative
of the Government, seven Memoranda
of Understanding have been signed
between the Indian Private Defence sector
manufacturing companies and Russian

OEMs for manufacture/ development of
spares/ sub-assemblies/ assemblies of
identified Russian origin platforms in use
by the Indian Armed Forces in collaboration
with the Russian OEMs.
In order to improve after sales support
of Russian Origin Defence Equipment in
use with the Indian Armed Forces and to
promote indigenous manufacturing of
certain identified components/ spares by
Indian companies in collaboration with
Russian OEMs, two rounds of India - Russia
Military Industrial Conferences have been
held in 2017, first one in March in New Delhi
and second in August in Moscow.

common law, and institutions, as the
world’s oldest and largest democracies.
“We are committed members of the
Commonwealth. We share a global
outlook and commitment to a rules-based
international system that strongly opposes
unilateral actions that seek to undermine
that system through force or coercion,”
they said.
Modi has also said that a secure, free,
open, inclusive, and prosperous IndoPacific was in the interests of India, the UK
and the international community.
“India will work with the UK to tackle
threats such as piracy, protect freedom of
navigation and open access, and improve
maritime domain awareness in the region,”
he said. The two leaders have reiterated
their strong condemnation of terrorism
in all its forms including terrorism and
terror-related incidents in both India and
the UK. Both leaders have also affirmed
that terrorism cannot be justified on any
grounds and it should not be associated
with any religion, creed, nationality, and
ethnicity.

Airbus Unveils European MALE RPAS

Indian and Russian Sign 7 MoUs
for Defence Hardware

he third India-Russia Military
Industrial Conference has been
held on the side-lines of DefExpo
2018, Chennai, signing seven MoUs
between Indian companies and Russian
OEMs. The Indian delegation has been
led by Secretary (Defence Production)
Dr Ajay Kumar while Deputy Minister of
Industry and Trade of Russian Federation
Oleg Ryazantcev led the Russian side. The
Russian delegation comprised of senior
representatives of the Government and
representatives of the leading Defence
Industries. Around 75 Indian defence
manufacturing companies and 28 Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) from
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of transmitting high-volume video
broadcasts to and from tactical forces in
order to provide them with the necessary
intelligence and achieve high situational
awareness. Tac4G connects end-users,
sensors and weapon systems in a unified
manner onto an independent, versatile
network.
In response to newly identified need
among end users, ELTA has recently
developed a new capability which
allows the connection of tactical UAVs
to the communication network and its
embedding in UAVs, drones and other
platforms. The integration became
possible through reduced weight and
power consumption,
Major general (ret.) Gadi Shamni,
Executive Vice President of Land Systems,
has said that military communication
needs were experiencing significant
growth with projections indicating even
stronger growth in the years ahead.
“Communication systems need to respond
to the evolving needs, Tac4G provides an
ultimate solution for forces on the field
that suffer from bottlenecks in secured
transmission of data and high-quality
video. Tac4G addresses these issues with a
versatile, conceptual change for the current
and future battlefield. It is differentiated
from other systems in offering scalability
for growing data volumes,” he said.

PM Reaffirms India’s Strategic
Partnership with UK

Maj. Gen.
Annakutty Babu
Appointed
ADG, MNS

A

irbus has unveiled the first full scale model of the
European Medium-Altitude Long-Endurance Remotely
Piloted Aircraft (MALE RPAS) at the 2018 ILA Berlin Air
Show, which opened its gates at Schönefeld airport.
The reveal ceremony, led by Dirk Hoke, Airbus Defence and
Space Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Eric Trappier, Dassault Aviation
Chairman and CEO and Lucio Valerio Cioffi, Leonardo’s Aircraft
Division Managing Director, has confirmed the commitment of the
four European States and Industrial partners to jointly develop a
sovereign solution for European Defence and Security.
The unveiling of the full-scale model and the reaffirmed
commitment comes after a nearly two-year definition study
launched in September 2016 by the four participating nations

Germany, France, Italy, and Spain and follows the Declaration of
Intent to work together on a European MALE unmanned aerial
system signed by the countries in May 2015.
Dirk Hoke has said that the full-scale model represented a
first milestone of what Europe can achieve in a high-technology
sector if it bundles its industrial strength and know-how. “The
MALE RPAS will become an integral part in guaranteeing Europe’s
sovereignty in the future. This programme is ideally suited to
meet urgent capability requirements of Europe’s armed forces.
This innovative partnership also eases the countries’ constrained
budgetary situation through clever pooling of research and
development funds,” he said.
Eric Trappier has said that the unveiling reflected the companies’
total dedication to the European Defence and Security
sovereignty. Cooperation and high technology legitimate the
leadership of the European Industry and guarantee the strategic
autonomy of Europe. “Innovative programmes through efficient
partnerships will serve European competitiveness and will offer
new alternatives to the off-the-shelf acquisition of non-European
products. Dassault Aviation reaffirms its full support to Airbus
Defence and Space as programme leader of the MALE RPAS,” he
said.
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EOS to Launch P 810 Polymer
Industrial 3D Printing Platform

Thales Reiterates
its Commitment
to ‘Make in India’

The Minister for Defence, Nirmala Sitharaman and the Permanent Secretary (Defence),
Republic of Singapore, Chan Yang Kit exchanging memento on the occasion of the 12th
Meeting of India – Singapore Defence Policy Dialogue, in New Delhi on May 01, 2018.

KRAS Announces Expansion

K

alyani Rafael Advanced Systems
(KRAS), a joint venture between
Kalyani Strategic Systems Ltd. and
Rafael Advanced Defence Systems Ltd. of
Israel, is all set to expand its product profile.
The JV will now venture into the space of
Missile systems with the New Generation
Precision Guided Munitions (NGPGM),
Air Defence systems and capabilities for
MRSAM, LLQRM and QRSAM programs.
The expansion
will also include
the
Drone
Dome
system
(Radar and laser
beam
system
for
detecting,
jamming
and
destroying
drones) and the
Naval Remote-Control Weapon Station
Systems Program.
KRAS has been established in 2015 with a
vision to make it a leading Indian defence
company, owning requisite infrastructure,
and possessing requisite technology
and associated intellectual property
rights related to design, development,
modification, manufacturing, integration,
life cycle support and obsolescence
management of Spike Missiles systems,
BMP II upgrade and Add-on Armour
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Solutions. As part of this vision, KRAS
established a state-of-the-art facility
at Hyderabad for manufacturing of
defence sub systems. Spread across an
area of 24,000 sq. ft., this facility enables
production of high end technology
systems for the Indian Armed forces.
As part of its first phase of expansion in
March 2017, KRAS has included provision
of indigenous solutions to New Generation
Precision
Guided
Munitions
(NGPGM) and
Long Range
Guided
Bomb
(LRGB) in the
company’s
production
facility at Hyderabad. As part of its second
phase of expansion, KRAS will now provide
indigenous solutions for Missiles Systems
like MRSAM, LLQRM, QRSAM as well as
the Naval Gun Program and Drone Dome
System. This expansion will bring-in
niche technology in the country for such
advanced defence systems and will further
boost the JV’s commitment to ‘Make in
India’. KRAS has also been granted defence
industrial license by DIPP for undertaking
all its envisioned activities.

Emmanuel de Roquefeuil
VP and Country Director,
Thales in India
hales in India, through special
digital immersive experiences,
will highlight its cutting-edge
capabilities in air defence, radars, acoustics
and optronic, armaments, land and naval
communication, UAVs, among others at
DefExpo 2018 reiterating its commitment
to Make in India, said Emmanuel de
Roquefeuil, VP and Country Director,
Thales in India. “Our customers and
partners have big ambitions, and DefExpo
2018 will play a central role in helping us
demonstrate once again how we support
them achieve the same. This year, visitors
at Thales stand will get insights into our
efforts in line with the government’s “Make
in India” initiative,” he said.
Roquefeuil has added that Thales’
strategy to develop its industrial footprint
was in line with the ‘Make in India’ initiative.
The organisation sees itself playing a
key role in this transformative journey of
the Indian defence sector by continuing
to provide its advanced solutions to the
Ministry of Defence, supporting the local
industry and creating jobs. Initiatives such
as ‘Make in India’ focus on indigenous
manufacturing and provide the Indian
defence industry with new parameters
of growth. These initiatives also support
plans of international original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) to contribute to the
local industry by joining hands with Indian
companies, bringing high technology
solutions and exploring opportunities in
global markets as well, he said. Ever since
its inception in India in 1953, Thales has
been actively partnering with the local
industry and sharing technologies and
expertise.

T

for components,” said Killian. “Intensive
testing of the final parts from the EOS P 810
proves the technology platform addresses
Boeing’s needs and allows them to achieve
homogenous part properties within the
overall building volume, a key factor for
cost efficient manufacturing of air ducts,
small turbines and holders.”
Beyond aerospace, the solution also
offers new design and manufacturing
opportunities to the electronics and
mobility industry – with applications such
as plugs or housings, serial parts as well
as spare parts for the interior and exterior
(exterior facing) of busses and trains.

E

OS, one of the leading technology
provider in the field of industrial 3D
printing of metals and polymers,
showcases its latest portfolio of industrial
additive manufacturing (AM) solutions at
RAPID + TCT 2018 in booth #1118, hosted
in Fort Worth, Texas, April 23-26. EOS
launched the new EOS P 810 polymer
platform specifically designed to process
the new high-performance, ALM material
HT-23. Developed in close cooperation
with Boeing, this world’s first economic,
high-temperature polymer AM solution
addresses industry requirements for
demanding
high-performance
parts.
As such, this technology package is
particularly developed for the aerospace
industry but can also be applied for other
industries.
Scott
Killian,
aerospace
business
development manager, EOS North
America, emphasizes: “The aerospace
industry has to meet challenging
requirements when it comes to UV
resistance, flame retardancy and meeting
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) such
as FAR 25.853, which sets standards for
materials within compartment interiors.
Additive Manufacturing enables the design
and manufacturing of complex geometries
without expensive tooling. This allows
aerospace OEM’s to replace composite
parts which to date are being produced
manually via carbon fibre laminating. They
can also replace aluminium parts with HT23 while still meeting the material strength

properties required for the application.
With the EOS P 810, our customers can
produce lightweight parts, reduce time for
production and parts assembly, and cut
overall costs-per-part.”
EOS P 810: large frame, two laser system
for highly demanding applications
The system builds on the well-established
EOS P 800 and is specifically designed for
the requirements of industries such as
aerospace and processes exclusively the
HT-23 material. With a build volume of 700
x 380 x 380 mm and two 70-Watt lasers, the
EOS P 810 system enables the production
of large structural parts with excellent
dimensional accuracy and provides
increased productivity. It is particularly
suited for industrial applications.
High performance PEKK material
HT-23 is the first carbon fibre-reinforced
PEKK material that can be processed on
EOS systems, as such offering isotropic part
properties. Parts additively manufactured
with this material offer high strength, low
weight and are capable of withstanding
high temperatures. It is the first highperformance material with a low refresh
rate of 40 percent, as such also contributing
substantially to reduced costs-per-part.
“Our EOS P 810 polymer 3D printing
platform and the ALM HT-23 material
enabled us to help Boeing reach high
demands for weight reduction, cost
efficiency and reduced assembly time

EOS guides companies on their journey
to additive success
At RAPID + TCT 2018, EOS invites all
attendees to learn more about the
challenges and transformational journey
organizations take on their road towards
3D printing success. The introduction of
AM opens up new product and business
opportunities, at the same time leading to
a profound and necessary transformation
of organizations to successfully implement
AM and initiate disruptive change.
Dr. Gregory Hayes, director of
applications and consulting for EOS
North America states: “From more than
300 consulting projects, we have learned
that nearly all companies implementing
additive manufacturing go through four
transformational stages. With each phase
of their development, companies establish
more knowledge and technological
maturity, but at the same time also
face different challenges. We can help
customers to overcome these challenges
and to gain momentum on their journey
to become an additive manufacturing
champion.”
EOS will introduce visitors to the four
stages of a typical AM journey via its
Additive Manufacturing Mile display
consisting of:
1. Part screening, to identify the right
applications to introduce AM; 2. Part
design iterations and development of the
application; 3. Ramping-up AM production,
and 4. Certify and scale up a highly efficient
AM production chain.
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India Boosts Ties with
Russian Arms Manufacturers

DRDO @ 60
Ushering in
Self-Reliance in Defence

T

he
Defence
Research
and
Development
Organization
(DRDO), India’s premier research
and development entity of India is turning
sixty. With pleasure in hearts, mettle in
minds and wings of fire, DRDO, that strives
to taking the country towards self-reliance
in defence, is achieving a historical feat
in 2018 by celebrating six decades of
luminary success. The organization has
been catering to the needs of Indian armed
forces by providing them the advanced and
sophisticated systems and technologies.
On the occasion of its Diamond Jubilee,
DRDO once again stresses the need of
making India a self-reliant country in
defence. The steadfast approach taken by
DRDO over these years reinforces its vision
of making India prosperous by establishing
world class science and technology
base and provide our Defence Services
decisive edge by equipping them with
internationally competitive systems and
solutions.
Established in 1958 through the merger of
the Technical Development Establishment
and the Directorate of Technical
Development and Production with the
Defence Science Organisation, DRDO
works under the administrative control of
the Ministry of Defence headquartered in
New Delhi. With a network of more than
50 laboratories, DRDO is entitled with
the responsibility of pursuing research
work in defence weaponry and industrial
technology for self-sufficiency.
The DRDO labs are dedicatedly engaged
in developing defence technologies
covering various fields, like aeronautics,
armaments, combat vehicles, electronics,
advanced computing, land combat
engineering, life sciences, materials,
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missiles, and naval systems. They
altogether work towards enhancing
independence in Defence Systems and
undertake design and development
leading to production of world class
weapon systems and equipment in
accordance with the expressed needs and
the qualitative requirements laid down by
the three services of India.
Over the last six decades, DRDO has
witnessed multifarious development in
terms of the variety of subject disciplines,
number of laboratories, achievements and
stature. DRDO prepares designs, programs
and proposals for research in defence
equipment and missile technology and
implements them in a phased manner.
The organisation has made astonishing
advancement over these years and is
known for its outstanding achievements
like Prithvi, Agni, Nag missiles for surfaceto-surface launching, armoured combat
vehicles like Arjun manufactured by
indigenous technology, flight simulators
for aircraft, pilotless target crafts,
unmanned aerial vehicles, artillery guns
like Advanced Towed Artillery Guns System
(ATAGS), medium range weapons and
explosives etc.
By being a true technology powerhouse
of the country, DRDO’s work in myriad
fields, ranging from missiles to aeronautics,
electronic systems to combat engineering,
armoured vehicles to UAV’s etc., with the
ardent support of its laboratory clusters
has been contributing to India’s defence
manufacture.
DRDO’s Recent Major Achievements
There are a lot of achievements in terms
of the development of aeronautics,
armaments, combat vehicles, electronics,

missiles, unmanned aerial vehicles, naval
systems etc. The last few months have
been very prospective for DRDO in terms
of successful tests of its products, owing to
the painstaking efforts of DRDO scientists
and the technological excellence of DRDO
laboratories.
Anti-Tank Guided Missiles (ATGM) Nag,
one of the five missile systems developed
indigenously by DRDO under integrated
guided missile development programme
(IGMDP) has been successfully test-fired
in desert conditions against two tank
targets at different ranges and timings.
Strengthening the UAV capabilities of India,
Rustom-2 has completed its first successful
test-flight in February at Aeronautical Test
Range (ATR) at Chalakere, Karnataka.
In the missile field, the first night trial of
nuclear-capable surface-to-surface shortrange ballistic missile Prithvi-II has been
successfully completed. The missile has
been equipped with state of art guidance
system and was fired in real-time situation.
It will boost the night-time combat
capabilities of the forces. Validating India’s
Long Range Ballistic Missile capabilities,
the Agni-V Long Range Surface-to-Surface
Ballistic Missile has completed its fifth
successful test-flight. The Agni-5, which
is the most advanced in the Agni series,
has been flight-tested for its full range of
5000Kms.
All the three tests of the light weight
glide bomb Smart Anti Airfield Weapon
(SAAW) have been successful. The bomb,
fired from an IAF aircraft and guided
through precision navigation system, hit
the target at 70 km range accurately. DRDO
is promoting India’s defence production
with advanced technologies and thereby
reducing the defence imports.

I

ndia is strengthening its defence cooperation with Russia and
as part of this the Ministry of Defence has sent a delegation
to Russia to hold talks with Russian defence firms. The MoD
delegation, led by Apurva Chandra, Director General Acquisition
of the Ministry of Defence, has earlier visited several defence
manufacturing facilities in Russia, including the Kalshnikov, a JSC
under Rostec. Recently, the delegation has visited the Ulyanovskbased Aviastar-SP, constituting a part of the United Aircraft
Corporation’s Transport Aviation Division.
At the facility, Russian specialists have made a detailed
presentation of Russia’s state-of-the-art IL-76MD-90A and IL78MK-90A aircraft. Specialists tend to call the platform a ‘Universal
Soldier’, capable of performing tasks in the most complex climatic
and weather conditions anywhere in the world. The aircraft is
suitable for regional airlift of troops, military equipment, and
cargo, as well as their air dropping. The IL-76/78 can be deployed
from unpaved runways, something to consider since not all
military transports in the world can boast such capability.
Apurva Chandra has said that Indian pilots had first-hand
experience in flying Ilyushins catering to operational and tactical
needs of their military. Russian Ilyushins have proved to be
reliable and effective heavy-lift aircraft. India has accumulated
considerable experience in operating the type. “This explains our
meticulous assessment of Russia’s modern military transports and
tankers, as well as AWACS aircraft based on the platform,” he said.
Aleksey Rogozin, UAC’s Vice President for Transport Aviation
and CEO of Ilyushin, has said that India was Russia’s long-time
and reliable partner. “As of today, India’s Air Force and Navy have
between them a considerable number of Russian-made aircraft
with Ilyushin’s IL-76s, IL-78s, and IL-38s among them. Russia is ready
to both upgrade the aircraft already in service and supply new
equipment meeting long-term requirements of Indian partners,”
he said.

Lockheed Makes F-16 Fighter
Jet Bid More Attractive

T

o further strengthen the fighter jet deal with Indian Air
Force, American aerospace major, Lockheed Martin, has
offered to provide latest combat jet technologies including
a target tracking device aboard the F-16 aircraft to India. Advanced
radar fitted on their fifth-generation F-35 combat jets will be
offered on the F-16 jets for India.
The bid is in addition to Lockheed’s earlier offer to shift its lone
production line for F-16s from Fort Worth, Texas in the U.S. to
India exclusively to produce F-16 Block 70. The F-16 fighter bid is
considered one of the world’s largest orders from the Indian Air
Force.
Vivek Lall, vice president for strategy and business development
at Lockheed Martin, has said that the company will offer jets
equipped with the advanced radar which is fitted on the F-35,
as well as a helmet-mounted tracking system and a new radio
data link system. “There are a lot of technologies that come into
the F-16 from F-35 and F-22, including the latest radar on these
platforms. It is a contemporary, state-of-the-art platform,” he said
in an interview reported by Bloomberg.
India is seeking proposals for a total 110 aircrafts, totalling a
reported minimum of US$15 billion as part of modernising its
defence forces. Getting state-of-the-art fighters is crucial for India
in the wake rising risks from neighbouring Pakistan and China,
especially at a time when India’s mainstay Russian MiG jet is being
phased out. Lockheed sees huge potential for the company’s
business in India, plans for which dovetail with Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s “Made in India” campaign.
“Lockheed Martin has received the request for information from
India for the F-16s to meet its air force requirement. We already see
a global rise in the demand for F-16 from the 25 air forces around
the world that already fly them. This export potential for the F-16s
could be met through the exclusive production line we propose to
put up in India,” Lall said.
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Future Propulsion Technologies
in the Aero Engine Industry

Tata Sons to form Tata
Aerospace & Defence

Lawton Green
Dr S Christopher, Secretary Defence R&D and Chairman, DRDO,
Pushpak Prakash, Founder and Managing Director, Pushpak
products India Pvt. Ltd.after signing the ToT.

Pushpak Products Signs
ToT Agreement with DRDO

B

T

ata Sons said it is in the process of consolidating its various
businesses across Aerospace and Defence sectors together
under a single entity – Tata Aerospace & Defence (Tata
A&D). The necessary statutory and regulatory approvals are in the
process of being obtained. Tata A&D proposes to leverage its full
range of expertise, experience, and capabilities from across the
Group related to Land Mobility Solutions, Aerospace, Weapon
systems, Sensors and Command, Control, Communication,
Computers and Intelligence (C4I).
Several companies proposed to be forming part of Tata A&D
already have strong, established partnerships with leading
aerospace and defence firms and are part of the global supply
chain. In some instances, they are also a global single source
provider. It is proposed that Tata A&D will also be deeply invested
in the development of indigenous platforms uniquely suited for
the Indian Defence Forces, which is central to Tata A&D’s longterm strategy. In addition to the growing list of joint ventures and
collaborations with leading global equipment manufacturers,
Tata A&D proposes to bring together over 6,000 employees, and
have production facilities in the states of Telangana, Karnataka,
Jharkhand, and Maharashtra.
N. Chandrasekaran, Chairman of Tata Sons, said that the
formation of Tata A&D, a single unified entity, would allow the
company to better target emerging opportunities in Aerospace
and Defence, and engage holistically with customers both in India
and globally.
Banmali Agrawala, President, Infrastructure and Defence &
Aerospace, Tata Sons, said that Tata A&D when formed, will be
better equipped to execute larger and more complex projects
and be more globally competitive as part of the global supply
chain. “We have moved beyond providing individual products
to develop integrated offerings across Land mobility, airborne
platforms and systems, as well as weapons systems and C4I. In
India, Tata has built an industrial base in defence intentionally
designed to complement and integrate with the efforts of the
Defence Research & Development Organization (DRDO) and
Defence Public Sector Units (PSU),” he said.
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angalore-based Pushpak Products India Pvt. Ltd., has
signed a Technology Transfer Agreement (ToT) with
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO)
at DefExpo 2018. The DFRL lab of DRDO signed MoU with Pushpak
for indigenously developed innovative food engineering systems
for armed forces in food related industries. DRDO signed MoU
with another 15 MSMEs too.
The ToT agreement was signed between Dr S Christopher,
Secretary Defence R&D and Chairman, DRDO, Pushpak Prakash
Founder and Managing Director, Pushpak products India Pvt. Ltd.
The technology is a critical and urgent need for the armed forces
deployed at high altitudes,terrains, Naval ships and Submarine
galleys.
Started in 1992 as a first-generation enterprise, Pushpak Products
India Pvt. Ltd. is one of the leading manufacturers of Material &
Ground Handling Equipment, Industrial & Office Furniture &
Electro-chemicals for Spacecraft Components in India. Based
in Bengaluru, Pushpak with its two facilities at Jalahalli & Bidadi,
continuously caters to the rising demands of the market and offers
quality-assured products.
The MoU is in line with big industries to share the opportunities
in India defence area to support Make in India and help MSMEs
to come forward to support India’s indigenously developed
technologies.

Kalyani and BAE to form
Strategic Relationship

K

alyani Group and U.S defence contractor BAE Systems have
announced that they are working together to develop and
provide Air Defence Guns for Indian Security Forces.
Rajinder Singh Bhatia, President and CEO (Defence and
Aerospace) of Bharat Forge Ltd has said that the Kalyani Group has
indigenously developed its skills and capability within Defence.
“We are now expanding our profile in the defence segment to
include Air Defence Guns and ammunition in order to provide
solutions to Indian security forces for terminal air defence,” he said.
The Group and BAE Systems have agreed to partner for transfer
of technology for Air Defence Guns and Ammunition. BAE
Systems’ advanced technology will be complemented with Bharat
Forge Ltd.’s world-class design, development and manufacturing
capabilities. This would be the perfect example of Make in India
solutions, he added.

What’s fueling the future
of aero-propulsion?
The Paris convention to battle climate
change has in turn forced the hands of the
International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) to narrow the noose on air and
noise pollution from aviation. As aviation
emissions contribute close to 2% of the
global atmospheric pollution, with an
annual Carbon and Nitrogenous oxide
emissions increase of 3 - 4%, ICAO is aiming
a 2% annual fuel efficiency improvement
and carbon-neutral growth from 2020
onwards.
Also from 2020 onwards the Committee
on Aviation Environmental Protection
(CAEP) standards will certify every airplane
before delivery, while from 2026 onwards
the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction
Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA)
framework will mandate a new global
market-based measure to control CO2
emissions from international aviation.
Amongst all others, these are the densest
dark clouds gathering on the horizon of
sustainable profitability for airlines and
(Original Equipment Manufacturers) OEMs
alike. With the majority of our existing
technologies based on fossil fuels that
are getting costlier by the day and stand
chance to run dry in the near future, there’s
a burning need to develop sustainable
alternative aviation fuels and commission
research into quieter commuter airplanes,
aerodynamic aero-structure designs, and
greener propulsion systems.
Flight plan for course correction
Despite the polarization of the market
between Boeing and General Electric (GE)
Aviation versus Airbus and Rolls-Royce
on wide body aircraft, the integration of
products and services at multiple levels
are re-shaping the aerospace industry.
With the internal combustion architecture
attaining a very mature stage of design
development, there is hardly any scope
left for competition over the engine, unless
the advances in material technology are
leveraged accordingly. For instance, if
the melting temperature of the turbine
space could be increased with advanced

materials, the three shaft Trent architecture
or the Roll-Royce’s two and half shaft
power gearbox, could be further improved.
Just like in the defense sector, engines
should be integrated with airframes to
actually boost efficiency, rather than just
hanging an efficient engine on a widebodied aircraft as in the commercial
aviation sector which changes the entire

aerodynamic profile and fails to be a truly
radical solution. Blade craft is key here –
the smaller the fans, the smaller the core,
the smaller yet thermally efficient the
turbine is, resulting in lesser drag created
to ultimately boost the engine’s efficiency.
Besides, to lighten the aircraft for further
optimizing fuel efficiency, advanced
composite material, coating systems and
bionic mechanization is also imperative.
Starting cruise control
Traditional turbofan engines dominating
the aero-engine sector since the 1960s
had felt the first disruptive tremors with
Pratt & Whitney’s Geared Turbofan engines

that optimized fuel efficiency by 20%
with larger fans. GE and Safran’s jointventure - CFM International responded
by attaining similar results with the LEAP
engine deployed in Boeing airplanes
that used carbon fiber blades for weight
reduction. Such corporate competition
for excellence has reduced an aircraft’s
average fuel consumption from 6 liters per
100 passenger kilometers in the 90’s to the
A380 burning only 2.9 liters for the same
today.
Even UTC Aerospace Systems (UTAS)
has initiated the Ecological Integrated
Propulsion System (EcoIPS) program for
next-generation ultra-high bypass ratio
propulsion systems with short, integrated
fan duct thrust reversers that maximize
efficiency yet reduce noise. They have
also innovatively designed carbon brakes,
SmartProbe Air Data system and electrical
actuators to replace heavy pneumatic
systems.
In order to arrive a scalable solution
for both widebody and narrowbody
aircrafts by 2025, Rolls-Royce and
Airbus have collaborated to develop
the UltraFan demonstrator engine. With
Airbus developing the nacelle and pylon
while also integrating the innovative
architecture and technology enablers, this
demonstrator would be trialed on a RollsRoyce flying test-bed using Boeing 747.
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By leveraging advanced manufacturing technologies such as highdeposition-rate 3D printing, welded assembly and high productionrate thermoplastics, the UltraFan could be 25% more fuel efficient
than the Trent 700. Moreover, in February 2018’s Singapore Airshow,
the IntelligentEngine concept revealed by Rolls-Royce with quantum
leaps in processing power, big data analytics, connectivity and cloud
computing paves the path for integrated digital avionics technology
across design, manufacturing, and aftermarket for the aero sector.
Battery power ALERT
With a vision 2020, Siemens, Airbus and Rolls-Royce have
collaborated to flight-test E-FAN X, a BAe 146 regional airliner
customized with a 2-megawatt, serial-hybrid propulsion system.
Through a battery-boosted takeoff and pure electric propulsion for
landing, it aims to minimize noise levels, fuel burn and polluting
local emissions. However, all-electric propulsion systems can only
power small planes for regional commute. The fact that today’s
most advanced batteries pack lesser energy per unit of weight than
the standard gasoline is what’s holding back OEMs from being able
to design all-electric airplanes capable of flying around the world in
eighty hours.
Feasible Hybridization ACTIVATED
In 2017 NASA has broken ground in distributed turboelectric
propulsion with its novel STARC-ABL design that could increase fuel
efficiency by 7-12%. ABL or Aft Boundary-Layer propulsor is a turbofan
behind a Boeing 757 sized airplane that collects the air currents
moving over the fuselage and accelerates it using 3 megawatts
of electricity generated by the smaller wing-mounted turbofans.
However, due to the conservative nature of the aerospace sector and
its paramount need for safety, such disruptive innovations should not
be rushed into deployment. Possibly within a decade’s time-frame we
could see airplane’s with avionics driven by generators rather than
from the engine bleed-off.
We shall overland
For the evolution from the internal combustion engine to the fullyelectric engine, OEMs need to find an essential stepping stone in
hybrids by leveraging multi-disciplinary approaches. OEMs would
need to take a cue from successful use-cases of battery-power
development and hybridization in sectors such as rail transport,
automotive and power generation. The key would be in sourcing and
collaborating with specialized engineering service providers with
capabilities across these sectors.
Even if it now seems that the pace of change is already so great that
it can’t possibly be getting any greater, the natural fact is that rate
of change is exponential. The fact that the aerospace sector is very
different from what used to be a decade ago, proves that the future
of aero-propulsion and integrated aviation is yet to unfold in myriad
ways. However, even if time alone is unable to resolve all these, we
shall still continue our QuEST to find the turnkey solutions.
The author Lawton Green is Associate Vice President for Strategic Clients
at QuEST Global Services which is a focused global engineering solutions
provider and production engineering partner serving the product
development & production engineering needs of high technology
companies in the Aero Engines, Aerospace & Defense, Automotive, Oil &
Gas, Power, Medical Devices, Industrial and other high tech industries.
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Govt. Makes First Step
Towards Integrated
Theatre Commands

Fulfilling Defence
Indigenization Dreams
Sunil Kumar Chourasia, Director
General of Ordnance Factories and
Chairman of the Ordnance Factory
Board, tells us how OFB, one amongst
the top defence equipment producers
in the world, is transforming from the
role of manufacturer and technology
recipient to a system integrator

T

aking the first step towards eventually having integrated
theatre commands of armed forces, the government has
amended the rules to bring three forces under single
leadership. An integrated theatre command envisages a unified
command of the three Services, under a single commander, for
geographical theatres that are of security concern. With the
integration, all the manpower and assets of the Army, Navy and
IAF will be under the operational control of a single three-star
general in theatre commands. The commander will be able to
bring to bear all resources from the IAF, the Army and the Navy
at his disposal with seamless efficacy.
The move has been implemented especially for the
strategically-located Andaman and Nicobar Command (ANC),
which was established as India’s first theatre command in
October 2001.
But it has largely failed to serve its purpose due to inner turf
wars among the three services, general politico-bureaucratic
apathy, fund crunches and environmental concerns. The
government has amended command and control rules for joint
organisations and establishments.
According to defence sources, the newly notified “statutory
rules and orders” states that an officer from any of the three
services can now “exercise direct command” over personnel
from all the services, who are governed by different acts and
rules, in tri-service organizations. Though it seems a minor
structural reform, it is the beginning of a huge cultural,
fundamental shift in the Indian military system, where the
three services often pull in different directions. If the country
is to have a chief of defence staff (CDS) and theatre commands
in the years ahead, the amendment of the rules is the first step.
The naval commander-in-chief of the Andaman & Nicobar
Command already has the authority to directly control Army
and IAF officers and other personnel under him. Similarly
moves are afoot to eventually bring all land and assets under
him in the archipelago.
The Andaman theatre command will serve as the template
for theatre commands in the future. Moreover, it is inevitable
to have a fully unified and operational ANC in the wake of
increasing Chinese presence in the Indian Ocean Region.

Sunil Kumar Chourasia
Director General of Ordnance Factories and
Chairman of the Ordnance Factory Board

Sunil Kumar Chourasia, IOFS, is the Director
General of Ordnance Factories (DGOF) and
Chairman of the Ordnance Factory Board (OFB).
Previously, he was Member, OFB, and was in
charge of Material & Components division.
Graduating in Mechanical Engineering
from Jabalpur and thereafter earning an
M Tech from IIT Kanpur, he joined Indian
Ordnance Factories Service in 1981. He
was deputed by the Government of India
to United Kingdom for an MBA. Further,
he was in the Indian Institute of Public
Administration, New Delhi during in-service
training and was awarded an M Phil.
During his tenure in the Ordnance Factories’
organization, he gathered rich and varied
experience in Production and Operations
management, weapon and ammunition
manufacturing. He has travelled widely across
the globe in his official capacity. He was selected
to work in Government of India as Deputy
Secretary and thereafter Director in Ministry
of Defence from 1992 to 1997. He was Chief
Vigilance Officer in PSUs from 2002 to 2005.
From 2005 to 2008, he held the post of Director
and Commissioner for Departmental Enquiries at
Central Vigilance Commission. Before taking over
as Member at OFB, he was the General Manager
of Heavy Alloy Penetrator Project, Trichy and Sr.
General Manager of Ordnance Factory Kanpur.

Could you talk about the latest products, weapon systems and
equipment developed by Ordnance Factory Board?
OFB’s mission is production of state-of-the-art battlefield
equipments. Approximately 22 per cent of the turnover of OFB is
from products developed indigenously by Ordnance Factories. OFB
has taken proactive approach and have identified certain Growth
Driver Projects for target-oriented R&D. 61 products designed and
developed by Ordnance Factories are in service with Indian Armed
Forces.
The major products developed through in-house R&D are 155mm
Artillery Gun ‘Dhanush’, Up-gunning of 130mm Artillery Gun to
155 mm x 45, Mine Protected Vehicle (MPV) and Modernised Mine
Protected Vehicle (MMPV), Bi-Modular Charge System (BMCS) for
155mm Artillery Ammunition, 7.62 x 39mm Assault Rifle ‘Ghaatak’,
Chaff Launcher ‘Kavach MOD-II’ and Chaff, Naval Gun CRN-91, Under
Barrel Grenade Launcher, among others. OFB is presently developing
Upgraded BMP-II, Futuristic Infantry Combat Vehicle (FICV), Air
Defence Gun and 155mm x 52 Cal Mounted Gun System and
related ammunitions and Electronic Fuzes. We have also developed
prototype of 7.62X51mm Assault Rifle in a record time as per the
requirement of the Indian Army, which is now undergoing trials.
OFB has successfully completed the user evaluation of 130/155
mm upgunning, where it emerged as a single acceptable offer. OFB
has offered a 100 per cent indigenous solution. Private competitors
fielding imported equipment from leading world manufacturers in
this field could not meet user requirements. The achievement makes
strong statement about OFB’s in-depth knowledge and skill in Gun
manufacturing.
Till now, Electronic Fuzes was not OFB’s core competence. Yet
through grit and determination, OFB has developed Electronic Fuzes
to meet pressing demands of the Army. This item too has huge
export requirements.
Achieving self-reliance through indigenization of items and support
Make in India programme is one of the key objectives of OFB. Could
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you talk about the various activities in this
regard?
OFB has set high standards of indigenous
manufacture and has achieved 88 per
cent overall indigenization. Moreover, OFB
has developed the indigenous defence
industrial complex in the country by
nurturing about 4,000 vendors keeping
import substitution as OFB’s working
mantra. To take these efforts further,
OFB has offered more than 20 items for
indigenization in the recently concluded
Defence-Industry Development Meet
during 18-19 January 2018.
The Union Government’s innovative
concept of Make in India has opened up a
plethora of opportunities in the defence
sector. As a result, India’s growth would
gallop in the days to come. At the same
time, ‘Make in India’ has made the defence
sector competitive. OFB, however, would
like to capitalize on these prospects to
emerge as the single largest dependable
indigenous source to our Armed Forces.
The organisation is moving forward to
metamorphose as a Complete Combat
Solution Provider. OFB is transforming from
the role of manufacturer and technology
recipient to a system integrator.
Could you talk about how OFB is
supporting the modernization drive of the
armed forces?

Defence is genuinely a priority sector for
India – from war preparedness to internal
security perspective as well as rising curve
of exports. In this enterprise, OFB has
galvanized every possible resource to make
the country self-reliant in supply of defence
equipments and thereafter foray into the
competitive world market.
OFB has chalked out a long-term
business strategy keeping in view
the long-term Perspective Plan of
the Army.
The modernization plan
envisages introduction of state-of-the-art
manufacturing technologies; resulting in
higher productivity, improved reliability
and consistent quality. These initiatives
would certainly place OFB on a higher
growth-trajectory.
Please share the details of export business
Ordnance Factory Board started direct
export in 1989, under the subject guidelines
of MoD. Exports have been made to
friendly countries in concurrence with MEA.
OFB has made sustained efforts to reach
out to India’s extended neighbourhood
in Central Asia, Middle East, and ASEAN
countries. European and American hubs
too were not off OFB’s export radar. A
gamut of products – ranging from arms
and ammunition, weapon spares, to
chemicals, explosives and troop comfort
items have been exported so far. Through

these multi-pronged activities, OFB has
achieved an export turnover of Rs 190 crore
in 2017-18 and there are orders for Rs 250
crore. In the process, OFB has increased
its export turnover by more than six times
compared to last year.
Export turnover is further likely to increase
in the coming years after modernization
and capacity augmentation. The market
demand of OFB’s products has kept on
increasing. For instance, Kavach Mod-II,
CRN-91 Gun, Brake Parachute, Tetryl and
Signal Fog etc. are in regular demand in the
International market.
For civil trade market, OFB has taken
initiative to increase the sale of 0.32 Pistol
and 0.32 Revolver (NPB) by allowing
the sale to be taken up through dealers
network apart from individual sales. For
selling of 12 bore Pump Action Gun (PAG),
which has got a high potential market, OFB
has already signed MoU with SBI and is also
expecting orders from other PSUs.
Apart from being a pillar of Defence
Production for the country since its
inception, OFB’s products are geared up
for the futuristic demands of the Armed
Forces.
Please share some details about the
modernization projects in OFB’s production
facilities to enhance manufacturing. Are
there any expansion plans?
Manufacturing of ammunitions and
explosives is one of our core areas and
involves lot of backward and forward
integration. OFB not only meets the
requirement of Armed Forces but also
supplies arms and ammunition to the State
Police Forces as well as Central Armed
Police Forces.
Keeping
in
view
the
strategic
requirements of enhancing India’s
capacity of fighting a high intensity war,
OFB considers it imperative to undertake
a massive expansion plan not only in
ammunition and explosive group of
Factories but also for manufacture of
hardware. Capacity is also being created
in OFB for manufacturing 125 mm FSAPDS
tank ammunition in collaboration with
Russia. Facilities of weapon manufacturing
are being modernized to a world class level
to meet stringent requirement of Defence
Forces.
Could you talk about the various
initiatives of OFB to promote private
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any value to promote ‘Make in India’. We
are not charging any assessment fee for
registration of a vendor for a manufacturing
process which is already verified.
The
new
Defence
Procurement
Procedures have set the tone for a fresh
procurement regime so as to boost the
‘Make in India’ initiative in the defence
sector. The latest mantra is to speed up the
procurement process with stress on selfreliance in defence production, favouring
purchase of locally designed, developed
and manufactured products. The idea is to
have higher indigenization content in the
existing ‘Buy (Indian)’ and ‘Buy and Make
(Indian)’ schemes.
OFB is following the same philosophy
in line with policies of the Government of
India.

participation in defence production?
Please talk about the collaborations with
private firms.
Defence Industry today is in a dynamic
and evolving mode. Archaic processes
and trappings of unnecessary regulations
are being abandoned by the Government.
The mantra is ‘Make in India’ in order to
transform our nation into a global design
and manufacturing hub. And the hallmark
of the concept of ‘Make in India’ is publicprivate partnership. There is need to
develop a manufacturing eco-system with
the help of MSMEs.
In the same trajectory, Ordnance
Factories are eager to partner with Micro,
Small and Medium Industries to leverage
the maximum output for the defence
preparedness of our Armed Forces and
Security Agencies.
OFB is participating and organizing
various OFB-Industry meets/seminars

to encourage and achieve exactly the
same; more specifically to interact with
potential vendors and explore the avenues
of outsourcing. In fact, the Ordnance
Factories and vendors are cooperating in a
symbiotic fashion on a range of issues.
In addition to supplying raw materials,
components,
assy/sub-assy,
Import
substitution, joint development of defence
equipments and promoting exports of
OFB manufactured items etc, such large
opportunities of business are available for
MSME vendors.
OFB is focussed on steps to ease business
dealings with vendors. Various concerns
of vendors regarding security deposits/
PSD, payments, vendor registration,
availability of testing facilities are being
addressed. Ease of doing business with us
has improved remarkably. Our factories
have been authorized to issue sample
of critical / perennial imported items of

Could you share your vision and priorities
for OFB to fulfil its objectives and become
the leader in manufacturing sophisticated
battlefield equipment?
Backed by over 216 years of experience
in defence production, OFB has got
a
comprehensive
product
range.
OFB’s strength lies in the fact that it
manufactures the entire system platform
for a weapon, along with its ammunition
and related accessories. For instance,
the 12.7 mm Air Defence Gun Prahari is
manufactured together with its Armoured
Piercing Incendiary (API) and API (Tracer)
ammunition, with the Base and Depot
spares. Further, as OFB manufactures the
120 mm Arjun Main Battle Tank for the
Indian Army, it also produces the High
Energy Anti-Tank (HEAT), Fin Stabilised
Armour Piercing Discarding Sabot
(FSAPDS), and the High Energy Squash
Head (HESH) ammunition.
OFB products are made from Integrated
state-of-the-art manufacturing that passes
through rigorous quality standards. OFB is
one amongst the top defence equipment
producers in the world.
End to end facilities spectrum cover
production, testing, logistics, research,
development and trade. With high degree
of backward and forward integration and
an ambitious modernisation plan, OFB’s
manufacturing capability is poised to take
up challenges.
Be it Precision Machining, Metallurgy,
Chemical, Ballistics, Armaments or
Automobile, OFB is proud to have a wide
range of technologies under one roof.
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GSL Aims at Absolute Indigenization
Goa Shipyard Limited (GSL) is always on the lookout to
get most advanced and niche shipbuilding technology
to India through collaboration/ ToT. You will shortly
be hearing a lot from us regarding our initiatives
towards indigenization and ‘Make in India’ to bridge
the technology gap. Increased indigenous content
onboard ships constructed at GSL has been and will
be the focus areas of GSL in the times to come. Having
touched 70% indigenous content on GSL OPVs, I am
hopeful that day is not far when we will have 100%
indigenous content, says RAdm Shekhar Mital, NM,
In.(Retd), CMD, Goa Shipyard Ltd. In an interview with
Aeromag, he talks about GSL’s latest operations and aim
of achieving absolute indigenization in shipbuilding.
RAdm Shekhar Mital, NM, In.(Retd),
CMD, Goa Shipyard
Could you talk about the major
achievements of GSL recently?
GSL has delivered more than 20 ships in
last 04 years including 09 OPVs, 02 FPVs, 11
FIBs, 02 1000T fuel Barges and 02 Damage
Control Simulators which together
amounts to 32000 tonnes of shipbuilding.
This is the highest in the shipbuilding
industry, with the unique distinction of
attaining all deliveries prior contractual
schedule. In today’s time, when majority
of the Indian Shipyards are struggling with
‘time’ and ‘cost’ overruns, GSL has stood
out with timely delivery of all Projects at
‘fixed costs’.
The Shipyard has recently completed
Coast Guard Advanced Offshore Patrol
Vessel Project (AOPV) involving six ships,
the most successful Project in the Indian
Shipbuilding Industry. All six ships have
been delivered within a short span of two
years with interval of five months between
delivery of two successive ships. The
Project also saw the ‘build period’ of 2400ton Advanced OPVs being reduced to 36
months from 67 months taken earlier for
last OPVs built by GSL.
On the financial front, the company has
been recording impressive growth Year
on Year. For the Financial Year 2017-18, we
have recorded a VoP at Rs 1361, a threefold
jump in the last three years and this year’s
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VoP being the highest ever in the history
of GSL. The PBT has increased about 4.5
times from (-)63 Crores in FY 13-14 to Rs
305 Crore. Year after year, the Shipyard has
been reporting highest operating profit in
the industry.
Recently GSL has announced its plan to
build minesweeper vessels with stealth
features for the first time in India. Could
you elaborate on it?
GSL is slated to execute the highly
prestigious Major Import Substitute
Project for construction of 12 Mine Counter
Measure Vessels (MCMVs) for the Indian
Navy. Towards indigenous construction of
these vessels, we have to put majority of
infrastructure, expertise and planning into
place to be able to start construction of the
MCMVs by 2019. The requisite infrastructure
is almost complete with balance 15 to 20%
likely to be completed by 2019-20. The
Phase 3A was inaugurated by the Prime
Minister on 13 Nov 2016. Post completion
of MCMV infrastructure, GSL would be the
only Shipyard in India to be armed with
specialised construction technology of
GRP composite hull for MCMVs.
GSL has been a major supplier of vessels
to the Indian Navy (IN) and Coast Guard.
Could you give the details of vessels under

construction at GSL?
Considering the major success of recently
completed 06 CG OPV Project for the Indian
Coast Guard and superior performance of
GSL constructed OPVs, Indian Coast Guard
has placed an order on GSL for 05 followon ships. The construction activities for
the same have commenced in Mar 16 and
the ships are scheduled to be delivered in
2020/21.
For Indian Navy, we are constructing
four 1000-ton fuel barges, out of which
two have already been delivered prior
contractual delivery schedule. Remaining
two are in advanced stages of construction
and likely to be delivered much before
schedule.
Could you shed more light onto GSL’s
indigenization efforts in line with ‘Make in
India’ programme?
Apart from major import substitute
projects under ‘Make in India’ for MCMVs
and Advanced Missile Frigates, GSL has
collaborated with M/s Griffon Hover works
Limited (GHL), UK, a key player in hovercraft
design who continuously invests in
research and product development to offer
the very latest in hovercraft technology.
An agreement with GHL was concluded
in Dec 14 towards inflicting indigenous
production of Hovercraft in India for Indian

DSA 2018 Marks 30 Year Milestone

D

SA 2018, Asia’s one of
the largest and most
highly-anticipated
defence
and
security
exhibition, has once again set
many new records and broken
the bar on several fronts,
marking
30-year
industry
milestone. The first edition of
National Security Asia (NATSEC
Asia) has been debuted

alongside DSA 2018. The
signing of multi-billion-ringgit
contracts and the convergence
of an unprecedented number
of individuals from the
world’s defence and security
communities
under
one
roof have been some of the
highlights at the event, which
ended on 19 April 2018 after
four eventful and productive

Army and Coast Guard for two classes of hovercraft design.
GSL has already developed expertise and erected requisite
infrastructure for the indigenous construction of Hovercrafts at
GSL and presently pursuing vigorously with potential customers.
Ship design is one of the thrust areas of GSL, where 100% selfreliance has been achieved. We design and build one of the best
Patrol Vessels in the world in terms of quality, fuel efficiency,
ergonomic design and optimum cost.
Another major initiative was adoption of “Purchase Preference
Policy’ in favour of indigenous equipment manufacturers in
2014. The government has recently promulgated a similar
purchase preference policy. Similarly, we were the first to propose

days at MITEC in Kuala Lumpur.
Celebrating “30 Years in the
Defence Show Business”, DSA
2018 has become the first show
in the world to successfully
feature both defence and
national
security
side-byside on a single platform.
Recognised as one of the
top five defence and security
exhibitions in the world, DSA
2018 – the biggest yet in the
DSA series - has witnessed the
participation of 1,500 exhibitors
from more than 60 countries
and the attendance of over 350
top government officials and
foreign delegations.
The event has showcased
cutting edge defence and
security
technology
and
services and provided the
platform
for
successful

networking,
business
collaborations and strategic
alliances. It has also enabled
armed forces and security
personnel to avail themselves
of the latest developments in
the industry.
YB. Dato’ Seri Hishammuddin
Tun Hussein, Minister of
Defence and Minister with
Special Functions, Malaysia,
has announced that DSA 2020
and NATSEC Asia 2020 would
be held from 20 – 23 April
2020 at MITEC. The Malaysian
government has announced a
total of eight contracts, three
MoUs, six Offsets, ten LOAs and
three LOIs valued at RM18.4
billion. Most of the contract
value was contributed by six
offset programmes with a value
of RM14.4 billion.
Co-organised,
supported
and hosted by the Ministry
of Defence & Ministry of
Home Affairs, Malaysia, the
co-located shows are fully
supported by the Malaysian
Armed Forces, Royal Malaysian
Police,
National
Security
Council, as well as several other
national security agencies
including Royal Malaysian
Customs
Department,
Immigration Department of
Malaysia, Malaysian Maritime
Enforcement
Agency,
Malaysian Prison Department,
Fire & Rescue Department of
Malaysia, and Royal Malaysia
Police Cooperative Limited.

construction of MCMVs in India under ‘Make in India’ program and
has been accorded DAC sanction in Feb 15.
Increased indigenous content onboard ships constructed at
GSL has been and will be the focus areas of GSL in the times to
come. Having touched 70% indigenous content on GSL OPVs, I am
hopeful that day is not far when we will have 100% indigenous
content.
The Shipyard is always on the lookout to get most advanced and
niche shipbuilding technology to India through collaboration/
ToT. You will shortly be hearing a lot from us regarding our
initiatives towards indigenization and ‘Make in India’ to bridge the
technology gap.
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Exploring Potential in
Aerospace Domain

D K Hota
Chairman & Managing Director,BEML

B

EML
Limited,
a
Miniratna
Category-I Company under the
Ministry of Defence, has forayed
into aerospace domain in pursuit of
untapped potential in aerospace domain.
BEML is a multi-technology company
offering high quality products for diverse
sectors of economy such as Defence,
Aerospace, Coal, Mining, Steel, Irrigation,
limestone, Construction, Metro & Railways,
through its three business verticals viz.,
Defence, Mining & Construction and Rail &
Metro.
The Company has state-of-the-art
manufacturing facilities at Kolar Gold
Fields, Mysore, Bangalore and Palakkad,
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all possessing ISO 9001-2000 series
certifications. All these units have
sophisticated facilities like CNC machines,
hi-tech welding equipment and flexible
manufacturing systems to turnout cutting
edge technology products. Continuous
modernization of manufacturing facilities
enables BEML to deliver world class
products and BEML’s nationwide network
of Sales Offices enables buyers to access
its wide range of products. The Company’s
Site Engineers ensure higher availability
of machines through prompt after-salesservices. Also, BEML’s full-fledged Service
Centres and Parts Depots offer total
equipment care, thus ensuring customer
satisfaction.
Being India’s leading Defence equipment
manufacturer, BEML Limited keeps the
Indian Army and other defence forces
abreast with advanced military equipment.
The company manufactures variants of
TATRA vehicle for all terrain operations
including Bridge Layer, Field Artillery
Tractor, Medium & Heavy Recovery Vehicle,
Pontoon Mainstream Bridge Systems,
Mobile Vehicle, etc.
BEML also Supplies Engineering Mine
Ploughs, Tank Transportation Trailers,
Armoured Recovery Vehicle (ARV),
Armoured Repair & Recovery Vehicle
(ARRV), Mil-rail Coaches and Wagons,
BEML plays a stellar role in the county’s
Integrated Guided Missile Development
Project by supplying ground support

Navy Holds Naval Aviation
Industry Interaction

vehicles. The company has also created a
world-class test track at its KGF Complex to
test Defence equipment and vehicles.
Aerospace Business
BEML limited, in its drive towards
continuing diversity from its current
product has forayed into Aerospace
business. Taking advantage of the global
and domestic opportunities available in
the fast expanding aerospace market in
India., the “Off-Set” policy laid down for
Defence procurement by Government
of India, BEML launched its aerospace
vertical to explore the potential in the
aerospace domain. The Aerospace has the
certification of CEMILAC, ISO 9001:2000
& NABL. The R&D centre has extensive
experience and inherent strength in
product design & development. It offers
high-quality customized tool engineering
services & solutions like CAD/CAE & NPDs.
BEML is already supporting the aerospace
operations by supplying Ground Support
Equipment such as Aircraft Towing
Tractor (ATT), Multi- Purpose Weapon
Loader (MPWL Bheema) and crash Fire
Tender (CFT). The manufacturing division
has scaled up its activities through
manufactures and supply of wide variety
of Jigs, fixtures, Ground Support and Test
Equipment to Indian Air force, Indian Navy,
HAL and ADA.
The Aerospace manufacturing is located
at Mysore which is AS9100C accredited.
The unit has machine shop, sheet metal
shop and heat treatment shop. The division
has recently added a CNC wire cutting
machine, 3 axis & 5 axis CNC machine
and Elastomeric press. The division has
expertise in MIG and TIG welding operation
for welding alloys such as Aluminium,
Titanium and Maraging steel.

T

he Indian Navy has organised
an interaction with the private
industries in Bangalore on May 15 to
discuss indigenisation of components used
in the Navy. The Naval Aviation Industry
Interaction, organised by the Naval Liaison
Cell (NLC) HAL, has been presided over
by Rear Admiral V M Doss, Assistant Chief
of Naval staff (Air Material) of Integrated
Headquarters, Ministry of Defence.
RAdm. Doss has said that the
indigenisation of spares and equipment
would result in self-reliance and huge
saving in foreign exchange. “We intend to
motivate the private industry, especially
small and medium companies, to actively
be a part of defence production. 65% of

the total requirements
of
the
defence
manufacturing, from
small pins to hydraulic
components,
are
being imported. This
needs to be changed
as Indian industry has
huge potential to fulfil
our requirements,” he
said.
The
interaction,
held on the sidelines of Indian Naval
Aviation road map
prepared for next five
years, has focused
on the indigenisation of 500 components,
including Line Replaceable Units (LRUs)
and their repair facilities, aircraft spares,
tools and testers, ground support
equipment & ground handling equipment
etc.
The aim of the event has been to involve
private industry in Defence production
with the “Make in India” initiative of
government.
Under government’s Make in India
initiative, the Navy has eased procedures
for the Indian industries to supply their
products. More than 150 companies have
participated in the event and registered as
interested vendors to supply products to
the Navy.

Lt Gen PP Malhotra Appointed DG NCC

L

ieutenant General PP Malhotra
assumed charge as Director General
of National Cadet Corps (NCC), the
largest uniformed youth organization in
the world on 11 Apr 2018. Lt Gen Malhotra’s
distinguished professional career includes
various regimental, staff and command
appointments.
Prior to assuming his
present appointment, he was the Chief
Engineer of the Army’s premier Northern
Command.
An alumnus of the National Defence
Academy, Pune, the General was
commissioned in the Corps of Engineers
of the Indian Army on 18 June 1983. A
graduate of Defence Services Staff
College, Wellington, the General has
also undergone the prestigious National

Defence College course at New Delhi. His
qualifications include B.Tech from College
of Military Engineering, Pune, M.Tech from
IIT, Powaii, M. Phil from DAVV, Indore and
M. Phil from Madras University.

Lt Gen Bipin
Puri Takes Over
as SCC of AMC

L

t Gen Bipin Puri has taken over
as Senior Col Commandant of
the Army Medical Corps. He has
assumed the appointment of Director
General Armed Forces Medical Services
(DGAFMS) on 01 November 2017.
Lt Gen Bipin Puri, a graduate from
the Armed Forces Medical College,
Pune was commissioned in the Army
Medical Corps (AMC) on in 1979. He
has completed his postgraduation in
General Surgery from AFMC in 1985 and
MCh(Paed Surg) from the Postgraduate
Institute of Medical Education &
Research, Chandigarh in 1993.
During his illustrious Service career
of more than 38 years, the General
Officer has tenanted important staff
and command appointments viz.
Commandant at 155 Base Hospital,
Tezpur, Dy DGAFMS (Coord) at 0/o
DGAFMS, MoD, Commandant at
Command Hospital (NC) Udhampur,
Major General (Medical) at HQ NC,
Assistant Chief of Integrated Defence
Staff at HQ IDS, MoD, Sr Consultant
(Surgery) at O/o DGAFMS, MoD DG(Org
& Pers) at 0/o DGAFMS, DGMS (Navy) at
IHQ, MoD (Navy), DGMS (Army) prior to
taking over as DGAFMS.
The General Officer was awarded the
GOC-in-C Commendation in 2010 and
the COAS Commendation twice, in
2001 and 2012. The General officer was
awarded the Vishisht Seva Medal by the
President of India in 2017 in recognition
of his meritorious service. The General
Officer was appointed Honorary
Surgeon to The President of India (PHS)
from June 2016.
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Propelling Indian Aerospace Industry

Jitendra J Jadhav,

Making NAL proud, the upgraded version
of Multirole Light Transport Aircraft Saras
has completed two successful test-flights
recently. How do you see this achievement?
Also, could you share the latest updates on
Saras?
As you may be aware that after the
unfortunate accident during test flight in
2009, complete stoppage of manufacturing
activities pertaining to SARAS aircraft till
completion of accident investigation of
the PT2, and migration of CSIR-NAL to the
new CAR-21 Regulation under Subpart-G
to proceed with aircraft manufacturing
activity. Other reasons were, realigning
of CSIR-NAL to regulatory process
and procedures of Centre for Military
Airworthiness and Certification (CEMILAC)
and Directorate General of Aeronautical
Quality Assurance (DGAQA). Further, the
modifications towards conversion of PT1
aircraft to PT1N far exceeded the originally
anticipated effort.
Saras was successfully test flown for the
second time on 21st February 2018. Dr.
Harsh Vardhan Union Minister for S&T, and
VP CSIR along with DG, CSIR witnessed
the second flight and highly appreciative
of effort put in by the entire team of
NAL, ASTE, DGAQA, CEMILAC and HAL in
reviving the project after nearly nine years.
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National Aerospace Laboratories (NAL) is India’s premier
R&D establishment in the civilian sector and a constituent
of the autonomous Council of Scientific & Industrial
Research (CSIR). CSIR-NAL is the leading institution in the
country for aircraft development programmes like twoseater ab-initio trainer aircraft Hansa, fourteen seat multi
role transport aircraft SARAS, and five seat general civil
aviation aircraft CNM-5 the country’s first public private
partnership with Mahindra Aerospace Pvt. Ltd. (MAPL).
These aircraft programmes are aimed to meet the civil
aviation requirements of the country and to synergize the
multi-disciplinary expertise of the laboratory into visible
and marketable products.
Jitendra J Jadhav, who served the ADA for 17 years in
various position including Outstanding Scientists – Project
Director (LCA-AF) is currently the Director, CSIR-National
Aerospace Laboratories, Bengaluru, India. In an interview
with Aeromag, he speaks about CSIR-NAL road map for
civil and military aircraft development programmes.
Excerpts from the interview:
The team was instrumental in analysing and
studying the failures and incorporate nine
major modifications in Saras PT1N aircraft.
Changes like installing new engines, an
improved flight control system, increased
rudder area, indigenously developed stall
warning system and more such changes
were made over the years. These efforts
have resulted in two successful flights
and we have received positive feedback
on performance of the aircraft. I must be
thankful to Dr Girish Sahni, DG-CSIR for
overwhelming support to this programme.
Around 18 more flights will take place in
the next 3-4 months before the design for
improved version of Saras (Mk2) is finalized.
Could you talk about how Saras will be an
ideal alternative for the imported aircrafts
in the category? What are the major
features of the improved version of Saras.
With more than 70 percent indigenous
content in the SARAS aircraft the cost will
be 20-25% cheaper than any imported
aircraft in the same category as indigenous
systems and spares will be serviced, within
the country. In any imported aircraft these
costs are very high. Further, the aircraft
currently available in the international
market are of 1970’s technology, such as
Beechcraft 19000D, Dornier-228, Embraer
EMB 110, they have higher operating cost,

and a few are unsuitable for operations
from hot and high-altitude airfields.
NAL is also working on the Mk 2 version
of the light transport aircraft, suitable for
both military and civilian version. Could
you shed more light onto the project?
The improved version SARAS Mk2 has
considerable drag/weight reduction with
unique features like high cruise speed,
lower fuel consumption, short landing and
take-off distance, low cabin noise, operable
from high & hot airfield, with pressurized
cabin, operable from semi prepared airfield
and low acquisition and maintenance
cost. Subject to approval of 19-seater
aircraft development project from the
government, we can expect that the test
flight may happen in 3 years from sanction.
The production version of the SARAS will
be certified initially for military use and
subsequently for civilian usage. Indian Air
Force will induct the first 15 aircrafts. HAL
has been identified as the production
agency for the military version of Saras,
What are the latest updates on the miniUAV Suchan? Are there any upgradation
plans?
NAL mini UAV SUCHAN has been
further modified and the new version

NAL SARAS PT1N
comes with rectangular fuselage and
increased wingspan. Endurance of the
UAV is improved and now it can fly up
to 90 minutes. NAL autopilot software is
upgraded to include safety modes like
Return to launch in the event of either
Battery malfunction or communication
link loss. Currently, SUCHAN is configured
for two applications (1) Surveillance and
(2) Geospatial mapping. The Surveillance
variant has gimballed interchangeable
payload (EO or Thermal) with stabilization.
NAL has also developed algorithms to
track objects on ground from the UAV.
The mapping variant is equipped with
geotagging hardware module in addition
to high resolution camera. The geo tagged
pictures taken by the camera are further
processed to build orthomosaic and DEM
models of the test flown area.
As part of user interactions, SUCHAN
flight demonstrations (Surveillance variant)
were shown to Air Force officials of Western
Command in Gandhinagar, Gujarat.
Recently, we have carried out aerial
mapping of one opencast coal mining area
of Eastern Coal Fields Limited near Sonepur
Bazari area in West Bengal along with our
CSIR laboratory CIMFR. We have received
very positive feedback on the performance
of the vehicle and the final customer
version of the aircraft will be ready by June
2018. We have also received enquiries from
Ministry of Earth Sciences and a few other
private companies.
Could you give an overview of the latest
products and services of NAL in aerospace
sector?
Related to aerospace sector in the civilian
sector, I am happy to share that DRISHTI an
airport runway visibility assessor system
developed by CSIR-NAL has completed
installation in ten international airports
in India. For the defence sector, supply of
54 systems to eighteen Indian Air Force
airfields, through Tata Power SED, was
executed successfully. Towards furthering
the indigenous development for strategic
sector NAL’s significant contributions to

major national programmes have enabled
the strategic sector to achieve self-reliance.
Advanced Composite Division of NAL
continued to make contributions in the
area of design, fabrication and R&D of
composite structures.
The National Control law team led by
CSIR-NAL completed the control law
design modifications for FOC of LCA-Mk1
aircraft and trainer variant. The laboratory
has also contributed to AMCA programme
in the areas of structural airframe design
& analysis and design of forward traction
main landing gear. A great achievement
was the handing over of full-scale air
intake duct of AMCA to ADA. CSIR-NAL has
significantly contributed to Mirage aircraft
upgrade programme of IAF. The significant
S&T inputs were in the areas of weapon
integration studies using CFD codes, static
stress and dynamic analysis of the aircraft
with different store configuration, and
aeromechanical studies of new stores.
The development of 65 HP Wankel Rotary
Combustion Engine for DRDO’s PANCHI is
progressing well and it will be completed
shortly. Apart from aerospace sector,
CSIR-NAL’s recent major contributions
to defence sector was carrying out wind
tunnel tests for DRDL for generating
aerodynamic data for missile configuration
and aerodynamic grid data for a typical
missile configuration for a fighter aircraft. I
am happy to share that two marksmanship
training systems DHVANI and ABHIAS
designed & developed for Indian Army
have achieved their maturity stage and the
technology transfer agreement with BEL is
in finalization stage.
CSIR has accorded ‘in-principle’ approval
for design, development & certification
of HANSA-NG. Please talk more about the
project?
CSIR-NAL has built totally 14 production
version aircraft from 2001 to 2010. The
cumulative hours logged by all Hansa-3
aircraft is about 4000 hours. All the pilots
who have flown Hansa-3 aircraft have
similar opinions that it has excellent

flying characteristics. The aerodynamics,
power and controls harmony make flying
very comfortable. However, the flying
community would like to have significant
modifications on Hansa-3 aircraft to make
it more useful as a trainer aircraft. Now
CSIR-NAL will modify Hansa-3 aircraft by
incorporating these modifications and to
bring out Hansa-NG (New Generation),
which will satisfy the requirements of
flying clubs for obtaining PPL (Personal
Pilot License) & CPL (Commercial Pilot
License) by young generation.
Modifications that are planned on
Hansa-3 aircraft are : changing the
instrument
panel
from
analogue
instruments to digital state-of-the-art
display system, increasing the fuel capacity
to achieve higher range and endurance,
reducing the pilot load by changing the
mechanically operated flaps to electrical
operation, aircraft steering operation to
be made simple by introducing steerable
nose wheel, providing heated pitot and
LED lights, baggage compartment with
10 kg capacity, ergonomically designed
doors for better ingress and egress and
improvement in interior aesthetics.
We aim at reducing the weight of present
Hansa-3 aircraft to provide the above
said improvements. Total duration for
the development of Hansa-NG is about
two years including completion of flight
testing towards certification from the
regulatory authorities. Along with the
development & certification of Hansa-NG,
two more tasks towards indigenization of
LRUs like development and certification
of indigenous glass cockpit and steerable
nose wheel for general aviation aircraft
which run concurrently form a part of the
proposal.
Could you share your vision and priorities
for NAL for aircraft programmes of the
country?
NAL’s immediate priority is to complete
18 more flights of Saras in the next 3-4
months before the design for improved
version of Saras (Mk2) is finalized. The
outcome of the ongoing flight testing is
aimed at assessment of the efficacy of
modifications such as new nacelle, large
metallic rudder, ECS, linear flap track,
SWS etc. incorporated in the aircraft.
Assessment through flight testing could
extend depending on feedback from first
block of flights. Generation of flight test
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HAL, Boeing and MDS Join Hands
for F/A-18 Super Hornet Production

H

AL has signed a partnership
agreement with Boeing and
Mahindra
Defence
Systems
(MDS) for manufacturing the F/A-18 Super
Hornet in India and pursuing the joint
development of future technologies. The
partnership is intended to transform India’s
aerospace and defence ecosystem, further
building on its Make in India success.
T Suvarna Raju, CMD-HAL, said that
the PSU has always been at the forefront
of development in India’s aerospace
sector.”This partnership with Boeing and
Mahindra Defence Systems will create an

opportunity to develop capabilities of
the aerospace industry and strengthen
indigenous platforms in India thereby
contributing to the Make in India activities,”
he said.
“Boeing is excited to team up with India’s
only company that manufactures combat
fighters, HAL, and Indian company that
manufactures small commercial airplanes,
Mahindra. This partnership brings the best
of Indian public and private enterprises
together in partnership with the world’s
largest aerospace company, Boeing, to
accelerate a contemporary 21st century

data would help to prove acceptability of
PT1N for safe flying before its adaptation
into requirement of the user. Immediately,
after the completion of flight tests, the
proposal for 19-seater aircraft will be put
up to the government for consideration.
Subject to approval, we can expect that
the test flight may happen in three years
from sanction.
NAL’s next priority would be takingup preliminary design phase (PDP) of
Regional Transport Aircraft. At CSIR-NAL,
studies have been carried out regarding
developing a Regional Transport Aircraft
(RTA). The feasibility study indicated a
need of about 250-300 aircraft for India
(20-year demand forecast) and over 4000
RTA class of aircraft for international

market. An international partner is
important for branding, certification,
product
support,
infrastructure.
Identification of international partner
should be done while carrying out project
definition work. I envisage CSIR-NAL along
with public/private partnership can come
together to take this initiative forward
with the government.
CSIR-NAL is the lead institution in
design and development of two critical
technologies namely fly-by-wire control
systems and composite parts for LCA –
Tejas. CSIR-NAL has developed many other
technologies like auto clave, co-cured /
co-bonded composite structures, fight
dynamics simulator, flight control laws,
Fatigue test, special coatings & materials
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ecosystem for aerospace & defence
manufacturing in India,” said Pratyush
Kumar, president, Boeing India.
“Our partnership with HAL and Mahindra
will enable us to optimize the full potential
of India’s public and private sector to
deliver next-generation F/A-18 fighter
capabilities. Together we can deliver an
affordable, combat-proven fighter platform
for India, while adding growth momentum
to the Indian aerospace ecosystem
with manufacturing, skill development,
innovation and engineering and job
creation,” he added.
“We are excited about the opportunities
that this partnership with Boeing and HAL
will provide for us to contribute further to
‘Make in India’ for defence,” said S. P. Shukla,
Group President, Aerospace & Defence,
Mahindra Group, and Chairman, Mahindra
Defence Systems. “As one of the largest
private sector defence companies, we look
forward to supporting the modernization
effort of our armed forces and achieving
economies of scale in the aerospace and
defence sector.” The Super Hornet Make in
India proposal is to build an entirely new
and state-of-the-art production facility
that can be utilized for other programs like
India’s Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft
(AMCA) program.

for Tejas LCA program. With the IAF plans
to acquire 123 Tejas aircraft, CSIR-NAL will
play a significant role in the coming years.
CSIR-NAL will continue to provide critical
technologies to the country’s upcoming
programmes like LCA-Mk2, LCA Navy,
AMCA, GHATAK and FGFA. CSIR-NAL has
contributed to AMCA programme of ADA
in the areas of structural airframe design
and analysis, developing a low RCS full
scale 8.3m serpentine CFRP air intake
duct, preliminary design of main landing
gear (MLG) and a basic flight simulator for
AMCA with flight controller, subsystems
and sensor models. The expertise of the
laboratory will be fully provided for future
requirement of the Programme.

Focused Growth in System Integration
VEM Technologies has been building the Indigenous technologies,
competencies and supporting the services to become the
global base production partner. Our focus has been to make the
organisation a Large Systems Integrator and all our efforts since
the inception were only to build many a technologies & system
engineering in-house and concurrently build the infrastructure.
VEM is consistently maintaining a growth path year on year, says
V Venkata Raju, CMD, VEM Technologies Pvt. Ltd. to Aeromag.

V. Venkata Raju
Chairman and Managing Director
VEM Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
2018 marks the completion of VEM
Technologies’ three decades of service
in various technological domains by
becoming one of the most reliable
technological partners for the defence and
aerospace Industry. On this occasion, could
you share with us your success story?
It’s been a long journey. Our focus has
been to make the organisation a Large
Systems Integrator and all our efforts since
the inception were only to build many
a technologies & system engineering
in-house and concurrently build the
infrastructure.
We are successful in
both which resulted in development of
Avionics, Servos, Fuses, RF, IIR and Laser
Seekers, EO systems, inertial systems,
Radars and Propulsion systems etc., placed
VEM in prominent position followed by
Indigenous Anti Tank Guided Missile
System & Fuses. VEM is consistently
maintaining a growth path year on year.
VEM is coming out with an Aerocity, a
green field project, to cater to Aerospace
and defence systems. Could you shed
more light onto the project?
VEM Aerospace is to house Large
Infrastructure and full-fill the gaps of
Aerospace and Defence production
requirements. As VEM is truly an Aerospace
& Defence Company, VEM Aerocity is
being built to make every integration

of system, Weapon systems, Complex
Fuselages, Radars, irrespective of Defence
& Aeronautics with its full fledged 360
Degree aerospace manufacturing facility
including energetics.
As you know, VEM is first in the private
defence industry to get through with
an industrial license for both Cold & Hot
integration. Aerocity will have the state
of the art facilities including Energetics,
Precision Optics, Precision Gearing, High
precision Medium and Large Machining
centres, Composites etc. The facility will be
supported by Eco-System with the Electroplating, heat treatment and machining
centres.
VEM has significant experience in
providing technological solutions to
defence and aerospace Industry. Could you
talk about the recent achievements?
Thanks to DRDO, VEM has been in to
the design & development of various
systems and sub-systems for Missiles,
UAVs, LGBs, Radar, Aircrafts, & Helicopters
with end applications for Land, Air and
Naval. The developments of RF Seekers &
IIR & Laser Seekers, EO systems are such
achievements. VEM is an established Offset
Partner and did good value of exports
regularly to the renowned foreign OEMs
across the world. VEM is thus an established
supplier to the global players.
Development of Laser Seekers and IIR
Seekers has been completed and the field
trails are due in 2018-19. Development
of indigenous ATGM, AsiBal is also fast
coming up and is scheduled for validation
& field trails during the financial year.
VEM has specialised in the design and
development of Laser guided Bombs and
Seeker Systems. Could you talk about
the latest initiatives and products in this
respect?
VEM is into the range of RF Seekers, Laser

Seekers, and IIR Seekers, for Missiles and
LGBs respectively. We are the production
partner of Laser Guided Rockets with
Raytheon and Un-guided Rockets will be
produced along with General Dynamics,
USA. We have plans to produce the LGBs
with our foreign partner who are the global
leaders in the segment.
VEM has been a supplier of various
products to many PSUs. Could you
elaborate on these relationships? Also,
please talk about the order book position?
Thanks to BDL & BrahMos & HAL, VEM is
the one of the major production partners
and produces the required scheduled
quantities for their respective production
programmes. VEM has a very healthy
order book and owing to confidentialities,
we can not disclose the figures. VEM,
being System Company with end to end
design and manufacturing facilities for the
manufacture of landing gears, Generators,
Servo Systems and Avionics besides,
Complex structures of Mechanical and
composites.
What is the future roadmap for VEM
Technologies? What are the priorities and
objectives for VEM in the coming years?
VEM has products for current, future
and regular production. Building the
Indigenous technologies and becoming
the global base production partner,
building competencies and supporting the
services.
VEM is focussed on the production AsiBal
and make the base ready for the range of
missile systems. We are pitching in the
weapon systems, Rockets and LGBs with
our foreign partners and we are positive
about the prospects in the field. Another
key important area for VEM is to offer
Platform based solutions for Helicopters.
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DefExpo 2018

T

he 10th edition of DefExpo, India’s premier a biennial
exhibition on Land, Naval and Internal Homeland
Security Systems, has been wrapped up successfully
on the east coast of Chennai. The four-day expo, held from
11 to 14 April 2018 at Thiruvidanthai in Kancheepuram
district of Tamil Nadu, has once again highlighted India’s
defence prowess and stressed the nation’s commitment
to promoting its defence manufacturing industry.
The DefExpo, inaugurated by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, has witnessed four-days of hectic activities with
underlined theme of ‘India: The Emerging Defence
Manufacturing Hub’ showcasing India’s capability in
export of defence systems and components. More than
670 exhibitors, including over 150 international exhibitors
have taken part in the event. The MSME sector had around
15 per cent representation this time. On the side-lines of
the event several major deals and collaborations have
been signed between the defence firms, both public
and private. The foreign companies have highlighted
their readiness to join hands with Indian players in
supporting the Make in India programme in defence.
The world’s best defence systems and technologies have
been displayed at the expo throughout the four days. Live
demonstrations by the Made-in-India products including
land, naval and air systems like tanks, naval ships, fighter
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aircrafts, helicopters, armoured vehicles, all-terrain trucks,
interceptor boats, artillery guns etc. have been a highlight of
this years’ expo. The mock exercises by Marine Commandos
(MARCOS) and Para-jumpers have been another attraction.
The closing ceremony has been presided over by
Governor of Tamil Nadu, Banwarilal Purohit, and
was attended by Secretary (Defence Production)
Dr Ajay Kumar, Chairman and Managing Director
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd, T Suvarna Raju, Additional
Secretary (Defence Production) Subhash Chandra and
District Collector of Kanchipuram P Ponniah etc.
On the concluding day that was open for public, large
crowd has turned making the event a grand success.
Enthusiasm was also evident among organised groups
from schools and colleges and visiting youth who were
curious and showing keen interest in defence technology.
As part of the event, the indigenously designed and
built Indian Naval Ships Sahydari - a stealth frigate,
Kamorta - anti submarine warfare corvette, Sumitra a naval advanced offshore patrol vessel, Airavat - an
amphibious ship and Kirch - a missile corvette have
been kept ‘Open to Visitors’ at Chennai Port for the first
time in the history of DefExpo from 13 to 15 April 2018.
The ship-visit has witnessed overwhelming response
from the citizenry of Chennai and adjoining districts.

Comes to a Grand Close

Deepak Kumar Hota, CMD, BEML Limited, and S K Chourasia,
DGOF & Chairman OFB, jointly unveiling the 155mm CAL mounted
Gun System.

BEML & OFB Launch 155mm 52 CAL Mounted Gun System

O

rdnance Factory Board and BEML Limited have unveiled
their latest product, the 155mm 52 Cal Mounted Gun
System, at the DefExpo 2018, Chennai. The system has
been launched jointly by Deepak Kumar Hota, CMD, BEML Limited,
and S K Chourasia, DGOF & Chairman OFB.
The project has been completely and independently designed
and manufactured by OFB in association with BEML & BEL as a
shining example of Make in India. The Gun is equipped with the

state-of-the-art laying and sighting systems such as GPS aided INS,
muzzle velocity feeder data management, day and night firing,
ballasting computer system capability.
The base vehicle used for the gun system is the BEML-TATRA 8X8
truck with all differential lockable and a powerful 300KW engine,
which provides it a power to weight ratio of more than 10KW/ton.
This is a high mobility vehicle with independent wheel suspension
and swinging half axles to provide enhanced cross-country
mobility. The vehicle has a cruising speed of 80Kmph on road
and more than 30Kmph in cross-country with a cruising range of
1000Km without refueling.
The armament used in the 155mm 52 Cal with target equipment
capability of approximate 42Kms. The Gun System combines
with the advantage of high mobility performance of a truck with
accurate long-range fire power of a 155mm 52 Cal Gun and with its
onboard ammunition storage capability of 18 rounds of HE shells as
well as 18 BMCS and 2-6 chargers. It can be automatically deployed
in any terrain and can perform a mission independently.
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